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Doomed Aircraft
Almost '^Impossible 
To ControV Says 
Aviator Of Plane
PILOT DONNED FIREPROOF SUIT, 
AND EVEN A BRIGHT RED CAP, 
“SO THAT IN CASE I WENT DOWN 
I WOULD BE SPOTTED^^
By Tom Cronk
Paul Lukasik, 30, of Victoria, is in 
Victoria General Hospital following the 
ocean crash of a light aircraft he was 
piloting, a few hundred yards from the 
wharf at the foot of Beacon Avenue, in 
Sidney.
Lukasik suffered a broken ankle, facial 
lacerations, and a torn knee cartilege as a 
result of the April 21 crash. The aircraft 
belonged to Arthur Hillsden of Victoria.
Hillsden spent 3 years building the 
“Rand KR11“ in a garage on Green Oaks 
Terrace, a low wing monoplane of wood 
frame construction, fibreglassed exterior, 
and powered by an 80 hp., Revmaster 
engine.
MOT investigator, Roy 
Jobling, assigned to 
determine the cause of the 
crash, said that the plane 
appeared to have been well 
constructed. Lukasik was in 
agreement, and said that if 
he t had , not; thought the - 
plant'safe tb flyi lie 'wbuld ’ 
nothavebeen init.
Lukasik said he had 
volunteered to test fly the 
plane, prior to his in­
struction of Hillsden, and 
Hillsden’s sons, who both 
own KRH’s. An ex­
perienced flyer of home- 
builts is naturally cautious 
when flying someone else’s 
plane, he said and added 
that he had done a 
thorough pre-flight in­
spection, and some taxi 




“Ju.st to be sure”, he 
said, "I was wearing a fire­
proof flight suit, gloves, 
heavy flight boots, 
sunglasses, and even a 
bright red cap, so that in 
case 1 went down, 1 would 
be easily spotted.”
As an added precaution, 
Lukasik took along a 
lifejacket.
His problems started 
once the plane was air­
borne, and the following is 
his description of what 
happened from take, off, to 
impact: ‘ '
‘‘There was no single 
reason for the crash; it was 
a combination of events. I 
noticed that the aircraft 
wouldn’t climb, and that 
the airspeed was very low. 
The plane wanted to yaw 
(turn to the right) con­
tinually, which made it 
almost impossible to 
control. The maximum 
altitude 1 could achieve was 
300 feet, which is only 250 
feet above ground level.”
“When I was above the 
ocean on landing approach 
to runway 126, the oil 
pressure gauge was reading 
zero, and the plane began to 
vibrate violently. The yaw 
was even harder .to, control 
at that time, and 1 had 
already begun to think of 
ditching in the water.”
“No way was I going to 
chance landing, and
CHAMBER PRESIDENT
CHARGES LOCAL RCMP 
WITH OVER POLICING
By Tom Cronk
During the April 19 meeting of the Sidney and North Saanich 
Chamber of Commerce, president Dennis Paquette voiced his 
concern that the RCMP are over-policing the local drinking 
public.
Paquette produced and read two letters, written by local 
residents, containing complaints of unnecessary detention by the 
police, after the writers had frequented local drinking establish­
ments. He said that he had personal knowledge of other such 
cases, and added that the problem could possibly be eliminated, if 
the members of the RCMP had a chance to get to know the people 
they are policing.
“Unfortunately, we are stuck with a training force,” said 
Paquette. “If they (the RCMP) knew who they were dealing with, 




The race for the 
mayor’s scat in Sidney is 
ojf and flying already.
Aid. Jim Lang told 
The Review shortly 
before press time that he 
will be contesting the 
seat, which will be 
officially vacated by 
Mayor Dick Leigh as of 
April JO.
Lang cited the divisive 
spirit on council as his 
major reason for 
running for the position,
.saying that since Leigh's 
leadership was lost early 
in March a .serious split 
had developed among 
council membens,
"We have to resolve 
this for the .sake of the 
ta.vpayers," Lang .said 
after announcing his 
candidacy, ” H V 're so 
badly divided now, We 
have to get back to 
.si/uare one and the basic 
issues at hand, ”
ALL THAT REMAINS of this light aircraft is the left wing and the fuselage behind 
the cockpit. Pilot Paul Lukasik crashed April 21 in the ocean off Sidney.
(Review photo by Tom Cronk).
burning. Then the engine 
seized, and down we went.”
“The plane hit the water 
with the right wing down, 
and the- wing simply 
disintegrated on impact. It 
was the canopy’s disin­
tegration, that caused the 
lacerations to my face, and 
the steel bar which controls 
the plane’s retractable 
landing gear, that cau.sed 




I..ukasik thinks he was 
unconscious for a brief time 
uljer the impact, and then 
woke with the realization 
that the plane had broken 
apail, and the engine had 
alleady sank.
“I was silling in the seat, 
securely belted, slating at 
the life jaekci in it's 
unopened package, still 
silling on the opposite 
seal.” he said,
He w'iis pulled from the 
water by the crew of the 
WIND LASS IL a nearby 
sailing vessel, and taken 
immediately to Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital. From 
there, he was iransfgrred to 
Victoria General,
The remaining section of 
the aircraft, meanwhile, 
svas towed to the nearby 
Anacortes Ferry dock.
Hillsden, the owner of 
the aircraft, indicated 
during a telephone in­
terview with The Review, 
that the plane was nol 
insured,
■‘Bui that is unim­
portant,” he said, “it is the 
condilion of the pilot that 
you worry about”.
Lukasik said that he felt 
bad about ihe loss of 
Hillsden’s aircraft, that he 
knows Hillsden feels bad 
about his injuries, and that 
he can foiesee no problems 
due to the lack of in­
stil anec.
“I am a teacher at 
t'amosun College”, said 
Lukasik, “and my medical 
plan will covet the cirsi of 
my hospitalization. My 
coiiliacl vsilh llic College 
will soon e.spite, and I then 
inieiul to fly reset ve for the 
ail force,This ciash will not 
keep me from nying. As for 
making me mote cautious, I 
doubt It, because 1 do nol 
lielieve I could have been 
any more cauiioiis than I 
was,”
According to .Lukasik, 
crash investigator Roy 
.lobling, has determined 
that the crash Was not due
to pilot error. In that case, 
Lukasik should have no 
trouble with the MOT, in 
regards to his licence.
Paul Lukasik
He said that he does not 
contend that the police 
should not incarcerate 
someone who is kicking 
windows, walking down the 
center of the road, or being 
otherwise objectionable.
“But the person who has 
had a few too many, is 
obviously going home, 
(which is likely not far 
away), and is not causing a 
disturbance, should be 
allowed to proceed,” said 
Paquette.
An RCMP spokesman 
was reported in last week’s 
Review that “9 of 19 
members, would drive 
someone home” Paquette 
said,“There is no need for 
the police to become a taxi 
service. Once in a while is 
okay; but why hot justdeave^ 
ihe person alone'?”
: Paquette’s stated reason 
for broaching the topic was 
“to make the public aware 
of what has beenVhapv 
pening”.
A motion to investigate 
the situation, was en­
tertained by the meeting, 
and a delegation will ap­
proach Staff Sgt. Whit­
taker, this week.
OTHER BUSINESS 
Other business di.scus.sed 
by the Chamber included a 
letter from Provincial 
Secretary, Hugh Curtis, 
regarding the re-opening of 
Magistrate’s Court in 
Sidney,
A phrase in the letter 
contained statistics, in­
cluding a 55.6 per cent 
increase in criminal of­
fences, and a whopping 104 
per cent increase in drinking 
driving offences, for the 
area. The letter .stated that 
the Peninsula was suffering 
from a “growing disrespect 
for the law”.
A motion to thank Town 
Council for their efforts to 
obtain the court, was 
.passed, but a good deal of 
discussion was generated by 
Curtis'remarks.
The reported U)4 per cent 
increase in drinking driving 
offences was the focal point 
of the discussion, and the 
members rctiuestcd that the 
figures from which the 
percentage was derived, be 
procured for tltc next 
meeting of the Chamber.
A motion was passeil that
the Anacortes Chamber of 
Commerce be asked to 
initiate actions against a 
reported Washington State 
Ferries fare increase, that 
would see the rates doubled 
in comparison with the 
rates on the BC Ferries.
Paquette was concerned 
that the economy of Sidney 
would be adversely affected 
by the increased fares, but 
he agreed that it was not 
within the jurisdiction of 
the Chamber to initiate 
direct contact with the 
Washington State Ferry 
Authority. :
Equipment Tax, a tax 
levied on all businesses and 
based on 30 per cent of the 
depreciated value of the 
equipment , was a topic that 
’ caught the interest of all 26 
members; irr " attendance. 
Many of the merhbers werev 
unavvare; that The tax even 
existed, and subsequently 
requested that a full report 
on the topic be made 
available at the next 
Chamber meeting.
The Chamber’s struggle 
to obtain a Business 
Manager, their fourth 
attempt in as many months, 
has ended with the 
acquisition of Capt. 
H.’W.O, Morris.
Morris is to be paid a
(WATER RATES 
HAVE DROPPED 
Residents of the Town of 
Sidney will receive a 
pleasant surprise next time 
they find their bills for 
water consumption in the 
mail. The rates will have 
dropped.
At its regular meeting 
Monday night town council 
gave third reading to u 
bylaw that will redute the 
annual water rates from $34 
for each parcel of land to 
$20.
Alderman Jerry 
Tregaskis said that initial 
intentions had been to half 
the rates to an annual levy 
of $17, but a foul-up In 
government funding
resulted In overpayment to 
the municipality last year to 
thcluneof$6,()0(>, 
'•Conscqucnlty we've 
had to pass that shortage on 
to the consumer by adding 
$3 to the water rate,” 
Tregaskis told council.
salary of $550, per month, 
which Paquette describes as 
“not very adequate, as 
salaries go.”
The acquisition of a 
manager, however, has 
placed an extra burden on 
the Chamber’s budget, 
which has not as yet been 
drawn up. Treasurer Ray 
Mopre expects the Chamber 
to be short of funds, which 
brought up the issue of the 
increased per-capita 
payment that the local 
Chamber must make to the 
BC Charhber of Commerce, 
in order to maintain it’s 
membership.
; Were the members ip- 
dined to refuse payment of 
the $10 per head dues, (up 
from $ 1,) tlie Chamber 
would IqseV’the S36Cip
received! each'ycar;frdrnthe^-s 
provincial body, to aid with 
the expdises of operating; 
the “Business Information 
Center’’.^:
Ralph Petty, Manager of 
Special Events for the BC 
Chamber of Commerce, 
was in attendance at the 
meeting, and took offence 
at Paquette’s charges of 
“blackmail and rip-off”, 




“Paquette is wrong when 
he says the Sidney Chamber 
was never notified of the 
increases”, said Petty, He 
then proceeded to outline 
the notice dates. He also 
explained brielly what the 
provincial organization 
docs for the local Cham­
bers, and added that the 
Sidney group has been 
grossly apathetic in its 
dealings with the BC 
Chamber.
“To my knowledge the 
Business Information 
Center has not been




Alderman Jerry Tregaskis Defends Criticism From Lang
Editor, The Review, Sir;
I am writing in response to an article 
in your paper datpd April 18, 1979 
which I feel was very biased and 
certainly did not convey the complete 
picture relative to my living in Van­
couver and continuing to serve on 
Sidney Council.
FirsUy, 1 would like To say that in 
February I wrote to the Mayor and 
indicated to him that it was my in­
tention to resign from the Regional 
Board and from Council effective 
April 30, 1979. Alderman Lnng In 
your article has stated “Tregaskis 
should make up his mind and advise 
us what he Intends to do.”
Alderman Lang has obviously not
bothered to inquire of the municipal 
clerk, the Mayor, or rny.self before 
making some very acidic remarks 
against me in tiic press.
After expressing my intention to 
resign, and after this was reported in 
your paper, I received no less than 41 
telephone and personal requests to 
reconsider my position and remain on 
as an alderman until my term expires 
November 30lh.
I believe the citizens involved arc 
concerned about the existing split in 
roitnei! and, my rcsignafinn would 
lip the balance toward Lang and his 
as.sDciatcs. This is a situation which is 
per.sonnlly unpalatable to myself and 
obviously to a number of other
citizens of the town. HowQver, I 
believe this is the reason that 
Alderman Lang is pressing so hard to 
have me resign.
1 am very disappointed in the at­
titude of Alderman Lang and of 
Clnick Harvey who think that, merely 
by moving to Vancouver, 1 have no 
furthcrinicrc.st in the town of Sidney. 
Please be advised that 1 have spent 
nearly 8 years in (he town and 1 am 
most concerned to sec that it continues 
to be a pleasant and economic place to 
Jive. , , r:
There arc .some very critical issues 
before council at present including the 
1979 Budget and Capital Work.s, the 
revision of the Community Plan (and
resultant public hearings) and the 
Smith Report concerning a revision 
and improving of services at City Hall.
1 feel it would be difficult for a newly 
elected alderman to deal with these 
problems.
I am insulted by Mr, Harvey’s 
insinuations that I am merely doing 
this for the salary of $2,0(K) a year 
which aldermen receive. I assure the 
citizens that this salary has never been 
my motivation for being on Council 
and, in fact, I donate the majority of it 
to (he charities of my choice.
I have already resigned my po.9ition 
as Regional Board Director, however, 
I wish to set the rectod .straight 
Ciindnued nn 3
Sidney’s altlcrmcn have 
deckled to pul tbcii money 
where llteir inouibs ate. 
They have issued a 
cballenge to the councils of 
Central Saanlcb and Norib 
Saanich for an inner tube 
relay to be run in con­
junction wiih Sidney's 
Fitness F;,csiival slated for 
April 27-28,
The idea eainc from Aid.
Feler Grant, who KUBgcslcd 
that council sboiild go one 
step beyond simple cn- 
dorsaiionoftbc festival.
”1 think a race would be 
a lot of fun,” Grant loldbis 
fellow aldermen at Monday 
night's council meeting, 
"We could show that we’re 
not only saying it, but we're 
doing it,"
The Tiii]ie,ss Festival is 
one of many being spun* 
sored in 30 communities 
tins year to locus the at­
tention of citizens on fitness 
and the effects if lias on 
Hfcsivles. A wide variety of 
displays and senrinars 
blgblight the event, whicli 
wo* originated in 1978 with 
eight communities par­
ticipating.
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Bab's Family 
Reastaurant





Open lues, - Sal. 10 ■ / PM
Phone Ahead lor Faster Takeout
652-3954
FAMILY RESTAURANT
OPEN DAILY 11 AM
lo'
FINE CANADIAN & 
CHINESE FOOD








Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner Daily 




Otnr in Itnsttrn in lltr rhnnninf! 
Htinn\j>hvn' nf tho Old Su'iss 
(ihidvt nnd vniity nnr 
iinlsliindinf! finr French rnisine. 
Evening Dining tram 5-10 PM 





"Homeslyle Cooking and Baking 
' at Old Fashioned Prices"







IHURSOAY & SUNDAY 
SMORGASBORD DINNER 
YYEDNESOAY EVENING




2359 Beacon Ave., Sidney
line Diuiiiy iil 
Rni-i'ihil'/e Pnef<
Li\iil Ailu'niL I'll Di>i<liiy 
UPen: Mon. to Ihurs. DAM • 8PM 
Fn. & Sat. BAM to 11 PM 
Sunday BAM to 10 PM
Phone 656-3191
i hotel Sidney
Foot of Beacon Ave.
OCEAN VIEW
Try our famous salad bar 












BEACON AVE., SIDNEY, B.C.
The Finest in 
Family Dining 
Open 7 a.m.-Midnight 
656-1176
RESTAURANT
Specializing In Chinese 
B Canadian Food
OPEN: MON.-THURS. 4« • MIDNIGHT 
FRI.-Sat. 4‘“-l»a.m.
SUNDAY 4“ • 8« p.m.
. Delivery with minimum order
I 2493 Beacon Ave. 65^39441
For a visit 
back to the 1890's 
COMPLETE LUNCHEON MENU
Corner of Mt. Newton Cross 
Road & East Saanich Road
652-1575
®ISngal ®ak Jttn
4680 ELK LAKE DR. 
Victoria, B.C.
STRATHMORE DINNING ROOM
Continental cuisine m '
•a traditional English atmosphere 
, 7 Days a Week 5:30 to 10:30
THE THATCH DISCO
Two,liveliest dance lloors In Victoria.
Open -Mon.'to Sal. ■ V •
8 p.m. to 2 a.m. 658-5231
S@a Bregie Cafe
9776 - 4th St. , Sidney
Behind the Post Office
— SPECIALIZING IN—
FISH a CHIPS 
Breakfast-lunch-dinner 
Open Daily 7:30 AM'- 7:30 PM 




2558 SEVAN AVE., 
RESERVATIONS 656-4640
Geary's Restaurant
, FOR "HOME COOKIN" 
DELICIOUS HOME MADE PIES 
HAMBURGERS - COMPLETE MENU








VILLAGE SQUARE in Brentwood
OPEN: Tues. to Thurs. 4-11 p.m. 
Fri. S Sot. 11 Q.m.-l o.m. 
Sunday 5.9 p.m.
Try Our "SPECIAL" PIZZA
652-4344
Lunn's Pastry Deli 
a Coffee Shop
-Fancy Maati- 
•Block Forott Horn- 
•Naw Zaoland Chaddor- 




"Every nighi It Pizza nlghl" 
Eat In — Tako out 





BREAKFASTS A HOT LUNCHES
(TAKEOUTS)





9807 - 4th St., Sidney
OPEN DAILY AT 4:30 P,M, 
Clotod Mondays
656-6722
9816 • 4th St., Sidney





"BUN ON THE RUN"
OR STAY AWHILE
2466 Beacon 6S6-4333
Iliere: to iiik8.your vlBltors: S (rtailswtiMG uM
AiUlMORIC (iOI.,1'' COURSE, MO Ardmere Dr. & West Stiunich RikuI, Siiltii\v 
A cosy 9-holer, ideal for fanillie.s, IJeauilful scenery and .special twilight rates for 9-hole 
game. Club.s and cart rcnials - picnic mid barheciic faciliiics - swimming hcach, IMinne 
" 656-4621.
BRENTWOOD INN, 7172 llrcnlYvood Drive, Urcnlwood. 6.‘52-24 l.l
Live enicrtuinmcni. Country Folk Style Friday and Saturday in Tlic l.onngc, 9-12 p.m.
SALMON I'TSIlINCii, lluul Rcniul, (jiiided FlKliinKTriiiN (all inclusive)
hamily rishing in iltc protected Saanich Inlet. Brentwood Rotii Kcinals (1971) Ltd. at the
Ferry Dock, BretUwood Bay. Phone 652-1014.
PANORAMA LEISURE CIvNTRK, I«8S Forts! Park Drive 
Swimming skating and recreation programs lor every member of the family, Consnii our 
brochure for details or phone 656-7P1 for furlher Informnlloii.
HOTEL SIDNEY, 2537 Rcbcow Ave., .Sidney. 656-li;il
EnleriflIiimeiK In Ihe Loungi each Monday Nlghl, 841 p.m. Country and Western with 
Norm WInquest, Rob Hollis and Ralph Niefonh. (Friday and Sainrday nights «-12 p.m. 
Varied Pub cnicrttdnmcni). Every Wedwc»day idghi 8*12 p.m, Is tnicni night in (he pul).
THE PRAIRIT INN, Corner ML Ntwion Cross Roads and FasI Saaniiii Rd. 656.1.57.^ 
Relax by the fire nnd listen loliveenterlninmcnl while playing Chess, Cribbage, Checkers. 
Backgammon, Darts or Pool.
ROYAL OAK !NN, 46Rfl fik l.At Vltinrla,
Disco Dancing at The Thatch Montlay lo Saturday on the two liveliest dance floors in 
Victoria. No cover charge except Friday - Saturday,
HONOR SCROLL
At a recent meeting of the 
Victory Lodge No. 63 
Knights of Pythias a framed 
honor scroll was presented 
to members Wilf Tripp, 
Harley Wheeler, John 
Porv, Eddy Eng, Bob 
Bannister and Pythian 
Sister Esther Berry in 
recognition of their loyalj 
service rendered to the 
lodge.
Victory Lodge No. 63 
operates Bingo every 
Thursday night in Knights 
of Pythias Hall, 4th Street. 
Proceeds go to such 
organizations as Cerebral 
Palsy Fund, Heart Fund, 
Cancer Fund, 4-H Sheep 
Club and sponsor junior 
softball league, etc.
Saturday is fun night at
presented
the hall for all members, 




Hostelling Association is 
holding its bi-annual talk 
on travelling in Europe on a 
shoestring budget. This 
meeting will be held on May 
2 at 7:30 p.m. in room 144 
of the McLaurin building at 
he University of Victoria. 
Many travel related subjects 
will be discussed including 
where to go . . . how to get 
there . . . special bus and 
train passes . . . documents 





Continued from Page 1 
manned in accordance with 
the terms of the contract,a 
nd you are therefore ac­
cepting the $3600 fee under 
false pretenses”, Petty said. 
“Just who is being ripped- 
off,” he added.
Following Petty, guest 
speaker John Young, an 
investment broker, spoke 
about the BC Resources 
Investment Coihmission. 
Young outlined the views of 
his brokerage house, and 
some of his personal views, 
with regard to the free 
shares and the practicability 
of purchasing additional 
shares. He said that the 
opinion of the brokerage 
house was that the shares
would be a good in­
vestment, and that he sees 
the price of the shares 
climbing, in the near future.
Young said he thinks that 
the BCRIC will probably 
achieve it’s priority ob­
jective, that of interesting 
British Columbians in local 
investment, within five to 
ten years. The program’s 
estimated $20 million price- 
tag, will be cheap, if the 
effect is realized, he said.
Chamber Manager, Bill 
Morris, then informed the 
membership that an “All 
Candidates Meeting”, was 
in the planning stages, (re- 
the upcoming provincial 
election), and the iheeting 
adjourned.
Muyorulty By--electiou Culled In Sidney
Sidney town council has 
called a mayoral by-election 
for June 30 following the 
resignation Monday night 
of Mayor Dick Leigh.
Leigh’s letter of 
resignation was presented at 
Monday night’s council 
meeting. The Mayor 
resigned due to a recurring 
cardiac condition. He was 
first hospitalized because of 
the ailment on March 1, 
and has not attended a 
council meeting since then.
“It is now evident that 
my recovery will be a 
lengthy procedure, 
requiring up to six months 
of complete rest, along with 
controlled physical ac­
tivity,” Leigh wrote. “With 
this in mind I now feel it 
essential in the best interests 
of the Town of Sidney, as 
well as myself, that I submit 
my resignation from the 
office of Mayor, to be 
effective April 30.’’
The announcement from 
Leigh brought expressions 
of regret from all aldermen 
attending Monday night’s 
meeting.
“1 think we can only 
accept the resignation with 
the deepenst regret,” Aid. 
Ross Martin said. “I’ve 
found my relationship with 
the mayor to be very 
gratifying. He’s always 
been a very principled and 
ethical man to deal with.”
Aid. Peter Grant echoed 
Martin’s sentiments, saying 
he would “really like to pay
tribute to the leadership and 
integrity Mayor Leigh 
showed while he was in 
office.”
Alderman Jerry 
Tregaskis also praised 
Leigh’s leadership during 
the past three and a half 
years.
“He has been an ex­
cellent leader and he cer­
tainly steered the town well 
through some most difficult 
periods of growth during its 
short history,” Tregaskis 
said.
Nomination day for the 
by-election has been set for 
June 11. Should any local 
aldermen vacate their seals 
to contest the mayoralty 
race, by-elections for 
aldcrmanic seats will also be 









This ad was paid for by a whole lot of Saanich and the 
Islands people who want John Green for their MLA
INCOME TAX 
DEDUCTION 
Contributions to the 
Unitarian Service Com­
mittee of Canada are 
deductible for income tax 
purposes.'
'^^i DFM " SteJTiLe
(opposite R.O. Garden Centre)
GRAND OPENING
TUESDAY, MAY 1
MONDAY TO SATURDAY 
11:00 A.M. to 9:00 p.m.
Chicken from the Spit 
Complete Steak Dinner 
Hamburger Selection 
Open Salad Bar 
Licenced Premises
ROYAL OAK SHOPPING CiNTRE
KIDNEY TIT A VFf,OI>€F,7?ff6llc{u:oHAvt.,M!t!ury.6M. 1176
Foiiilts Flace every Friday and Saturday night 9- 2 a.m.. dance lo the music of ihe 50’s.




You will share in 81% of 
Canadian Cellulose.
You will share in oil and gas 
exploration rights In 
northeastern B.C.
You will share in lO'X; of 
Wcstcoast Transmission.
You will share In 100% of 
Kootenay Forest Products and 
Plateau Mills,
Ownership of our resource industries should 
be in the hands of individual British 
Colurnbians. To encourage this trend, your 
government is offering five free shares in the 
recently-fonued British Columbia Resources 
Investment Corporation to every eligible 
resident of our province, [-ollowing are 
answers to the most important questions 
concerning this unique offer—■
who have not yet obtained such identification, 
may e.stablish their identity by presenting their 
birth certificate or other acceptable identifica­
tion—in person—at tlie office of their local 
Government Agent (or, in tlie Lower 
Mainland, at their local Motor Vel ilcle 
Branch office),
What if my shares are lost 
or stolen?
Who is eligible?
Every person who has lived In B.C. for llie 
past year—and who liolds or has qualified 
and applied for Canadian citizenship—is 
eligible (or five free shares in B.C.R.I.C, 
Those 16 years of age and over should apply 
for shares on their own behalf l-or children 
under 16, application should be made by the 
moilier or guardian. Infants, born In B,C. on 
or before June 15, 1979 and resident liere 
since birth, also qualify for free shares, 
Application, again, should be made by the 
mother or guardian.
Ereo shares are also available lo Itiose 
ordinarily resident In B.C, who Imve been 
temporarily absmtl from llio province during 
llie 12 monihs immediately preceding tlie 
offer, provided sucli |>ersons are 
olhenvise eligible,
Those unable to apply in person may 
delegate a suitable individual to act on tlieir 
behalf—that person must utilize a Power of 
Attorney form, available where nppllcallons 
are made,
When doeii the offer 
expire?
To take advantage of Ihe free share offer, yon 
must submit your application by June 15, 
1979, Sliould there he, extenu.aling cir- 
cumstances—absence from the ijrovlnce 
during tlie application period, for 
example—an appeal may be made to llie 
Ministry of Finance by Seplember 30, 1979.
The free slinres will be "bearer" shares—in 
other words, owned by and saleable by the 
bearer, and nol registered to any Individual, 
Therefore, there ii no protection against loss 
or theft, However, each block of 100 shares 
or more will be registered In the name of an 
individual share-holder (and thus protected). 
Because registering lakes additional time, 
persons planning lo purchase blocks of shares 
(or registration should submit their applica­
tions as early as possihle. Note, only Ihe 
holders of registered slinres will be eligible lo 
vote on company matters and receive 
financial information and other communica­
tion'-. from tlie company.
How will B.C.R.I.C. use 
its money?
When do I receive my 
shares?
All money invested In the B.C. Re.source 
Iriveslrnenl Corporation will he used lo 
(urtlief lt.s Inveslmeni objeclives, Incluclltig 
till’ development of resource Industries within 
Briilst) Columbia
What do B.C.R.I.C. 
shares represent?
The B,C, Resources Inveslmeni ConTorntion 
Is the lioldliig company for shares held by the 
province in a variety o( B C, resource
Distribution of tree sliaivs by B.C.R l.C. will 
begin Immedlalely alter Brillsli Colnnibla D.ry, 
August 6, 1979, Tlie person making 
appllcalion lias until September 30, 1979 to 
pick up llie shares wliere application 
was made.
Other questions?
Industries and enterprises. B.C.R.I.C, litalds
HI'Ii'y tho tzIiAf'itw rtf
Can I buy additional 
shares?
81% of t e common sliares ol Canadian 
Cellulose, 100% o( the coirimon stiares o( 
Krjoieriay Forest Products and Plateau Mills, 
U)% of the cominori sliares of Westcoast 
Transmission, plus oil and gas ilglils in a vast 
area o( norllieaMetn B.C.—invesiments 
transfened at a value of over $151 million, 
B.C.R.I.C. shares represiml partial ownership 
of this wliole tange o( enterprises.
How can 1 apply?
Yes. It you quality for tree sliares, i.'ou have 
the option ol purclmslng up to 5,000 
arldltlonal sliares at a price substanlUilIv below 
llurir underlying value, Tills price will be 
fipeclfk'd on your appllcalion form.
No individual or iorporalion may own more 
itian PV, at the voting shares o( B C.R.l.C, 
(allhough pension tund.s may own up to 3%), 
Corporations and pension funds, liowever, 
are not allowed Ip partldpale In llie Initial 
share Issue,
For fiirilier Infdrmalion on tlie free share 
o((et--oi iibuul B.C,like,—conlaci; B,C. 
Governmeni Public Informallon, In 
Umcouviir, phone H73-3455, In Victoria, 
phone ,387-6121.
In Ollier areas. Information Is available 
Hirough your local Government Agent.
Application forms ate available at banks, trust 
comiianles, credit unions and Invesiment 
dealers llirougliout B.C, When making 
applicallon, you must presen! iwa ol the 
following pieces o( idenllllcallon: a.) driver’s 
liceiife; b.) Social Insurance card, c.) Medical 
P1.SI1 r.ird if -i,* r>rj of ni nv'-t,
a I'tiarrtiacare card Is sutiicleni proof 
of Identity
Moiliers or guardian* applying for childien
nnrter 16 .sm riiquiri'it tn (nrnir.h only .-j 
medical plisn number or a binli certificate lot 
such cbildren, Young (wople, 16 and over.
Win I be able to fsicll 
my shares?
Yim, Stock market trading In shares Tu 
expected to r;oimnetice shortly after ibe 
dlslrlbullon date, , . and at this rvoim, a 
■'market value" will be esiabllshed, However, 
It Is tioplcJ that a majority o( Biilish 
Columbians will not only relaln, but enlarge. 
Ibeir share lioldings In tliis way, they will' 
p.ii'lk i,!in.i.l!y ill ilic i,uiiliiiui'd ex|)aiiiHin 
of our resource Indusiiles, while emurlng that 
cotiirol ol ihene industries remalni in B (:
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SIDNEY FAMILY INVOLVED IN ACCIDENT
GETYOUR HEAD 
TOGETHER WITH 
GREG J. ABBOTT 
Hairstylist
Everythingfrorn 

















Munro PC Canipaign Committee, 3948
A Sidney family suffered 
only superficial injuries 
when they were involved in 
a two car collision, shortly 
after 5 p.m. Tue.sday, April 
17.
Raymond Peters, 20. his 
wife Eilene, and their 17- 
day-oid daughter, Sarina, 
were travelling west on 
Bevan St., when his vehicle 
collided with another driven 
by Robert Rawn, 45, of 
Victoria.
Rawn, and his girlfriend 
passenger Bonnie, were 
uninjured, mainly because 
both were wearing their 
seatbelts, arid because 
Rawn had decreased speed, 
intent on making a right 
turn from 5th onto Bevan.
Peters and his wife, 
neither of whom were 
wearing their' seatbelts, 
were thrown into the 
windshield with such force 
that the impact of their 
foreheads left visible cracks 
in the glass.
The child Sarina, from 
her unrestrained position 
on the front seat, was 
thrown into The dashboard, 
and then down onto the 
floor of the car.
Mrs. T’elers and Sarina 
were immediately' tran­
sported to Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital, where 
r’TC^'asTdiscpyeredlThat: Tthfe 





Since 1945 the use has 
funded family planning 
programs in India, Korea, 
Indonesia and Lesotho, and 
is currently spon.soring 
progiiuns in Hong Kong 
and Bangladesh.
Peters suffered a bump on 
the head.
Ray Peters, taken to the 
hospital ^after the in­
vestigation of the accident, 
had a bump on the head.
and some bruised ribs.
Both vehicles were 
damaged beyond 
driveability, and as such, 




Federal Progressive Conservative 
Esquimalt-Saanich
Don Munro has been YOUR 
since 1 972. Don Munro is 
Envitonnjenl Critic — involved in 
sucli major issues as disposal of 
nuclear waste and the nortliern 
p.as pipeline
Don Munro-^-
lives in Cordova Bay
assolved with RCAF 
Navigator 19^10 ■'15 
served in Canadian
diplomatic 
(i oml9'17 7 1
service
Don Mtinro
has worked in Ottawa 






Marine, LaW of the 
Sea, tanker route 
proposals, commercial 
and sports fisheries, 
radar and other air 
port malleis, Sidney 
wharf and broakwalor 
and numerous other 
matters,




(Hovlrto iound management olgovernmflnt spending
make Canada seK suKIcient In energy 
“provide incentives for Canadians lo Invest at home 
-Equip the armed forces lo meet commitments here and ahruatl 
■f eslore conlidence In the free enterprise system 
impiowfl lederalprovinclal harmony
TrodoDu must go — VOTE MUNRO
Weneoclyourhelp--
phono 4794 684 or call in at 3948 Quadra St.
or phone6564223,6564925, at2495 Deacon Ave., Sidney
bujuncK, h<f Muiltu f'C ,'1948 Qu««tiiriS|,
Tregaskis Defends 
Griticism
Continued from Page 1
concerning my attendance at board
meetings in 1979.
I have only missed 4 board meetings 
and none of those were of interest to 
the community of Sidney or I would 
have made a special effort to attend. 
Mayor Leigh resigned his position as 
Regional Alternate some weeks ago 
and council has been unable to agree 
on a new Alternate.
I would like to know what makes 
Alderman Lang think they would be 
any more successful electing a new 
Regional Board Director, Alderman 
Lang desparately wants the position; 
however, he has shown a totally 
negative attitude toward the Regional 
District and all its functions and I for 
one can not support having that type 
of representation for the town of 
Sidney; y ' .
My ^resighatibn as iAldefmah Mould' ^ 
virtually assure Lang’s electrpp^s as 
Regional Board Director and^THis' % 
another reason why he is pressing for 
it at this time.
In summation L would like to say 
that the Municipal Act permits elected 
repre.sentatives to live in one coiri- 
niunity and sit on elected boards in 
another and this fact alone is hot 
sufficient justification to request 
anyone’s resignation. Lang has in­
sinuated that 1 have missed too many 
meetings and I have consulted Mayor 
Leigh forhis advice in this matter since 
1 very much respect his opinion.
He has gone to the record and 
established that, since the date which 
Alderman Lang and I were elected to 
Sidney Council in November, 1975, 
Alderman Lang has missed 23 Council 
and Committee of The Whole 
meetings and I have missed 8, in­
cluding annual vacations and that 
record speaks for itself.
I would very much like to remain on 
Council until my term expires a.s I feel 
I have an obligation to the taxpayers 
of Sidney lo fulfill my term.
As you have said in your own 
editorial, as soon as I resign, the 
deadlock on Council will be broken 
and the majority will prevail. 
Un for innately this majority will go to 
Alderman Lang and his associates and 
this is of great concern lb me and n 
number of residents.
Your editorial further slates that “it 
is patently obvious that it would be 
impossible for him to do a good job 
for the people of Sidney” merely 
Ticcausc 1 no longer live in the com­
munity. I do not agree with this 
opinion since the actual services to the 
taxpayer arc provided by employees 
and councirs involvement consists of 
control and policy decisions, all of 
which arc done at evening meetings, 
which I am able ib attend.
I hope you will publish this letter in 
its entirety as I arn hoping to receive 
feedback from the taxpayers con­
cerning the situation. However, at 
present it is not my intention to resign, 
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Fire And Children
During the five years period from 1972 
to 1976, 944 children under 15 years of age 
died in accidents involving fire in Canada.
Children are fascinated by fire and may 
want to experiment with it. They should be 
taught that fire is a friend, but never a 
playmate, and that it should be used 
sensibly. Let them blow out matches, help 
you build a fire, plug and unplug electrical 
equipment, etc. The practice of fire 
prevention by adults is the good example 
that teaches and protects children.
In case of fire in the home, children 
should know exactly what to do. Plan and 
show them escape routes. Alternate paths 
should be selected in case the main route is 
blocked. The Canada Safety Council 
recommends that family drills take place 
periodocally with older members looking 
after the children. Every person in the 
house should memorize the Fire Depar­
tment’s phone number.
Instruct children to keep bedroom doors 
closed at night. It takes a fire from 10 to 15 
minutes to burn through a wooden door, 
delaying the spread of fire and allowing 
more time to escape. Above all, impress 
upon them that once they have made their 
escape, never go back inside to retrieve a 




THe P0SW^L RUNS FAIDAV AND SATWRDAV—AND IS ,
COOK fusA Foster c&.chl panoraaaa rjr isfej
Silver Threads In Review
MONDAY through 
FRIDAY: 9 a.m. — centre 
open, cards, library, 
billiards, morning coffee, 
afternoon tea.
MONDAY: 10 a.m. — 
dance for fun, billiards, 
quilting, decorator paints, 
chess; noon — lunch; 1:30 
p.m. — ceramics, swim 
club; 2 p.m. — films; 7:30
p.m. — bingo.
TUESDAY: 9:30 a.m. — 
lapidary; TO a.m. — 
Serenaders practice, 
painting; noon — lunch; 1 
P-ni. — whist, crochet, 
lapidary, painting; 7 p.m.
— shuffleboard and games 
night.
WEDNESDAY: 10 a.m.
— novelties and rug
hooking; noon — hot 
dinner; 1 p.m. — mah­
jong, discussion group; 2 
p.m. — concert with the 
Pearly Gang; 7 p.m. — 
duplicate bridge.
THURSDAY: 9:30 a.m. 
— lapidary; 10 a.m. — 
weaving, carpet bowling; 
noon — lunch; 1 p.m. 
bridge; 1:30 p.m. —
p.m.dresstnaking; 7 
crib.
FRIDAY: 1 to 4 p.m. 
Spring bazaar; 7 p.m. — 
evening cards.
SATURDAY and 
SUNDAY: 1 to 4 p.m. — 
open for drop-ins.
Trip tickets on sale: June 





. As Gohservaiiye candidate 
in the riding where he lives 
perhaps ! could provide an 
answer for M.S. Woods’ 
little tirade in your columns 
April 18.
'Vic Stephens 'has never 
said that he will “eliminate 
virtually all taxation”. He 
has said that he will 
eliminate the sales tax and 
the property tax for 
schools, and he will. To 
balance the provincial 
books without tho.sc taxes 
will require spending 
reductions of only about 10 
per cent. If Mr. Woods is 
really inlcresled 1 will be 
glad to provide him with a 
leaflet giving the specifics. 
The Bill Bennett gover­
nment this year is planning 
to spend almost four limes 
what the W.A.C. Bcrmell 
government spcuit eight 
years ago. Docs Mr. Woods 
really think no rcduciion in 
spending is po.s.siblc?
As lo the qucstioivof how 
people vole, Vic Stephens is 
fighting for the right of 
everyone to vote in 
whatever way he chooses, 
something the "doiiT split 
llie vote” people obviotisly 
do nol imdersiancl.
There are many good ' 
people iimotig the sup­
porters of every political 
party, hut Social Credit 
seems to have a near» 
monopoly on those who 
think that because they 
luiv'c decided to support a 
certain party everyone else 
should he eompelled to do 
the ' same, Such pcdpic 
should perhaps consider 
whether they arc really 
happy living in a 
democracy. This world 
offers a wide choice of one- 
party nations wlicre they 
iniglit reel more at Itome, 
Ciranled iliat many such 
people arc motivated by a 
gciminc fear of socialism, 
but they should think a 
minute, Not even 20 per 
cent of Hie people of B,C. 
arc socialists. Social Credit 
liH'tics ill limiting the voters 
to only two choices 
provided the only possible 
situation in wliicli ilic 
socialists could be elccieil.
It has already liappencd 
once, and unless tit letist one 
Ollier free-cnierprise party 
HeenniAf: ertiilTli'Tv'd ;i'' nn 
eipinl contctHlt.T it is bound 
to keep on happening. The 
socialists only need to win 
once in a while in order to 
change our srjcicty trs their
liking, and Social Credit 
seeks ; ip guarantee- them 
that opportunity,^ ^ - ^ 
'Right now the Social 
Credit government is even 
more unpopular than the 
socialists, and a swing to 
the Conservatives is the 
only way to keep the NDP 
from power. Mr. Woods 
may find it impossible to 
understand, but if Vic 
Stephens gets enough votes 
he can indeed form a 









1 refer to a news item 
published in the Daily 
Colonist, Victoria, dated 
April 8, from UPC Van­
couver: ‘‘ Mf you don’t 
want to be assimilated 
perhaps you should return 
to your ancestral ways.' 
Mr. Trudeau told an Indian 
questioner.”
Sit seems to me that your 
approach lo the difficult 
situation facing our native 
peoples is totally un­
sympathetic.
You must be aware lluil of 
the many vital issues before 
all Canadians today one 
that demands intelligent 
informed understanding is 
the claim of ilie natives to 
aboriginal title. In the past 
you have stated you do not 
recognize aboriginal title; 
you have however, 
acknowledged “that 
perliaps the original people 
do have some rights after 
all”.
My point is this: It is high 
lime Hie federal government 
exercised .some decent 
human qualities and made 
an effort lo understand nnd 
help the native people 
instead of silling buck 
wailing for the .native 
peoples to give in on federal 
governmeni terms,
The native peop!c,s 
demands are being made, it 
seems to me, bcc.uise very 
few of them have received 
anything like fair com­
pensation for the resources 
evinicied by oper.'itof'V vdio 
seem to hiive little or no 
care for people and the 
environment,
1 v.uiild be guTcful if you 
could tell me of any native 
program completed by the 
federal jsovernment of 
which we m:iy fee proud and 
which has pleased the native
people...;,,,;
T Your respimsotpThik^ 
will have a definite bearing 









Just listen to the NDP 
howl over distribution of 
shares in the B.C. 
Resources Investment 
Corporation! Talk about 
knee-jerk reaction!
Barrett says: “If we form 
the governmeni we will stop 
the distribution — if it is 
too late, we will buy all the 
shares back.”
Then, after discovering 
that the afore-mentioned 
statement had annoyed 
some of his faithful .sup­
porters, especially those 
who were publicly ex­
pressing regret that the 
NDP didn’t first think of 
the distribution idea while 
in power, Barrett changes 
tack and says: “If we form 
the govcinmeni we won’t 
stop distribution, but it's u 
shameful waste because the 
people already own 
BCRIC,”
The people arc supposed 
to own everything in Russia 
too, Dave, and what good 
has it done them? Of a 
certainly there is no 
freedom of speech to know 
ihciruHil
A share in the hand i,s 
worth more to me than 
some ,sociaIi.siic ideology 
regarding benefits of 
communini ownership, so 
keep up the good work Bill 









It is unbelievable that Vic 
Stephens docs not know it Is 
a fact of life that those who 
believe In a flourishing 
economy and a decently 
united country (in the true 
sense, Hut the Tiudeau 
sense) will vote for Bill 
Bcrmeit ptovincially, and 
for Joe Clark federally .
I linnk m tins election, a.s 
in no other, people are 
voting for Ihe man and not 
the old pat ly lines,
Nobialy said wc had to ■— 
there is still a secret ballot,
thank : God. - It is simply 
dictated by common sense 
and the will to survive.
In B.C. Bill Bennett has 
earned respect and 
gratitude for restoring 
investment and industry 
after the jittery years under 
Barrett. Anyone who would 
not re-elect Bill Bennett has 
a short memory and a basic 
desire for self-destruction. 
Remember' how the 
socialists almost ruined the 
mining industry? 
Remember how money 
flowed out of B.C. into 
Alberta starting their 
biggest boom in history? 
Remember how B.C. 
money was diverted to the 
US? Remember the chaos in 
ICBC?
Anyone who ever 
worked a day in his life 
knows that without healthy 
business competition 
creating money to supply 
jobs, we become lacklustre 
puppets wailing for han­
douts.
Backing Bennett means 
ensured stability plus the 
best in welfare support for 
those who require it. A vlMc 
for Barrett unfortunately 
means business pulling out 
of B.C, In panic, A vote for 
Stephens might as well he 
flung into the Eacific Ocean 
for any issues it would 
solve.
As for the federal scene, 
a vote for Joe Clark means 
getting that tired old guiiB 
out in Ottawa, and letting 
some fresh air nnd a decent 
man in. The Trudeau years 
have been worse than a 
national faitiinc.
That nrehiicci of disunity 
brings an obsession to 
ereaic a Ercnch sub-eulinre 
in Canada which is only 
matched in its ruihlessncss 
by its contempt for the rest 
of the country, nnd its 
tunnel vision.
While the rest nof the 
world evolves toward use of 
English as a universal 
common language, 
Trudeau takes us on a 
forced marcli backwards.
Actually if he had been 
trained in subversive ac­
tivity all his life, he couldn't 
dft a belter Job of splitting 
the country and fostering 
ammusiiy Hum lie i.s now 
doing, One cannot help but 
wonder if he has any idea of 
the effect he Is creating.
Certainly he seems to be 
trying to bring the country 
to bankrupey as fast ns 
possible. To li,si his dark 
record would till a volume, 
bat here is one example of
was.te;;Jt;is;his “Language 
Traini'ng,; (Centre for The 
Arme(l;??Kr<;^”; due Tor : 
completion in 1980. Cost to 
taxpayers is so;far estimated 
at $96,600,000, as noted in 
House of Commons 
Debates, Hansard, for 
April 4,1977, page 8,010.
Clark can only be a better 
man.
Eileen Lcaroyd, 
407 St. Charles St.
Victoria, B.C.
Editor, The Review, Sir:
Congratulations to you 
and to Helen Lang on the 
first in the scries ‘Over the 
Garden Fence’. I shall look 
forward to successive ar­
ticles,
I am particularly in­
terested in knowing when to 
plant seeds and seedlings in 
the garden, when to prune 
roses, when to spray fniii 
trees etc. In this region I 
find in talking to other 
gardeners that there is 
considerable difference in 
the time for these 
operations due to local 
variations in climate (on 
Southern sloju-s as com­
pared to North-facing 
.slopes for example) and due 
to differences in ilio soil — 
clay versus sand,
Would it be possible to 
relate these dates for the 
various operations in the 
garden to times at which 
various weeds appear, or 
when common trees either 
flower or leaf out? For 
cxiimple, a friend prunes 
roses wlicn forsythia comes 
into hloom, If this were 
possible one would be able 
to observe a timetable that 
would lake into accomii 
both Ifical conditions iititl 
also variations in climatic 




I mm WIUHfower Place 
Sidney, lie.
Editor, The Review, Sir;
It is imiioriam lo ns as 
Canadians we re-elect 
Trudeau. I don't like the 
man, He interferes too 
much with olhei peoples 
lives. Noi-being a political 
fool, I must say, short of 
sucialisiii, rnideau now 
knows the way to go. As the 
bright man he is, he will not 
make Hie sfime mictake*, 
again, Cunl knows iheic arc 
few others,
These Clark could 
supply,
Let us tell Mr. Munro we 
cun not now afford him. An
OXford don, ;- ;Ed
Welbourne L think, said 
“don’t vote for any of ’em: 
it only encourages them j” 
But this is a case of we 
must. . ';
; F A. Thornley 
Saanichton
Editor, The Review, Sir:
The opposirion parties 
are grasping at straws in 
trying to discredit the 
current government of this 
province. They only hope 
that they can grab power 
now that the Social Credit 
Government has paved the 
way for more steady im­
provements in our 
economy.
The economic forecasts 
all call for vastly improved 
employment in the 1980’s; 
the opposition parties 
(particularly the NDP 
which is totally lacking in 
job creation ideas itself) 
would dearly love to take 
credit for those jobs.
The ciirrcni Social Credit 
administration, working 
itiiough the black years of 
the swamp economy left by 
the NDP, has managed to 
turn the economy into an 
upswing thereby creating' 
lliousands of new jobs, 
Imagine what this positive 
thinking crew can do with 
the improved economic 
picture being seen for this 








A inccting of the Saanich 
Pioneer Society was held in 
the Log Cahill, Siianichton 
on April 16, Plans were 
imiilc for the annual 
batuiuei to be held on June 
2. Ihe nuiiier of the 
Drivers’ Testing .Station 
being disconiiiuied in 
Sidney. necessitating 
rcsitknts of the north end 
of the peninsula lo go to 
V idol in to be tested was 
discussed.
This was felt to he a great 
liardshlp on the many 
senior ciii/ens of this 
district who drisc only in 
this area for shopping, 
'isiline (he liovpirnT nnd 
the sectditry was instructed 
to write to the Hon. Hugh 
Curtis to see if the testing 
station can he continued.
Refivshmenis and a social 
hour were enjoyed,
Moon Max. (Apr. 22) 













' LQNO TERM AVERAGEsS RESEARCH STATION
Meon Max. 13.6°C
Record Mox. (Apr. 16/47) 22.2°C 
Mean Min. 4.5°C
Record Min. (Apr. 20/51) -1.7°C
Mean Temp. 8.9°C
Precipitation for year 355.9 mm
Max. Temp. (April 22) 18.5°C
Min. Temp. (April 16 )) 2.0°C





Brought to you through the courtesy of
whit^ manm
new and used • sail and power»
656-72M J043I Resthaven
(corner Harbour Rd. & Resthaven)
FULFORD HARBOUR 
Times Shown arc “Standard Times’’.
Thu. 26 0345 
Fri. 27 0415 
Sat. 28 0450 
Sun. 29 0030 
Mon. 300130 


































































Of Your Choice 
This Weekend












Rev. Ivan Fuller 
652-2812 
Office: 652-4311 










10364 McDonald Park Rd. 




9:45 a.m. Chrisl“n 
Education 
11:00 a.m, Worship 
Service





‘'Preaching the Christ- 









Ken W. Fliislad 
479-62.37
Sunday, April 29 























1:30-.5 p.m.-St. Andrew's 
Church Hall, Sidney, 
Saanich,
Rector













! 1:00 a.m. Sunday 
School
(Baby Fold Provided) 
ST. JOHN^S 
DEEP COVE 
9:30 a. ni. Worsh i p 
Service
Rev. Melvin H. Adams: 
Office: 652-2713 , 
Manse 652-5644
‘; ; ;<-.Fomily Service
SHADY CREEK.,' :■■ 
■7180 Eost Saanich Rd.
9:45 a.m. •; ■ ■ • ;
BRENTWOOD'











;':.U) p.m. WetlncMlay 
I’ravcr
ALT ARL Wia.COME
PASTOR H.E. DA 1(7:,$. 
656-6940
OUR LADY OF THE 
ASSUMPTION 
7726 W, Saaiiieh Road
Saiiirday Mass 5:30 p.m, 










' SliNOA^' . 
9:30.1,III, llicl.niiT'.
Siippei





\Vl UNI SDAY 
':30p,m, I'l.iyer* 
j llible Study
Jc\uss(iid "lam the 























Pastor: M. Moore 
656-3544 656-2898
“With Christ at heart 













THURSDAY, MAY 3rd 
7:30 p.m. •• Men’s Chorus 
from Prairie Bible Institute, 
Alberta.





OF SIDNEY & 
NORTH SAANICH






S T. ANDREW'S 
CHURCH 





* Sundtiy School 
Rector
Rev, R, Sansom 
656Nf{70 656-5322
Rector
Rev. R. Sansom 
656-4S7() 656-5322
AHENDTHE 










IN IEUIM PAS IOIl 
656-2721 
6.%.2.372
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The Moppe Shoppe
7855 E. Saanich Road 








THE NATURAL HAIR TONER
Saanichton Plaza 
7855 E. Saanich Road
COME SEE FOR YOURSELF WHY CUSTOMERS 
ARE REGULARLY SAYING TO US -
Introduce your clients to Angelize and the many 
benefits this product offers.
SPECIALIZING IN 
INDOOR FLOWERING PLANTS
SEE OUR SELECTION OF 
GROW-LIGHTS
Enhance your office or home with 
Professional Interior Decorating
PLANTS - FLOWERS - FLORAL DISPLAYS
Call George at 652-4641 for FREE ESTIMATES
WE DELIVER
652-4641
Covers the first signs of gray
Adds \warmth and brilliance to natural color
Create ne\w and exciting colors
Tone bleached or frosted hair
Tone white or gray discoloration
Corrects undesirable tint results the same day ...
with no damage to hair
Can be used immediately after perming for color 
restoration and highlights 
Create exciting tone on tone effects 
Conveniently packaged and easy to use 
Mixes with water ... no harsh chemicals 
Creates color from within the hair shaft.. . . 
leaves no unsightly roots
652-1911
OPEN DAILY MONDAY TO SATURDAY
"I've been shopping all day downtown 
or in the malts and have not found 
anything suitable, yet here at
LADIES’ WEAR
I have a choice of three or four items.
THE BEST SELECTION OF STYLES AND SIZES 
IN GOWNS, DRESSES, SPORTSWEAR, SLACKS, 






12 OZ. g ^
Honey





3VARIETIES ' # f rirlf
ILB. COff60 ILB
GROUND .
1 CHASE & SANBORN
lALL PURPOSE GRIND £u




























I Clairol Hair Color '
f
PURCHASE
1 Coupon Per Purchase 





1 Coupon Per Purchase 




















1 Coupon Poi I’urchaso 














B.C. FRESH lb. 'M'Wlb.
■1 ’V'.i; I hiTVir'iL* .1 A' I*' ■ ■ ‘ f (' f.T. i» l'h tLuih LpM. I ■ .m^.1 , ^ u,/ h s" wii 11- ■ T'. i f' h'i 1' 'n 'IL ,\,Li‘rU j. 1 .y
Panty Hose
Knee Hiehs not included
Tylenol loossizEi j l Orange Juice ice Cream 5139 Pizza
DA CTDCMITTU I i i i/cmy . i-. __________ McCAINSEXTRA STRENGTH KENT-12 OZ.
I Coupon Per Purchase 
.Coupon Expires May5,1979,
I Coupon Per PurchiiGO 
.Coupon Expires May 5,1979.
I Coupon Per Purchase 
• Coupon Expires May 5,1979'
2 LITRE- 'ISLAND FRESH’
McCAINS 






1 Coupon Per Purchase 
. Coupon Expires May 5, 1979
l«M« mmm mmm mmt Ma mmm mmt mmm imm m
} I ^7.00 off





off CANADA A t
L’Oreal Shampoo
l Coupon Per Purchase 
Cou[)on Expires May 5,1979.
I 25’ on I 
j Dr. West Toothbrush j
II
1 Coupon Per Purchase 
, Co u pon E X p 11 os M ay 5,19 7 91
Boneless Beef
ROASTS $2®®












1 Coupon Per Purchase 
, Coupon Expires May li, lU/9,
I 15 OZ. SIZE ONLY
I Coupon Per Purchase ■
Couiwn Expires May 9,1979.J
1 Coupon Per Purchase 
, Coupon Lxpiies May 9,1979,
100 lb. VARIETY PACK
5 Lb. Stewing B«el 
5 Lb. Spare Rib 
9 Lb, f’ork Cutlets 
5 t.li. Sirloin Steak 
2'/? Lb. pork Sausage 
2','.' Lb, BecISaUwge 
5 Lb. Baby Oeel Liver 
5 Lb. Butt End Ham 
5 Lb. B.-^con Silted
10 Lb, Cut-up Chicken 
10 Lb. Or. Bed 
5 Lb , Pork Chops 
5 Lb, Cross Rib Roast 
5 Lb. Prime Rib Roast
5 Lb. Rump Roast
6 Lb. Sirloin Tip Roast 
SLb.T-BiKieSteak








Weight loss due to trimming 
& boning increase price per pound.
msIWAnPlF iMWl!
"“ll lb; BEEF PACK
4 I h Baron ol Beal
4 Lb. Rump Roast 
ZLb.T-BoneSleak 
2 Lb. Wing Steak
5 Lb. Or. Beef
2 Lb. Slowing Etiiol 
1 Lb. Baby Beef Liver 
4 Lb. Chuck Steak 







M'' mm JMi M /Alik Jl% m652-4921 9.9 everyday
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; SEE Umi you likE
PENINSULA FAMILY FITNESS FESTIVAL
APRIL &28 PARKL/.--^scco-.VARr ^SCHOOL
Here’s What's Happening! All Of It Absolutely Free!
PiR!^
Friday. April27th
10 A M to2 P M Panorama Leisure Centre 
Focus on the Schools..
Participation invited by the Saanich Peninsula 
Schools lor NEW GAMES' Try it. you'll like it'
A great involvement with a 6' earthball. 
pollers, liisbies. and parachute to name a lew. 
Games like Hug Tag, Dragon slail.Lapsits and 
People Pass .lot's more. .
Plav Hard' Play Fair' Play Sale' 
and then there’s
Fitness Testing and Counselling by Action 
B.C. and B C. HeaU Fund YM YWCA Fitness 
Staff,. 
and
Displays on Nutrition, Fitness. Health and the 
Way to It. Turn the Giant Fitness Wheel at the 
Recreation Display and find out how many 
calories and nutritional value in your lavourite 
snack and how many minutes ol exercise it will 
take to burn it-oil, cycling, walking or swim­
ming' :
8:30 to 9:30 P.M. , Panorama Leisure Centre. 
Poolside
, Fashions While You Swim ... or watch from 
upstairs...
A great selection of fitness clothing modelled 
by the.young people from the Royal : Oak 
Artistic Rhythmics Club. Clothes by Bermo 
Imports. Harvey's Sporting Goods and Denim 
Disco.
Saturday. April 28 th
9:00 A.M to 11:30 A.M. Parkland and North 
^anich Schools CIRCLE OF GAMES: twenty 
eager clubs competing for the title of Fitness 
Family Each team representing a Peninsula 
organization, composed of one mother, one: 
father, three young people and one grand- 
parent.yi'
: : Events .Will include:: cross country run,
basketball, slow pitch, soccer, tennis and 
: volleybalL ; ^
: If your club has a teanviand wishes to par- 
.. ticipate_. please contact Edith Saunders at 656- :: 
>: 727 li.oriGene Jacobson at 658-3958. Team ; 
entrydeadline; Wednesday.: April 26,1979.
; 12 .Noon jo 1:00 P.M; Leaving from Tulista, :
, Saanictjpn or Parkland : :L- 'i. : ::
BIK.E IT. HIKE IT, SEE HOW YOU LIKE IT'
: :-T' :/A;nTasSTparticipation'fun :walk ori bike from ; 
T threei';locations ending :af i the. Panorama;
. ' Leisure'Centre..'Celebrate fitness and join us, 
can choose to walk
from:' .■/■ '■ T:. T i
1, Tulista Park: straight up Weiler Avenue 
over the overpass to Canora, turn lett on East 
Saanich Road to Ihe Leisure Centre.
2. Saanichton; Fairgrounds - a direct route 
along East 'Saanich Road to the Leisure
. Centre. :
Both ol these routes are 2,3 miles, (You figure 
,, It out in kilometers.) ^ •
or, <1 you are competing in the CIRCLE OF 
GAMES, you can depart from 
3 Parkland North Saanich School, along 
McDonald Park Road to the bicycle ptath, lollow 
the path to Weiler Avenue overpass and )oin 
up with the Bike It, Hikers from Tulista Park. 
Remember to walk on the left hand Side of the 
toads, lacing oncoming trallic, keeping clear ol 
: cars by staying close to the edge ot the road.
. Several saloty vehicles will be patrolling the 
routes to pick up any hikers or bikers in 
trouble, ALL PARTICIPANTS WILL RECEIVE A 
FESTIVAL BUTTON "Wo oarlicipated!"
Note lor parents ol Pre-Schoolers, a special Pre- 
School Activity Village has been set uo at the 
Panorama Centre, opening at it AM . and co­
ordinated and staffed by Ihe combined community 
day care, playschool and recreation instructors II 
your youngster is too young to Bike It, Hike It. 
please drop in to the Centre and let him play with 
us while you get vourFitness and then )oin your 
child in the afternoon at the Pre-School Activity 
Village For all children under 2'.-. a small 
babysitting service will be a-vailable. No admission 
charge tor either of these activities.
1:30 P.M. PanoramaLeisureCentre 
' FESTIVAL OPENING CEREMONIES.
Master of Ceremonies, Alderman Eric 
Sherwood
Entertainment; Air Cadet Band. Ray Haggart, 
Bandmaster
Participants: Hon, Hugh Curtis. Mr. Donald 
Munro, M.P,, Members of the Peninsula 
Councils and special guests of honour;
PETER PENINSULA. 11 year old Peter 
Wonsiak and
. , PANORAMA PAM, 10 year old Pamela 
Kearley. both of Sidney School.
A speical presentation will be made to the 
winners and runners up in the CIRCLE OF 
GAMES,
Highlight of the Opening Ceremonies will be 
rhythmic gymnastic displays by members of 
Femina Club, Seija Fekete, Coach, Shoreline 
Junior High Jazz & Rhythmic Club, Barb Magi, 
Coach, Royal Oak Artistic Rhythmic Club. 
Monika Aide. Coach.
2:00 P.M. NEW GAMES EXTRAVAGANZA 
with Provincial Fitness Co-ordinator. Wendy 
Robertson, together with members of the 
Peninsula Recreation Staff, students in the 
Recreation ; Leadership Course and the 
Parkland School Community Recreation Class,; 
Everyone can get involved in New Games and 
, have fun. It’s spontaneous, laugh provoking,
■ ; '.. infectious and a great way to ceiebrale fitness.
: 2:30 1; to . 5 :00 j : P.M, DEMON- :
;; STRATION/ PARTICIPATIONS: with Peninsula ;
': Fencing (ilub, James; Ngai. ,coach. F’eriinsula , 
; Bowrrian. :' .:l<;eith . .^Vat'ers. j''c6achL PeriinsuVa":
; .Tennis,, Toit^y HardyiVorple'ssiortal inst ructorv-;' 
;xL . Norib jtove. Hobie: Cats &V Sailing Classes/:
. Brian .McLeod, instructor. Silver Threads 
. Square . Dance Group, Evelyn : Goodrick, 
member. Peninsula Recreation, Gymnastics 
Group, Barb Shaw & Bobbie Young in- 
' ; ■ . Glen Meadows Goll Club, Bill Penny.
, Club Professional, Weightlifitng & Universal 






PARKL^D & NORTH SAANICH SCHOOLS
9am to 11:30am Saturday 
J2noon departure point
BIKE IT HIKE IT
V A
also, plenty to see
and do at the many displayareas:
Get fitness tested by Action B.C or B C 
Heart Fund/YM-YWCA Fitness Wagon Disvoer 
ways to fitness with the YM-YWCA. Try out the 
Obstacle Course with the B.C, Wheelchair 
Association, Come join us at the Pre-School 
Activity Village. Get literature on health, fit- 
nesss nad related subiecis. Turn the fitness 
wheel at the Peninsula Recreation area. Get 
information from the many clubs and 
organizations with activities on the Peninsula; 
See Daphne -Hall at the INFORMATION 
BOOTH for any particulars about displays or 
programs and BUY A FITNESS FESTIVAL T- 
SHIRT WITH THE LBIKE IT. HIKE IT, SEE 
HOW YOU LIKE IT" Symbols and help keep the 
Fitness Festival alive for 1980. Shirts available 
also at the Denim Disco and the Panorama 
Leisure Centre. S7.00 plus tax where ap­
plicable. Shirts available in all sizes from 
childrens to extra large. . .T
It’s not over yet..
. 5:00 to 7:00 P.M. , '
FESTIVAL FAMILY DANCE • stay with us and 
. have a great time together... lots of music for 
all age groups from Glen Miller to Disco...stay 
and get a free disco lesson with teachers from 
the Ron Taylor school and buy a bowl of chili, 
bun and cheese and apple juice or milk tor 
■ S T.25 (what a price ) All proceeds to go to the 












DEPARTURE POINT bike it hike it
IS/,'d/v
MC T AVj S H^R 0 AP 1
FRIDAY, 10am to 2pM FOCUS ON SCHOOLS
8:30 to ^:30pm fashion sfiov





10 year old Pamela Kearley
PETER PENINSULA























f 1 > 2/A 2d 
(HMSI VUA || |U4« W.Nril»
Acknowlednemenls
Ci.'iilipelihons Coinmilleu I’dith .S.tui'i.lt,>ii, (.‘u'fio 
.Kicr.jisnn Gi.int Botiri'li Jar.kMag< 
l.h'it.',. PiUlicip.iliCJii CommitUHi- B.tib {'ii!Ks,!ii, lack 
Pi'rHo'.v. i Diiame Lenzi Kau'!'i B'ownso',
I'atiiilvComiHill.H'' Baity RiH'-eil, M.iigC,,)ii')ii
Pn'mi-aicin C('mfi‘iUi-'i'‘ Ftl fievm!'i/r f/MiiPf' 
Miiy!i,,iin, Ben H'lndiey '
fJii.jnco Committee’ Ken Witldttioid. t,ti-.,iii 
Stonier
Pariir.ioating clubs, and organiitaiicins f'lgu/e 
Skating Club, Scoais .“'.Cubs BrnwiiiC'*, Peniinuil,,i 
Ho'tiealiori, Parkland Sch«)i and Sidiii’y School 
Slab; RCMP Saanich Cabievisinn. Kiiis-nten Club 
Action B C YM YWCA, Gingerbieail F'laysch.'xsl 
S-diuty Co 0() Plavs-cha-iLhCountiyyide Co oi'b and 
n..iny i.iivaio individuals, Pamela Keai'cy, Peter
WCii'Siiak
Special ihanktt lo C FAX Radio, CKDA liMd.o, 
CHLk IV and th(i Id,I Clarkson Show, CCMS, C )VI 
Sidney Review. Stroricaslf'', Spoil S l,eisuii:i Ne-w;, 
and
THE PROVINCE OF 
BRITISH COLUMBIA, 
Department of Fitness, 




















DEPARTURE POim, BIKE IT HIKF IT
niEWTON CROSS RDMOUNT
Biiii
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Mika Advocates Restoration Of Homeowner Safeguards
■ Restoration of traditional 
safeguards for homeowners 
was advocated Thursday 
evening by John Mika, 
NDP candidate for Saanich 
and the Islands, during a 
talk he gave to a neigh­
borhood coffee party at the 
home of Mr. and Mrs. R.E. 
Warburton, 882 Falaise 
Cres.
Mika pointed out that the 
Municipal Act’s
requirement of a two-thirds 
majority council approval 
for rezoning applications 
was wiped out two years 
ago by amendments in­
troduced by then-Municipal 
Affairs Minister Hugh 
Curtis.
“Tlte result has been that 
the fate of such con­
troversial rezoning projects
as Minnie Mountain 
apartment .blocks. Royal 
Oak industrial zone and 
Broadmead shopping centre 
will be decided by a single 
alderman’s vote,” he told 
the gathering.
“And if a mistake is made, 
the community will have to 
live with the error for two 
or three generations.
“Eliminating the two- 
thirds majority protection 
for settled neighborhoods 
has been compounded by 
another amendment which 
wiped out land use con­
tracts to ensure per­
formance of specific 
development promises 
made in such rezonings.
“These changes have 
seriously damaged the 
security of people who have
invested their life savings in 
home mortgages in all parts 
of the province, but their 
impact is greatest in 
communities that are under 
heavy development pressure 
like Saanich.”
Mika said that if elected to
the legislature to help bring 
back the safeguards “that 
single action would do more 
for the people of Saanich, 
Sidney and the entire 
peninsula than anything 1 
might be able to accomplish 
as just a Saanich aider-
man.”
The New . Democrat 
candidate travels to Salt­
spring Island today to 
address a high school 
audience in Ganges and 
speak at a public rally as 








You'll find most of them don't 








iPhone John at 384-0334 
or 652-9926
This advt. paid for by a lot of people who 
want John Green for their MLA.
Senior citizens turned out 
in force Monday night 
ready to defend their right 
to have driver examination 
tests in Sidney - but they 
met with no opposition.
Alex Fraser, former 
minister of transportation, 
communication and high­
ways, gave oldsters an 
immediate commitment 
when he met with them at 
the Sidney Hotel.
Before even hearing from 
the group, Fraser told 
them, “We’ll provide a 
driver examiner here as 
required. 1 give you that
Town Coimeil Nixed Request
To Share In ^48,000
Sewage Sludge Study
Sidney town council has 
decided not to participate in 
a $48,000 study into the
disposal of waste sludge, as 
suggested by the Capital 
Regional District.
In its regular meeting 
Monday night council was 
informed in a letter from 
the CRD’s chief engineer 
that the current practice of 
disposing of the town’s 
waste sludge into the ocean 
via the new outfall pipe is 
not considered acceptable.
As an alternative the 
CRD suggests that Sidney
government for such 
funding, and there’s no 
indication that that has 
been done yet. It (sharing in 
the study costs) can be 
foisted on us eventually, 
but 1 think we can resist 
until we find out whether 
we’re getting government 
assistance to develop a 
process.”
commitment.”
Fraser said the decision 
was made to withdraw the 
examiner from Sidney in 
October, 1977. “I’m not 
clear why...l don’t agree 
with it. I see no problem in 
getting it (driving tests in 
Sidney) reinstated.”
He told the group that 
although he was “Not clear 
on the change” he thought 
it was due to some changes 
in driver examination for 
senior citizens.
The effect of the Motor 
Vehicle Branch ruling that 
drivers be tested in Victoria 
instead of Sidney produced 
consternation among the 
peninsula elderly. Senior 
citizens who still drive 
seldom venture far from the 
peninsula and many are not 
used to Victoria traffic 
patterns. The result of the 
edict is that some have 








2405 BEACON AyE, Sidney
(Upstairs in the Town Square)
COVERED BUTTONS
Covered buttons made out of a sheer fabric are 
easier when fusible interfacing is applied to the 
fabric before preparing the button.
GRADUATES
Plan now for your very special day. 
Beautiful fabrics and expert advice 
available at Alisa's for your graduation 
dress.
participate with Central 
Saanich and Ganges on Salt 
Spring Island in a study 
dealing with the problem. 
Sidney’s share of the study 
cost would amount to 
$21,6000.
Aid. Peter Tregaskis, 
however, pointed out that 
there may be government 
funding available to the 
town to help solve the 
problem. He pointed out 
that no other municipality 
in the province has a sludge 
removal facility, 
y “I understand there are 
various funds available for 
what wbuld be considered 
pioneer projects,” 
Tregaskis told council. “I 
believe there’s a motion on 
the books instructing the 
chief engineer to apply to 
the various levels of
Lost: Tuesday afternoon on 
Sanscha Grounds (Helipad) 
pair prescription shaded 
sun glasses. Finder please 




obcat... Fiasta..; I 
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Under the NDP, there was a virtual halt in the growth of revenues from our 
resource industries, A major reason was the unlair “super royalty” on mineral 
produclion-a royalty which seriously reduced mining exploration and 
development.
Social Credit has changed all that, by removing the “super royalty” and adopt­
ing a positive approach lo dealing witli mining, lorcstry and other industries. 
The result has been an increase in provincial government resource revenues 
of 75% in only three yearswith major henchis foralMlritish Columbians.
"Lower taxes for the individual.
With our resource intluslrics espanding 
and providing more of llic reveniies U,C. 
needs, this governmeni has been able to 
reduce taxes in several areas, rhe proviiv 
cial sales tax was permanenily cul I'rom, 
7% to 5%, recently reduced lo d'/u with a
commilmcnl to keep it down to 4%. The 
Ifiovincial share of personal income tax 
will be reduced by 2%. Important Uix 
relief was provided for farmers and small 
businessmen.
•More money for programs people need.
Under Social Credit, spending has in­
creased in all areas alTccling the welf being 
ofour people: beallb and bos|)ilal care, 
education, bousing, services for senior eii- 
izens and for the handicapped. To a large
extent, this increased government spend­
ing has been possible because of the 
grovvlli of revenues from our re.source 
industries,
More jobs for British Columbians.
The upsurge of activity in lorcstry and 
mining is creating new jobs Ibrouglionl 
the province. In fact, there are 7,\()()U 
more people working in IJ.C. today llian
in l‘)7.‘i, With renewed investor confidence 
since Social Credit took office, prospects 
are good for the months and years ahead.
SytLimiiEiiiH wiikKS. ^
S^SSliiSBlii
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COLOR T.V. PROBLEMS? 
Sidneyr T.V. - Radio 
























Mon. - Thur. 8 - 5 p.in. Closed Sat. & Sun.
Island View Freezer Ltd.
7005 E. SAANICH RD. 652-^2411
A€|yot!el Pet
MOTHER NATURE \s weaving an intricate design around this sawed off • 
limb trunk of an oak tree growing on Verdier Avenue. (Review photo by 
Nylander).
Now Is The Time 
To Hibernate Your Studs
Association reminds 
Peninsula motorists that the 
deadline for removing 
studded tires is April 30.
If you are planning on 
taking a spring vacation 
the deadline for removal in 
Oregon is also Apiril 30, in 
'Washington April 1 and 
California May 1.
Studded tires do not 
impair the handling or., 
steering of a vehicle because 
they are mounted on the 
rear, however, they do 
damage road surfaces, 
which is why governments 
are anxious for their 
removal once ice and snow 
cease to be a driving 
hazard.
Winter tires should not 
be used during summer 
months because continuous 
driving on extra-heavy 
treads results in much 
greater heat build up than 
on conventional or summer 
tires. High temperatures 
reduce their overall life.
When removing your 
studded tires, mark them 
left or right depending on 
which side of the car they 
arc from. Studded tires,
Clackeiy clackety 
.....hmmm ... maybe those 
furlined muffler bearings 
arc acting-up again. Or, 
more likely, the noise is 
caused by studded tires 
hitting bare pavement.
The B.C. Automobile
both bias ply and radial, 
should not be rotated, 
advises the auto club, 
because studs develop a 
‘slant’, if a left tire is 
mounted on the right side 
of the car, the studs will 
contact on their sharp side 
and may work loose, 
possibly shooting from the 
tire at bullet speed.
Store all tires on rims if 
possible — to reduce 
damage to the bead in­
curred' with mounting — 
and lay flat in a cool dry 
location.
Deflate to 10 pounds for 
storage, but rc-inflate 
before installation ne.xl fall.
"ThoSkippor" pot safely harness ' Rescue yoiir |x)t from the water
■ Assisi in and out of Dinidiy.
THIS WEEK-
Pot Portraits by Kathy Amisson 
Have your Pet Beautifully Portrayed in Pastels 
• Fri. 4 p.m. *8 p.m. Sal. 10 a m, -5 p.m.
■ (OPEN FRIDAYS TILLS) P.M,)
VISA/MASTER CHARGE
Tank Special 
5 Gal. only $8.99 




Orentwood U.C.W, met 
in the basement of the 
Brentwood United Church 
on Friday, March 23rd, 
when they prepared for 
their rummage sale to take 
place the next day. 
llofitesscs were Mrs. 
Crolliersand Mrs Ritchie.
The Rummage Sale 
netted approximately one 
hundred and fifty dollars.
Tlte grtMip's hc.xt project 
will be a Mothers Day 
Fashion Show and Dessert 
F.uty. Thii will lie F.cld on 
May 12ili and will feature 
fashions from Alycc’s 
T-'ashion?,, BrcntW'ood ITay, 
The convenor is Mrs, 1 yon 




2046 KEATING X RD, 652-1121
SERVING THE PENINSUtA WITH A FUa RANGE OF BUILDING SUPPLIES
i’iiil lu






all Electrical & Plumbing Items
20% off
al! Hand ^ iechanic Tools




2’x8’ Corrugated Fiberglass Panels
40 kilo bags Portland Cement 
60 lb. bags Premix Concrete ^ Mortar 
210 lb. CGC Superseal Asphalt Shingles





4’ high Good neighbour Fence
using 30 yr. life 'Termapost”, pressure 
treated Posts & 1x6 rough Fir Boards - 
all materials including nails«« qo per 









iOLV/HPICO^RCOPJ i PlrYiWP^ m 0ty44Pi- 
uvu<L,ui\l «ST/llNlllisr/IINa
OLYMPIC STAIN
















CARPET ROLL ENDS *' Va •“« ™e
15% off all FERTILIZERS, etc.
10% off JC.EoI'JJH.TCHEN & BATH 
lu /o oil CABINETS
15% off OkNRMENTS
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Great selection of styles, 
sizes, and colours
25% off
Large assortment of men’s 
Jantzen swim trunks sizes 28 to 42
Open Monday to Saturday 10 to 5:30






Hugh Curtis, drew an easy 
majority of the 204 eligible 
votes to defeat John 
Tisdale, and retain the 
Socred nomination for the 
riding of Saanich-The 
Islands, Friday, April 20.
Prior to the meeting, 
Tisdale stated he knew 
nothing about the media 
broadcasts that had 
reported his active seeking 
of the nomination.
"1 believe that com­
petition is the best means by 
which to choose a can­
didate”, said Tisdale, "and 
if nominated, 1 will cer­
tainly be honoured”.
He said that he hadn’t 
been actively seeking 
nomination, but had been 
informed that his name 
might be placed in con­
tention.
“To my knowledge, 
though,” he said, “the 
person who was to 
nominate me, is ill, and in 
hospital.”
Tisdale’s nomination, as 
opposed to the resounding 
ovation received by Curtis, 
met with sparse applause, 
and one very loud “boo”.
John Tisdale
Tisdale, however, can 
probably be credited with 
being partially responsible 
for the great number of 
persons present at the 
meeting and Curtis made 
mention of that thought in 
his acceptance speech.
In his speech, Curtis drew
analogies between the 
disastrous circumstances 
surrounding the bankruptcy 
of New York City, and 
policies of the NDP party.
He said that the NDP still 
think there is a “money- 
tree”, and that their 
procedure is to “adopt a 
program, and then find a 
way to pay for it, later”.
“It may be an over­
worked phrase”, said 
Curtis, “but the central 
issue in this election is, 
responsible government. 
We do not want to become 
like New York City”, he 
said.
Environment Minister, 
Rale Mair, the feature 
speaker, had earlier hit hard 
on the topic of “essential 
.services”, and their right to 
strike.
Mair said that he agreed 
with the rights of the 
workers with regards to 
collective bargaining, but 
that the operation of 
schools, hospitals, and fire 
and police departments, 
should not be allowed to be 
affected by labour disputes.
He also spoke about the 
BCRIC give-away, with 
specific reference to Dave 
Barrett’s initial opposition, 
and the NDP investigation 
of the program. He then 
continued by saying that the 
people should not be fooled 
by the new image adopted 
by the NDP.
“It’s the same old gang.
with^xthe same old game.
The same old snake-oil, and 
the same old snake-oil- 
salesmen”, he said.
Much of the speeches by 
Mair, Curtis, Tisdale, and 
Newell Morrisson, the 
chairman of the- meeting, 
were more anti-NDP, than 
pro-Socred, in content, and 
the pro-Socred parts were 
mainly references lo Bill 
Bennett, rather than to the 
Socred party.
Mair’s speech ended with 
the statement that Bill 
Bennett “is the greatest 
political leadei in Canada, 
today”.
Each of the four speakers 
put spiecitil emphasis on a 
condition that they termed, 
political apathy.’ Mair’s 
said that the NDP could nol 
possibly win the election, 
but that the Socreds could 
lose. This was due, he said, 
to the apathy towards 
government and political 
activities that he has 
detected throughout the 
province. He made mention 
of the good organization 
and the hard work 
displayed by local NDP 
candidate, John Mika.
Curtis also mentioned 
Mika, and warned the 
crowd that they too. could 
easily be swept up in the 
rising tide of apathy. He 
ended his speech with the 
statement that he hoped the 
members of the party 
locally, would give him the 
much needed support that 
he desires, in order lo retain 
his seal in the legislature.
ctES
PRENllER BILL BENNETT and 
Provincial Secretary Hugh Curtis, the 
encumbent MLA for Saanich and the 
Islands and So-Cred candidate for re- 
election arrived by helicopter 2:45 
Tuesday afternoon at Sancha Hall 
grounds. They were greeted by about 50 
people and walked down Beacon Ave. at 
a brisk pace to First St. where a camper 
was parked to take them to Brentwood.
Along Beacon Ave., the pair dropped 
into several stores, notably a hardware 
store, and stopped to talk to passersby. 
They also called in at Hugh Curtis’s 
constituency office.
5 In the -.paftyxwd^ Bill Beimet’svm 
Audrey, who was introduced to many 
■ well wishers'..:'
Earlier in the day the electioneers had 
visited the Gulf Islands by helcipter. 
(Review photo by Gordon Ewan.)
tsOl-'O®' P.ND “ot*-''"”®]
Trafalgar Square Shopping Centre 
Brentwood Bay Phone 652-1211
Open 10 to 6; Fri. till 9
LONG TIME North 
Saanich resident ,
Mrs. Nell Horth 
greeted Premier Bill 
Bennett at Sancha 




Coming Soon To 
THE VILLAGE SQUARE 
W. SAANICH RD.
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j ‘IN PULL SWING
j "IN BRENTWOOD BAY.
•IN THE CUT IT IS 4 + +
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Leave Of Absence Applications 
Will Be Considered By Board
Sminicli .school board 
will, in future, consider 
tipplicalions from prin­
cipals. vice-principrils and 
lieud leiichcrs wi,siting to 
apply for a year's leave of 
absence to accept a leaching 
position within the school 
district.
Applicanls wlio receive 
board approval will be 
nssnrcd of a retutn to their 
former position at the end 
of leave.
Trustee Cierry 
Cliiisiianson said the new 
policy, approved by tlic 
board Monday night, 
would provide iiseliil means 
for a change of scene,
• .Students in llte school 
di'(rii,'l will tin lonfinr nwl r\
7120 W, .SAANICH UHAH IllU NI WOOD VHT.A(;i:
Add life 10 your years 
and ycai.s lu your life by 
icduviKs', >oui li;,!, ol hcaii 
allack.
pass lo board a school bus, 
irufilees decided in ap­
proving a motion liy Waller 
Tnngye to amcml Folicy 
2260 on scliool bus Iran- 
sportulion.
Speaking 10 the motion, 
langye said die school bus 
pass wiis noi a sat is factory 
device -- Inis drivers could 
not leave students behind 
wiilioni a bus pass.
Insiead of pa»cs, Tangyc 
suggested buses carrying an 
up to date list of 
piissengeis.
• Tnistees approved a 
motion allowing a per diem 
allowance lor board 
member'i and personnel 
when away on business for 
llie Kchool flisiriel. Car 
mlleiigc costs were upped to 
26 cenis per kilomeirc for 
• board members and 24 
cents per mile, 14 cents per 
kilomeirc for dlsirici slalf 
or leaehers attending
conrertnees ul board 
direction.
• f lie board approved a 
retincsi from . I’arkhind 
secondary scliool Imnd for a 
field trip lo Kamloops, 
Banff, Calgary and Pen- 
licion.
Some 44 students will 
leave May 9 and will give 
their first conccrl at 
Kamlotips May 10, playing 
again in Calgary City 
Stpiare May 12.
Automatic Free Arm 
Sewing Machine





no charge(or case 
• wilh this machine
2Q year gauranteos on all Brotlior SowingMoebinos
Sewing Machine Overhaul
^ Labour (plus parts, i( any)
PRICES IN EFFECT UNTIL 5 p.m. Sat.
May 5th or while stock lasts.
Store Iloiirfi;




llie Brentwood library, 
7179 West .Saiimch Koud, 
will be offering anotlier 
seiies of Pre-scliooi 
Storvlimes on Wednesdays 
at 10 a.rn. beginning May 9 
and ending .lime 13. 
§Pre-reKistrrition is retpiircd 
and space is hmiied to 15 






'(opposite the Bargain Barn) 
120 W. Saanich Hd., 
Brentwood Bay
652-400
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lapte Leaf. Frozen. 2 lb. carton 6rr
.:'■ '■ -'■' '■ ■ ”•■■
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Empress. Assorted Flavors. 3 oz. pkg. v tpr a gg.
Mildmint or Freshmint 150 ml tube Regular or Lemon Flavoured 200 g. size
Taste Tells, 14 fl. oz. tin ■ • • •
or Beans 
with Pork
Taste Tells. 14 fl. oz. tin .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . for
I for I
Apple Juice
Town House Pure Choice, 48 fl. oz. tin
Tea Bag$ $
Casino. Package of 100 bags .. . . . . . . . . . . . ■..
Strawberry Jam $
Empress, 24 fl. oz. tin. .... . .... ... .....
sa Peanut Butter








Listermint (With Coupon) 
' 710 ml.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Muffin Pan
o Leather Palm. Men’s. Pair Baker’s Secret B-cup, each
Plannincj a monu for a family -■ or a 
sitHjIo 8hopp(3r ■" is Important, Canada's
Food Guido can help you balancrj your 
diet.'
Taste Tells, Choice, 14 fl. oz. lln, .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..,.
Si Fresh Coffee $9
Koban Blue. All Purpose Grind. 1 lb. bag ... mmm
[^Bathroom Tissue J,oii
Brocade. Assorted Colors. 1 ply.. . . . . . . . . .  a pkg,
Garbage Bags $i
Kitchen Craft. Package of 20... . . . . . . . . . .....  JL a
Powdered Detergent $
White Magic 2.4 kg. box ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1$
Tlio proper amount of food from four 
basic groups oiilk nnd milk products, 
inoal and altornatos, bread and cereals, 
and fruit and vegetables — Is obtainable 
trom a variety of economical sources.
Check the Guido, and then chock 
Safeway tor nutritious trieal ideas. People 
who eat fast foods and other unbalanced 
meals should examine their eating habits, 
By shopping tor a variety of wholesome 
foods, they too can follow Canada's Food 
Guide to a healthier diet — and savings on 
[ thoir food bill.
CANADA’S POOD GUIDE -- 
fivailnble at your local health unit.
/ ///.
Nini witeli'H inlUtlm Fighting htna:
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m Sabs Im Rofall Quantitlos Only
McCall's Greatest Recipe
Cuiii|>itiiti Vuu, Card Collection
Set Final Sets Set 23
and 2d, each
Prices Effective; Monday to Sunday 
Apr. 2d to Apr. 29 I
IN YOUR FRIENDLY
SIDNEY SAFEWAY STORE CAMAOA SAFKWAV i.llVIITBO




1S06 COOX ST. 
313^515





. „ .,Lq Petite
Venelieonie
The sky was partially 
cloudy. A full moon did 
little to illuminate the 
crumbling edges of the 
pavement. Thirty police 
and government personnel 
stood waiting well back 














Weaver — Kathleen Craig
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■ Our specially trained tax experts sit 
down with you and ask questions. 
We look for every legitimate de­
duction. It's part of our service, and 
that service is dedicated to making 
• sure you pay only the absolute min­
imum tax. At H&R Block, we are 
income tax specialists.
H&n BLOCIC
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE
2453 Beacon ave.
Open 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. Weckday.s, 9 - 5 Sat. 
Phone 656-2411
Only 5 Days Left — appointments available
Summer Is Here
Let us solve your old or new sundeck 
problems with decorative
“VINYL"
12 colours to choose from




Phone for free estimates
656-5802 656-3774
placed on the ancient 
runway.
This is not the opening 
scene in a science fiction 
movie or a secret plot to 
overthrow the government 
of a banana republic. This 
is a description of a normal 
activity of B.C.’s Drinking 
Driving CounterAtlack.
On this particular oc­
casion the police and 
government personnel were 
gathered together to view a 
demonstration of an c.x- 
pcrimcnial device which 
could help police detect
drinking drivers without 
ever having to stop a 
moving vehicle. The 
darkness was important to 
the demonstration since 
most drinking driving takes 
place at night. The 
abandoned airport was 
chosen since it permitted 
drivers at controlled levels 
of intoxication to drive cars 
without danger of a 
collision.
C o u n t,e r A11 a c k ’ s 
Director, Ron J. Boyle 
states that this type of
activity is a normal function 
of the program because 
every effort to improve 
upon present methods of 
enforcing laws will aid in 
the overall goal of reducing 
the amount of drinking 
driving in the province. 
“Whether or not the device 
demonstrated on this 
particular evening would 
ever be practical to use is 
really beside the point”, 
observed Boyle, “The 
important thing is that we 
are looking at everything 
that could possibly help us 
in achieving our objective”.
The device that was being 
demonstrated was a 
prototype of an instrument 
to electronically measure a 
driver’s ability to control a 
car and compare this with 
the performance of an 
average sober driver. 
According to the inventor, 
impaired drivers make 
greater errors than sober 
drivers and the machine 
could measure that error 
even though most people 
watching would not likely
notice the difference. The 
effect would be that police 
would be able to detect 
many of the “borderline” 
cases of drivers who have 
drank more than the law 
allows but whose driving 
has not yet visibly 
deteriorated.
“We cannot say much 
about this device yet 
because all we have seen is a 
demonstration as to how it 
would be applied in testing. 
We are now studying a 
proposal for testing under 
actual driving conditions to 
determine whether or not it 
would be practical and 
potentially helpful lo us in 
B.C. Very often an idea is 
developed which shows 
excellent results under 
controlled laboratory 
conditions but is too costly 
or loo complicated to apply 
in every-day-usc”, Boyle 
said. “I f we’re convinced 
that the device has practical 
use, B.C. drivers may find 
themselves with another 
extremely convincing 
reason for curbing their
.drinking”.
In late 1977, Coun- 
terAttack equipped police 
forces in B.C. with vans — 
called “BatMobiles” — in 
order to extend police 
capacity to administer 
breathalyzer tests on drivers 
without having to transport, 
them to the police station. 
These BatMobiles were 
equippeed for year round 
u.se and are often used in 
three of four different, 
police road-checks on one 
evening and put on display 
in various public locations 
during day-time. The effect 
has been wide spread — 
97.8% of people polled 
were aware of the 
BatMobiles’ introduction to 
the province.
“We are extremely 
pleased with this figure,” 
stated Boyle. “Raising 
people’s awareness is the 
first step in the process of 
attacking long established 
habits. There’s no question 
in our minds that the 
BatMobiles have done 
that”
Voting: New Rules Make It Easier
New voting rules will 
make it easier for all 
qualified electors to cast 
ballots in the 31st Federal 
Election on May 22nd.
Changes in the rules 
covering proxy voting and 
advance polling are among 
those designed to make 
voting possible and more 
practical for many of 
Canada’s estimated 14.9 
million eligible electors in 
this election.
“The ill, handicapped 
■ and aged, certain students 
and workers away from 
home, and^voters unable to 
vote because of temporary 
absence are among those 
who will benefit,” says 
Jean-Marc Hamel, 
Canada’s Chief Electoral 
Officer.
The changes were made 
, in amendments to the 
Canada Elections Act and 
were passed by, Parliamenti 
Tn.Dccembjer, 1,^7 
• Some of the important' 
. changes are:
E At leasf one advance 
poll with “level access” for 
the handicapped must be set 
up in each urban area of an 
electoral district. An elector 
entitled to .vote at an ad­
vance poll may, if the poll 
doesn’t have level assess, 
obtain a transfer certificate 
from his or her Returning 
Officer and vote at another 
poll that does offer level 
access. A notice of an 
advance poll must stale if 
level acccs is available and 
explain to voters that 
transfer certificates may be 
obtained.
2. Voting at advance 
polls — for those unable to
vote on election day —
formerly was possible on 
two days only. Under the 
new provisions, advance 
polling will he spread over 
three days -- between noon 
and 8 p.in. on Saturday, 
May 12th, Monday, May 
14th, and I'uesday, May 
15th. To vote at an advatico 
poll, you liave only to sign 
your name not take an 
affidavit as in tlte pttst.
3. In a general election, 
voters wlio are utiahlc to 
vote ott election day or at 
tlte advattce polls, ntay now 
vote in tlte office of the 
Retttrtiittg Officer, ( Sucli 
voting will he done noon to 
6 p.m. aiul 7 p.m. toy p.m, 
on any day beginning 
Monday May 7th and 
ending on May 18th, cx- 
chiiling Snnduys and any 
advance polling day.
4, Proxy voting is ex­
tended to meinhcrs of air 
T’lews, forestry crews and 
topogiapliical survey crows, 
and to trappers, Such 
electors, along with 
fisherinen, niariners, 
prospectors, tltose who are 
ill or physically disabled.
and students away from 
home during academic 
terms, may now arrange to 
vote by proxy.
In proxy voting, an 
elector who cannot cast a 
ballot in person on election 
day or at any other of 
specified times, may ap­
point another elector to 
vote in his or her place.
If you wish to vote by 
proxy, then either you or 
your proxy must apply in 
person to the Returning 
Officer for a proxy cer­
tificate.
If you are applying for 
proxy voting because of 
illness or physical in­
capacity, you must present 
a certifiate from a legally 
qualified medical prac­
titioner. If you are a 
student, absent from your 
polling diyision during an 
academic term, you can 
apply to vote .by proxy but 
must have a statement from 
the registrar of your college 
'brschdol. ,
51 A qualified elector 
whose name is not on the 
preliminary list of voters
may now more easily get on 
the revised list. This can be 
done by contacting the 
Returning Officer prior to 
May 4th.
6. Special provisions for 
temporary workers away 
from home have been 
extended to include 
students who are gainfully 
employed . between their 
academic terms. In the past, 
such students couldn’t vote 
if they were away from their 
ordinary places of 
residence. Now, they can • 
vote in the electoral district 
where they are working if 
they have arrived in the 
electoral district by May 1st 
and take action to have 
their .names placed on the 
voters list during the period 
of revision May 2nd to May 
4th:;'"'"'
Several :other rules 
changes will apply to this 
election ^ as a, result of 
amendm’ents to theTaw.'’
Ordinary polls on 
election day will be open 9 
a.m. to 8 p.m., local time. 
Previously, they opened at 
8 a.m. and closed at 7 p.m., 
standard time. All 
references to times in the 
new law mean “local 
time.”
./Electors will no longer be 
required (to Sshbvy their 
occupation on election 
documents.
An elector whose right to 
vote is challenged at a poll 
— because his, or her 
identity is questioned — 
may now produce 
documents to prove 
identity. An oath is no 
longer automatically 
required. •
Employers and em- 
. ployees, under new rules, 
may jointly agree to waive 
the provision giving em­
ployees four consecutive 
ours time off with pay to 
vote. Another rule change 
brings hourly-paid workers 
under the time-off-work 
provisions. Still another’ 
broadens,/ the ;/time-:off; 
provision V toT include all 
transportation companies, 
not just railways and their 
employees, as was the case 
■ in previous elections.
‘Imperial Shaw’ Worth Reading
By Mary Kierans 
THE IMEPRIAL SHAH., 
by Gerard'de Villiers ''
Insights into Iran arc 
currently of particular value 
because of the present, 
continuing turmoil in this 
country.
The Imperial Shah by 
George dc Villiers is an 
informal biography of the 
former Shah of Iran, and it 
provides much needed 
background to the 
problcm.s of Iran. Although 
the book was written wlicn 
Moliainmed Riza Pahlovi 
was still in power, it still 
gives us a vivid portrait of 
the man and wliy Iran came 
to its picsent cliao',.
I'hc author makes it clear 
in his preface tin he docs 
lint intend to luduc the 
Sltali, hut "to tell the story 
of litis man of con- 
iiadicilons, wiili one foot in 
llie past and tlte oilier in tlte 
Ijmirc,”
Tlic biogiapliy follows 
Ills rcmai'kahle ascent from 
a I'niil, l onmniie young man 
wiili little interest in power 
polities to an nll-poweiful 
inonnrcli of n siiaiegically 
viinl Middle East nation,
Tlte Sltali is seen as a 
eoniple.s limn; a iiolislied 
diplontai, a elinrisiiiaiic 
leader, a pompous 
aiiloeral, and a subtle 
iieguiiaioi ill OPEC, Here 
is tlie man will) esiablishetl 
one of llie most fearsome 
secret police forces in the 
work! (SAV,\K), yet who 
pardoned iliuse who at- 
leinpied to iissassiiiaie him 
(iiiHl there were several),
AS ADVERTISED IN THE APRIL FLYER
ENLARGEMENT SPECIAL





Color Enlargomonts (rom Nogatives
FROM SOUARE NEGATIVES QCI ’̂ 
FROM OBLONG NEGATIVES 
r ROM SOI lARP NFOATIVrS $ ^ ,
FROM OBLONG NEGATIVES 
Color Enlargemonts from Slides 
From 126 and 135 sires only. Prices anti sti,e,s as above. 
Above pricwapplyAprll ZS to May Inclustva.
File hook not only 
delineates ilic (Sliali’s 
character, hm also leviews 
lire economic and political 
hisioiy of llie I'omiiry. Dc 
V'lllicrs dc.sciihcs ilic cir- 
cumMances surronriding the 
revolts of l')5,3 and 1%3, 
and tlic hackgroniul To the 





The ext cm and cffeciH of 
llic "White Resolution' 
arc discussed. This was the 
Sliah's scheme to lead his 
cuiiiiliy out of the .Middle 
.kges, a sciicme in wliiJi 
“the rich giew richer and 
the poor tcmaliicU poor."
De Villiers believes tliai 
many of the reasons behind 
both Iran’s astonishing 
progress and her 
frightening problems cambe 
traced to the personal 
history and character of the 
Shah himself.
There are some gaps. De 
Villiers explains that it was 
a diffieuli.book to research. 
Tlie Iranian archives were 
iiiacec.ssiblc, and no one in
Iran dared speak freely to 
him. . Moreover, the 
translation from French to 
English is sometimes 
choppy. But for anyone 
with an interest in this 
fascinating country with its 
uncertain future. The 
Imperial Shah is well worth 
reading. The book is 
available from the Sidney 





Kites and power lines just 
don’t mix, warns B.C. 
Hydro.
B.C, Hydro must con- 
stanily warn of the danger, 
especially in the spring, 
because a new ”crop” of 
young and inexperienced 
kite iTycr.s comes along each 
year, : , ;
Hydro officials arc 
c.spcciaily concerned about 
the rcliiiivcly new Dragon 
kites made of plastic with 
an aluminized backing. 
Tlicsc kites, with their long ' 
tails (soiiictimes up to 20 
feel), could .stretch across 
all three wires of a tran­
smission line cmising them 
to Inirn oni and drop to the 
gtomul. This wotikl not 
only cause n disruptive 
power interruption hm 
could he extremely 
dangerous to people in ilie 
vicinity,
"While danger to tlte kite 
Oyer is onr first worry," 
sais J,A, Deptford, 
rianager of Hydro's safety 
engineering department, 
“Hydro is afso concerned 
about liu; pc/.,'ability uf 
widespread power in- 
ierruption.s and in­
convenience to the public.
■ A two-ycai iccoid ol 
safely is something to be 
proud of,” lie said. "But 
wf must nut be com- 
piavcm.’’ ..
lOeptford asked that- 
paicnls ,aiul tcftchcri join in
warning of the potential 
danger. Parents, lie said, 
should go beyond simply 
pointing out to children the 
liazard.s of kite Hying near 
powcrTincs. They should 
check children’s kites to see 
ilial only perfectly dry 
string is used, never wire or 
meuvilie string; . that no 
metal is used in making 
kites; and tliai children 
don't ITy kites In wet or 
stormy weather,
And if a kite docs catch 
on a powcrlitic, tower or 
pole, never try to remove it. 
Tliat’s a job for an expert, a 
trained lineman who lia.s the 
experience nnd equipment 
necessary to work in safety 
near higli-voliage cTecirical 
“Kite flying is an
exliilarating* experience,
Deptford said. "Let'smake 
it a safer one too."
CONT/tACT 
G.A, Gardner told The 
Review this week that the 
Saanich I li.siorical Artifacts 
Society have let the contract 
for ihc new, approximate 
iO.OiX) .sq. IT,, all .steel 
insulated wareltousc- 
wotksluvp building. The 
successful bidder l.s Cedar 
Woodworkers Lid., Vic­
toria, B.C., their bid being 
the lowest ai SIOI,880.00. 
Bids tanged upwards from 
iliis uiTl.)7.UtttM;H), The 
huildtrig will be coniplcicd 
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THE ALLAN HANCOCK COLLEGE 
A CAPPELLA CHOIR from Santa 
Maria, California will present a concert 
Sunday, May 6 at 7:30 p.m. in the St. 
Paul’s United Church.
OCEAN VIEW
TSAWOUT MOBILE HOME PARK
The first ocean front Mobile Home Park on the 
Saanich Peninsula (Sidney area). Pick your lot and




2435 Trans Canada 
Victoria, B.C.
OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
D#5088 478-1774
Under the direction of Glenn A. 
Montague, the Hancock Choir has 
established a reputation for outstanding 
choral performance. The A Cappella 
Choir is one of California’s most 
travelled community college choirs, 
having appeared in all the Western states 
and British Columbia. The group 
represented the United States as guests 
of the Romanian government for a 
three-week concert tour of that country.
The 40-voice choir has appeared in 
major universities and has been invited 
on several occasions to sing for the 
famed Tabernacle Choir in Salt Lake 
City, and the Air Force Academy in 
Colorado. Critics have described their 
singing as “almost flawless, with a 
warmth and impact that carries a moving 
personal message.’’
Deep Cove Chalet
Open Tuesday to Sunday
Smorgasbord Lunch Thursday and Sunday 
Ail other Days Luncheon Menu
Under the sponsorship of St. Paul’s 
United, the local concert will be one of 
35 performances during their two-week 
tour. The concert will include sacred 
music from all musical periods. In 
addition the “Ensemble Singers’’ will 
present a variety of modern “pop’’ 
tunes. A collection will be taken to assist 
students at Camp Pringle Church Camp.
Sidney Council Tenders Letter Of Apology To Regional Recreation Gommission
Smorgasbord Dinner Wednesday Evening 
Any other day, A La Carte Menu
Phone Early for Reservations 
■V :656-354.1.: ::
For National Secretaries I
Sidney town council has 
passed a motion to write a 
letter of apology to the 
Regional Recreation 
Commission, but it didn’t 
get approval until the 
conclusion of several 
minutes of personal sniping 
between aldermen at 
Monday night’s council 
meeting.
The matter came up after 
Aid. .lerry Tregaskis 
verbally attacked Aid. Jim 
Lang for. statements he 
tmade’.'in the -Review last 
' Weelc regarding Tregaskis’ 
si a t us o n d he Capital 
Region Board.
“I am deeply concerned 
by what I consider as a 
hatchet job done oh me by 
one of the aldermen in the 
last issue of the Review,” 
Tregaskis said at the 
meeting/ He went on to 
read out a lengthy letter (see
bottom of page) justifying 
his position, at the present 
time.
Tregaskis’ attack was 
followed by one from Aid. 
Peter Grant, who chastised 
Lang for statements he 
made regarding operation 
of the Peninsula Recreation 
Center. ^
‘T would Ike to move a 
motion of apology to the 
recreation commission,”. 
Grant told tVie council.
Aid. 'Eleanor Sdwerby 
' disagf ebd " ‘ with' ‘'' jCraht’s 
proposal, saying :she felt 
that a certain amount of 
criticism was warranted.
”1 don’t think that some 
members of council are 
alone in their feelings about 
the spending that has gone 
on. I don’t think we owe an 
apology to the recreation 
commission,” she said.
L.ang voiced strong
objections to the motion.
‘‘My point in bringing 
this whole thing up was that 
we weren’t getting 
statements from the 
recreation commission,” 
Lang said. ‘‘I’m not 
criticizing the running of 
the recreation commission. 
My criticism is regarding 
the accounts that .we should 
have had as promised by the 
secretary-treasurer.”
Grant, however,' upheld 
his argument .by pointing 
out that,;L,ang,,l)ad„made 
charges in the prQss that
council has no control over 
operation of the recreation 
centre.
‘‘It was a cheap shot/and 
it involves a loss of in­
tegrity,” Grant charged.
When the question was 
called Grant and Tregaskis 
voted in favour of tendering 
the apology, with Lang and- 
Sowerby voting against. 
Acting mayor Ross Martin 
declared the motion 
carried, which brought yet 
another prdte^l from Ltihg.
' ‘ .Larig: argued; thaT “ threej 
people with "a partial
opinion are exercising a 
right which they don’t 
deserve.” He said he would 
ask tlie acting mayor to 
rescind the motion at the 
earliest possible moment.
‘‘We do have a 
quorum,” Grant pointed 
out. ‘‘The vote is carried.”
“This inequity that Aid. 
Lang i§, protesting about,” 
Tregaskis concluded, “is 
entirely the sort of thing he 
has been trying to evoke by 
' harping bn:my resignation. 
The motion is -passed, and 
' that’s'that/’V : (
NOTICE
to all clients of SIDNEY ANIMAL 
HOSPITAL, 9750 3rd St., all medical 
records have been transferred to Dr. 
Hubert’s office (Sidney Animal Medical 
Centre) at 9838 5th Sti, ^erbss from ; 
Capital Market. For appointments you;: 












Corner Beacon Ave. 
& Second St. 656-3313
Sidney town councillors 
have decided to ask for a 
meeting with Mini.stry of 
Transport Officials to 
discuss the noise emanating 
from Victoria International 
Airport.
Aid. Peter Grant 
suggested' that council 
should request the meeting 
in a letter informing the 
MOT that noise levels in 
Sidney have become 
‘‘noxious ' and un­
desirable”. Copies of the 
letter are to be sctit to the 
Capital Regional District
.. .before POLITICS 






We have the host selection of lumber in years




Charms for all 
occasions
If you help elect
JOHN MIKA jt
Good for shelving Lin. Ft. Many f'ngravahlf) 
Discs
KliST’S”
BEACON AVE. SIDNEY 656-1134
JI5WKIJJ^RS
2443 Beueon (i56-25.32
as MLA for Saanich 
and the Islands
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New Democratic Party 
Campaign Offices
In Sidney: 9790 - 2nd Street 
phone 656-3542
In Brentwood: 1149 Sluggett Road
phone 652-4233
\
CANVASSERS, OFFICE WORKERS, SCRUTINEERS, SIGNS , DRIVERS
RCAICAICER, POUr/C/!.l DONATIONS TO THE NEW OSWOCPATir PAHTY
ARE EltGtBlE FOR UP TO 75% FEDERAt TAX REBATE.
Phone 479-2314
WWNttilliM
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My friend Charlie is a 
very expansive host. 
He’s not really happy 
unless he has fed you a 
six-course meal with 
appropriate wines and 
liqueurs. Delightful if 
you are a guest but NOT 
CHEAP. I thought I’d 
have to strike Charlie off 
my recipe-cadging list 
until Charlie threw a 
SOUP PARTY.
What a great way to 
feed a bunch of hungry 
people cheaply! A 
couple of big pots of rich 
home-made soup, a few 
loaves of good bread 
and a jug of wine. You 
can’t have a stuffy party 
if everyone is wandering 
into the kitchen taking 
soup.
Or have the soup 
without the party. But 
fir?t you need
THE STOCK
Most of the soups I 
make are the result of 
some kind of roast. You 
say you haven’t seen a 
roast for years. You 
probably had one over 
the festive season 
disguised as a turkey. 
What happened to the 
bones? You threw .them 
out. Next time save the 
bones! Even the ones 
that have been gnawed 
on. .They are going to be 
boiled long enough to 
kill any germ.
Start a bone collec­
tion. if you are 
methodical you can file
Miserly meniis for frugal food freaks
them away in your 
freezer in separate bags 
labelled beef, ' lamb, 
fowl, etc. I suppose even 
bones from The 
Colonel’s chicken can be 
used.
The same basic 
method is used with 
almost all types of bones 
so let’s start with that 
ghost of Christmas past, 
the turkey carcass.
Put all those bones 
with bits of skin and 
(hopefully) meat 
clinging to them into a 
large pot. Add 3 to 4 
quarts of water, a garlic 
clove, a couple of celery 
stalks ( that wilted stuft 
from the bottom of the 
fridge is fine) a couple of 
carrots and an onion.
Don’t peel the onion, 
just cut off the ends. 
Bring it all to a boil and 
simmer for 3 or, 4 hours. 
Let it cool a bit, then 
pour it off through a 
collander. Don’t, as 1 
once did, forget to put a 
bowl under . the 
collander. It’s the liquid 
you want to keep; the 
solids in the collander 
can be thrown away, 
although you will 
probably want to pick 
out the bits of meat and 
put them back in the 
stock. They wonrt have 
much flavor but they do 
looklike meat. Haye 
you ever tasted the bits 
of meat in canned soup?
Anyhow, now you’ve
got a big bowl of nice 
broth, but it’s got two 
inches of fat floating on 
top. Put the bowl in the 
fridge overnight.. By 
morning the fat is solid 
and can be removed. 
Now you’re ready to
TURKEYNOODLE
SOUP
Put the turkey broth 
back into your big pot. 
While it is coming to a 
boil, chop a couple of 
stalks of celery, three 
carrots and an onion and 
add them to the broth. 
Cook ten minutes or 
until the,, vegetables are 
almost done. Then add a 
package of noodles.
Sitnmer another ten 
minutes. Add salt to 
taste. Serve in large 
bowls with hunks of 
good bread. It should 
make a meal for six 
hungry people. And it 
freezes well if you have 
leftovers.
For chicken noodle 
soup start with chicken 
bones and follow the 
same procedure. Ditto 
for beef noodle except 
this can be improved by 
adding a can of 
tomatoes. If you are a. 
parsley lover, some 
fresh, chopped parsley 
sprinkled on any of these 
soups improves the taste 
and the appearance.
Of course, if you have 
a little more tftnc you 
can make
beefBARLEY SOUP 
Add a cup of barley to 
the beef broth first. 
Simmer for about an 
hour, stirring once in a 
while as barley will stick. 
Then add vegetables as 
above. Be careful to add 
salt only a bit at a time; 
you can always put more 
in but you can’t take it 
out.
My iKrsonal all-time 
favorite is
SCOTCH BROTH
Using the broth from 
lamb ^ncs, add a cup
If ymm llv© wMli pr€&M®iii driiiker
Do you know what it’s 
like to live in a family where 
there’s a ploblem drinker? 
If so, Al-Anon is for you. If 
there’s an alcoholic 
problem in your home, the 
Al-Anon Family Groups 
may be able to help you 
cope with it. If you are a 
friend or relative of an 
alcoholic, 'the Al-Anon 
Family Group may be able" 
to help you solve your side 
of the problem.
Al-Anon Family Groups 
are a fellowship of men and 
women who are Husbands, 
wives, relatives or close 
friends of someone suf­
fering from a drinking 
problem. If you are seeking
a solution to the problems 
that come from living in 
this kind of situation, Al- 
Anon can help by showing 
you how to cope with your 
difficulties and find a more 
serene approach to life.
At your first meeting you 
will find an enormous'relief 
to be able perhaps for the 
first time, to talk to people 
who really understand your 
problems because they too 
have experienced them.
Just as Alcoholics 
Anonymous tries to help 
the alcoholic attain sobriety' 
and lead a more con­
structive life, so Al-Anon 
helps the family of a 
problem drinker attain
serenity and a more normal 
home- life, regardless of 
whether or not he or she 
stops drinking.
Al-Anon, as an
established fellowship, has 
been serving the families of 
alcoholics since 1951 and 
now has' more than 4,5(X) 
groups throughout the 
world. In Victoria there are 
21 groups including, three 
Alateen and one male group 
meeting weekly. If you 
would like more in­
formation^ about the Al- 
Anon Family Group, don’t 
hesi tate to call 382-0744.
Use only cold water to 
operate your kitchen waste 
disposer.
of barley and simmer for 
an hour. Find the tiniest 
turnip in the produce 
section, peel it, chop it 
up and add it with the 
other vegefables — 
carrots, celery, onion 
and tomatoes.
Even easier to make is 
the old standby 
PEA SOUP 
You don’t even have 
to go through the “broth 
stage’’ for this one. Just 
put the bone' from a 
smoked ham or picnic 
shoulder into 3 or 4 
quarts of water, add 2 
cups split peas, 2 large 
chopped onions and 
three chopped carrots. 
Better thtow in some 
chopped celery loo. 
Cook, for at least 3 
hours and stir from time 
to time. The whole thing 
eventually turns to mush 
and the bones will fall 
apart. Remove the 
bones, chop up any bits 
of meat still clinging and 
put that back in. Season 
( I use lots of black 
pepper) and serve.
Finally, GOOD ’ but 
NOTCHEAP
SHRIMPBISQUE
No stock for this 
soup, just lots of ex­
pensive ingredients.
Saute three cups of 
shelled shrimp (fresh or 
fresh-frozen but not 
canned) in butter. Do a 
few at a time on medium 
heat and just until they
become opaque. Set 
aside.
In your soup pot melt 
two-thirds* cup butter. 
Saute in the butter two 
cups diced celery, half a 
green pepper, half a red 
pepper and one-third 
cup chopped parsley.
Cook vegetables 
slowly until just done, 
NOT browned, with the 
lid on the pot.-Then stir 
in two-thirds cup flour. 
Add ten cups of milk, 
stirring all the time, 
preferably with a wire 
whisk. When the milk 
thickens to a creamy 
consistency add dne 
tablespoon salt, two- 
thirds cup tomato paste, 
one-half cup lemon 
juice, one tablespoon 
horseradish, one 
tablespQon paprika, a 
pinch of cayenne (don’t 
get those two mixed up), 
one-half teaspoon 
pepper and the shrimp in 
the butter in which they 
were cooked.
Don’t boil it!
Keep it hot without 
further cooking but 
NOT in a metal pot. If 
necessary put it into a 
covered casserole and 
keep it hot in the oven.
With crusty French 
bread and several bottles 
of chilled wliite wine you 
can serve a party of eight 
to ten.
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2280 Beacon Ave. 656-1176
By The Institute 
of Chartered Accountants 
of British Columbia
The Biitish Columbia 
Renters’ Tax Credit takes 
into consideration personal 
living expenses and the wise 
taxpayer should make the 
most of it.
Let’s examinb a family 
preparing TIC schedules 
for this credit—grand­
father, father and mother 
and their son and daughter.
a senior
cit izens’ home where ' the 
rent (not including board) is 
; $5,(X)0ja year.iBut, being 
rich, his taxable income for 
the year is $ 100,000.
Grandfather figures out 
he is entitled to the lesser 
of:;. ''' .
(A) 10 per cent of his 
rent, or $.500.
(B) $100 minus one per 
cent of taxable income, or 
$100 minus $1,000 
equalling zero.
Thy he concludes that he 
is not entitled to a credit. 
He remembers, however, 
that .since he was over 65 
years he was entitled to a 
minimum credit of $80 in 
1977. But for 1978 and 
sub.sequcnl years that $80
minimum is not available.
He also discovers that 
application for assistance 
under the “Shelter Aid For 
Elderly Renters’ . Act’’ is 
available for seniors. If it’s 
granted, the amount of the 
assistance reduces any B.C. 
Renters’ Tax Credit that is 
available.
Let’s:move on now to 
father and mother. Last 
year father made $10,000 
and mother $1,000.
Mother figures she can 
claim a tax credit of $100 
minus one per cent of 
$1,000, equalling $90. Well,
it w'as a noble try but it 
won’t work because the 
rules stipulate that the tax 
credit must be claimed by 
the spouse with the higher 
taxable income. So, in turn, 
father’s computation is: 
$100 minus one per cent of 
$10,000, equalling zero.
The 15-year-old son 
decides he also should file 
for the tax credit. But he’s 
swiftly stymied because the 
law says a person under 16 
at the end of the year or 
living at home and is 
claimed' as: a dependent is 
hot eligible.
The daughter, however,
is 25 and until recently has 
lived outsicle British 
Columbia, resident in this 
province for only six 
months of the taxation 
.year.
Her taxable income was 
zero. But she paid $1,000 iif 
rent outside B.C. and $900 
in rent in the province. 
Therefore, the tax credit 
available to her is $90, or 10 
per cent of the rent paid in 
B.C.
she was understandably 
concerned r that she 
wouldn’t qualify for this 
credit because she had no 
taxes to pay but she needn’t
have worried because this is 
exactly the way the B.C. 
Renters’ Tax Credit works. 
It’s not a deduction in 
arriving at Taxable income.
Remember that this 
renters’ tax credit is 
available to all B.C. 
residents over the age of 16, 
on rent paid for a principal 
residence in the province.
For further information, 
contact Renters’ Tax Credit 
Information;; Ministry of 
Mun,icjp,aL;;-Af fairs and 
ft o u s i n g, P a r 1 i a m e n t 
Bui I dings, ; V i c t o r i a; 
B.C.V8V 1X4, or your 
District Taxation Office.
your own in a container
Home-grown fruits and 
vegetables are no longer the 
preserve of home ov;ners. 
Apartment dwellers and 
townhouse occupants can 
grow their own fresh 
produce through container 
gardening.
Containers can range 
from window boxes to 
discarded children’s sand 
pails or wading pools or 
even a plastic bag of soil.
Balconies, patios and 
rooftops can be used to 
place the containers. 
Agriculture Canada 
speciali.sts advise container 
gardeners to remember that 
ease of garden acce.ss is a 
must. This is especially true 
of rooftop sites. If a ladder 
is needed to get to the roof, 
carrying containers, soil 
and tools can be a problem. 
A handy water supply is a
TRAILS.
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lo your Honda 
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roasun. Honda lawn- 
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dealer listed below.
POVVl'R PRODUCT'S,
Si'iilr iini i inv Itiiililii lui.r Sul ,iv,u!,ili|(. tifl '.iimu inuill;|ii
All Bay Marinn 
2238 Hwlioiir Road 
Sidney
must.
The size of balcony or 
rooftop container gardens 
is limited not only by the 
area but by the strength as 
well. Most roofs and 
balconies are built to take a 
weight of 250 kilograms per 
square metre. Heavy 
containers should be placed 
near the outer edges of 
roofs or ne.xt to the building 
wall of the balcony. Weight 
is no problem for patio 
sites.
The specialists also 
recommend that anyone 
starting out for the first 
time should begin on a 
small scale, both in size of 
Ihe garden and invc.stmeni.
I'or the first year the 
garden should he large 
enough to keep up your 
intetest. hut .-.niall enough 
to he learned from and 
improved on the next year,
One ad van I age to 
coniaiiier gardening is that 
Ihe gardener can control 
Iho comiiosiiion of the soil, 
A ligltt soil mixture is 
necessary to icdiiee weight 




mixes heeaiise iliey arc easy 
(o use. But, if you want to 
picpare your own, tiso soil 
for ahont une-lltiid or less 
of the mix, T he balance can 
be made ui'i of peal moss, 
vermicnliie, perlite, and 
sand.
Vary the size and depth 
of containers because 
difl'cieni vegetables have 
diffvtrent space
rcquiictnems, For example, 
lettuce needs a depth of 15 
cenlirncires of soil, zucchini 
about 90c'enlimeires,
Vegetables that can he 
Ci'tsily grown in coniaineis 
include beans, cabbage, 
cal lots, eiicinnhei, Ictuicc, 
peas, radishes, spinach, 
tomatoes (cherry and In­
tel meduiie-size varieties) 
and zucchini. Otlters, stich 
as ciUiliilowcr and potatoes 
take iijs Inn niiirh vtsai'i'
Slaking and stringing can 
greatly increase yicUls, 
e.spcciallv of such plants as 
eucutnhers, Stringing, plants 
>i|nviiid gives them more 
sun exposure and keeps the
vegetables from touching 
the ground or box.
People who vvant more 
information on container 
gardening can contact 
Information Services, 
Agriculture Canada, 
Ottawa, KIA 0C7. to get 
free publication 1653, 
“Container Gardening',’.
HUNTERS PAID
Visiting hunters paid 
total of $1,227,591 




Brilisli Columbia in 1977, 
accoriling to figures 
released recenily by lire 
Miiiisiiy of I’nviromncnt, 
rite amount represents ,36 
per cent of lire total revenue 
derived from huniiiig 
licences by the provincial 
girvcrmneni,
“Big game” himicrs, 
who made lip the majority 
of iioii-icsideni hiinieis 
p-.iitl au average of $.300 for 
their comiMued licences, 
cnmpare(.| to an average of 
$1.5 by the lesideiu Ininiei, 
Most (.3,622) came iTotn tlie 
United Stales, hut there 
weie 5I.S Canadians fiom 
other provinces, as Well as 
.384 hunters front 26 oilier 
cminiiies.
ITiere vveic ! ,4.37 hunters 
Inmiing solely for moose.
By KATHY BANKY
TEfSINfS - starts May 7th
ln.struclion and Supervised Social Play 
For All Ages and All Levels 
6 lessons for $18.00 
— Juniors $15.00 
Information And Registration 
Jean Shaw - 656-1363 
Ann Graham - 652-3059 
Ontral Saanich - 652-4444
CHRISTIAN POLICE ASSOCIATION
wilt conduct Worship Service at
Bethel Fellowship Baptist Church
2269 MILLSROAD,SIDNEY
Sunday, April29th, 11:00 a.m.




The annual wind-up and picnic will take 
place, at Sidney Elementary School at 10 
' a.m.'on April28th 1979.
The Annual General Meeting of this Club 
will take place at 7 :30 p.m. on 2 nd May, 
1979 at the Panorama Leisure Center 
(Lounge), All persons and interested 
persons are cordiallyinvited to attend. ’
TntfocI lie] ngi MAGNAllOXi 
26” COLOUR TELEVISION
, , from ’699“ : 
With Instant Factory Rebates. Sidney's 




Locl:Co.Lbd. 2351 Beacon Ave.[Next lo Bunk uc#; AOI 1 of Novh Sfolia] L 1
WE CAN DUPLICATE 
TRAILER & CAMPER KEYS
MERCURY/OMC,
CHRYSLER & MERCURY OUTBOARD 
IGNITION KEYS
HOME & APARTMENT SECURITY 
LOCKING DOOR CHAINS
: JUST ARRIVED
—New Chain Lock Alarms —
IdcKil for Ap,-irtninnts, only $6.00







FOR REStRV/\riONS ,»iNFORMATiof; 656-6622
2328 HARBOUR ROAD, SIDNEY
L: ' lik ''
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By Maureen Milgram 
The countdown is getting 
closer to the Peninsula 
Family Fitness Festival. The 
dates: April 27 and 28. The 
places: Parkland and North 
Saanich schools, Tulista 
Park and Saanichton
Peninsula'Family Fitness Festival Taking Place This Weekend
Fairgrounds as marshalling 
points for the Bike It Hike 
It, and finally, the 
Panorama Leisure Centre 
where it will be happening.
Look for the centrefold in 
the paper today for the list 
ot all the events and plan to
Introducing MAGNAVOX 
26” COLOUR TELEVISION 
(Philips) from '699“
With Instant Factoiy Rebates. Sidney’s 
Largest And Oldest TV & Stereo Store
ISLAND FURNITURE MART
656-3032









Bus. Hours; 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Deputy returning offices and poll clerks 
will be required on election day, May 
10th, 1979. Please apply in person.
JAMES W. ROBERTSON 
RETURNING OFFICER
participate with your entire 
family. You do not need to 
belong to a club to par­
ticipate ... we’ve got 
plenty on hand for 
everyone. Competitions, 
demonstrations, events.
The highlight of the day 
Saturday will be the big 
Bike It, Hike It. The idea 
. . . simply to celebrate 
fitness, get fit and keep fit. 
The event . . . bike, hike, 
roller skate, skateboard or 
otherwise use our arms, 
legs, heart and lungs, 
together to get to the 
Leisure Centre where we 
can spend the afternoon 
celebrating more fitness 
activities and events.
Those who wish to leave 
from North Saanich or 
Sidney will depart from 
Tulista Park. Those who 
live in Central Saanich or 
south of the border will 
leave from the Saanichton 
Fairgrounds. Ths time: 12 
noon. We will be mustering 
from 11 a.m. on.
Barb Gibson of the Figure 
Skating Club will be at the 
Saanichton departure 
point. Jack Pedlow of the 
Scouts and Cubs will be at 
the Tulista. This will be a 
great expression of fitness 
on behalf of the com­
munities. All participants 
will receive a Bike It Hike It 
festival button to com­
memorate the event.
Once at the centre, stay the 
entire day to participate in 
all the events there, ending 
with a huge family dance at 
5 p.m. Admission for the 
day is free. We’ll have chili, 
cheese and buns for sale at 
the dance at reasonable 
prices. As well, we’ll be 
selling t-shirts with the 
fitness festival theme as a 
way of raising money to 
keep this an annual event. 







Our Saanich Peninsula Representative is;
FRANK WATERFALL 383-4138
the festival? It’s a combined 
effort from many clubs and 
individuals in our com­
munities and sponsored by 
the province of British 
Columbia office of the 
fitness coordinator.
Wendy Robertson, her­
self, will be on Hand to lead 
us in the New Games 
events.
Watch for the Bike It Hike 
It posters advertising the 
event as well as for Peter 
Peninsula and Panorama 
Pam on the Saanich 
Cablevision 7;30 p.m. 
Thursday.
Peter Wonsiak and 
Pamela Kearley are two 
Sidney elementary .school 
students who have been 
chosen to represent the 
fitness festival on behalf of 
the International Year of 
the Child. Peter and Pam 
are themselves interested in 
fitness and want to let 
everyone know how to feel 
great and participate.
The Peninsula Recreation 
Smile of the Week: James 
Ngai, fencing instructor. 
James has lots to smile 
about these days. He is the 
proud possessor of two 
medals — one gold, one 
bronze — from the B.C. 
Winter Games held recently 
in Kamloops.
Congratulations James for 
the fine performance.
He is also smiling because 
his fencing class, which 
takes place at Sansbury 
school on Thursday 
evenings, has recently 
doubled in size for the 
spring program. James and 
his fencers will be on hand 
, for the fitness festival as 
well as planning a fencing 
competition for later on in 
the spring. James’ medals 
and some fencing apparatus 
are on display at the Leisure 
Centre, upstairs in the 
trophy case.
It Amazes Me and 
Community TV started this 
week at the Saanich 
Cablevision studios in 
Sidney. Ben Hindley started 
the junior program for 
youth age 12 to 14 exactly 
one year ago. It has proved 
to be an exciting adventure
Heart disease deaths 
among adults aged below 65 
have decreased steadily 
since the first Heart Fund 
Campaign in 1958.
inlo the operation of available and time to sign nniniiy TV course is on cameras and “action”, to
television programs for tlie up. Monday evenings and run direction and production of
community, put on entirely .lust call us Tt the by Mike Stanlake of the television will be covered.
by the young.sters in the rccrcaiion centre. Cable 10 Studio. Swim registration for the
course. There is .still space For adults, the Com- Everything from lighting, May session started on
April 23. Come on down lo 
the centre and sign up for 
pre-school, school age and 
adult lessons and the 
specially courses available.
T.WIOIIOMI S A WEEK.


























DAILY 8:30 - 6:00
^URS., FRb 8:30 - 9:00 
WE HAVE BEEN SERVING THE PENINSUU FOR 15 YEARS; SUNDAY 10:00 - 5:30 i
In Downtown Sidney 
Across from Sidney Hotel
CANADA GRADE A BONELESS
TOP SIRLOIN STEAK
lb.^2189












BREAKFAST STEAK $*LB. <
p
NEW ZEAliNO FROZEN






















FROZEN YOGURT DESSERT PIE EA,
SCOTT TISSUE




GRANTHAM 24 OZ. BOTTLE
PURE LEMON JUICE
ARCTIC POWER 6 I ITRE BOX
DETERGENT











BREAD DOUGH white or BROWN 5’s
BEEF, CHICKEN, TURKEY 




STEAK & KIDNEY PIE each
ALOHA SALTED 1,8 oz. TIN
MIXED NUTS
LAURA SECORD
PUDDING RICE, TAPIOCA, CHOCOLATE
GREEN GIANT SEASONED 14 oz.
FANCY GREEN BEANS
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■Are You A ^Racehorse Or A Turtle'’?
By Peggy Rowand
Are you a race horse or a 
turtle? Metaphorically 
speaking.
It sounds more 
glamorous to be likened to 
a race horse, but the turtle- 
type human being — 
although lacking the dash 
and flourish of the race 
horse — will live longer.
Peninsula psychologist 
Kerry Croften divides 
people into two types of 
personality. Type A 
behavior she dubs “race 
horse”, type B is “turtle”.
Tho.se who belong to type 
A are competitive, restless, 
have a sense of urgency
which shows itself in 
everything they do and they 
push themselves — and 
others — hard.
It’s the kind of behavior 
which seems appropriate in 
a high pressure job and it is 
often necessary to be like 
type A to survive in certain 
kinds of work, Croften 
says. Type A behavior may 
not be a person’s basic 
characteristics but is often 
acquired.
The problem comes when 
such people cannot unwind. 
They feel irritable, 
fatigued, suffer from a lack 
of energy. And if they feel 




Beacon and Second St.
Please Call or Phone
656-1233—656-1925
brink of an dytburst, that 
they’re just holding 
themselves together, they’re 
likely suffering from stress, 
Croften says.
Some people call stress 
the silent killer, she says. 
“It’s the biggest factor in 
heart disease — and that’s 
the number one killer. But 
there are a great many signs 
which show stress, so it’s 
not so silent.”
Type B — the turtles — 
are people who get their 
work done, but at a slower 
pace. They don’t have that 
sense of being in high rev. 
They’re placid, more easy­
going than type A, and they 
tend to take things in their 
stride.
A great antidote to stress 
is a sense of humor — type 
A loses humor with that 
speed, Croften says.
In a crisis situation the 
body evokes a “fight or 
flight” response. This is 
observable in a cat — when 
he thinks he’s in imminent 
danger he goes immediately 
into action, arching his 
back.
Human beings have this 
same alarm response as the 
body prepares for action. 
Adrenalin shoots through
the body, speeds up the 
heart, increases the blood 
pressure and blood flow to 
muscles. “This gets you
TOWN OF SIDNEY
WHEREAS the Peninsula Recreation Commission, in co-operation with the 
Province of British Columbia, is sponsoring a Fitness Festival;
AND WHEREAS the Council of the Town of Sidney wishes to encourage 
residents to become aware of the fitness and recreational activities that are 
available;
NOW THEREFORE the Council of the Town of Sidney hereby declares April 27 
&28,1979 as “FITNESS A HARNESS DA TS’Mn Sidney
PSYCHOLOGIST 
KERRY CROFTEN
imi' ^ .'IM.- '
For Sole: 47 FOOT STEEL CUTTER
Designed by Engli.sh naval architect Alan Buchanan 
and custom built in San Francisco out of high tensile 
steel and stainless steel, This vessel was commissioned 
for high lattitudc sailing, specifically wilh Cape Horn 
waters in mind.
She has a gracious main saloon, solid teak panelling 
and owners stateroom forward with double bunk. 
Bookcases compliment the old world atmosphere below 
deck, enhanced by a generous use of brasswprk, and 
large English gimballed r>il Itnnps,
Galley and navigation .station are situated in bright 
dog house; all windows in this sieel structure are bullet 
proof. There is no sliding hatchway,
Navigation equipment includes 72 miles range radar, 
two single sideband radios, one ecpiipped with both 
West Coast and Hawaiian high seas frequency ctumneis. 
Diinish built 'Sailor’ VHF and harn antenna
recently installed. Besides Wagner Mark IV automatic 
pilot there i.s a wind vane of proven ability.
Since her launching on October 3I.st, 1974, this vessel 
has voyaged from San Francisco to Briti.sh Columbia on 
numerous occasions, including one winter passage when 
.she encountered winds documented at over 100 knots. 
Last year thi.s Canadian registered vessel sailed to San 
Francisco again and then stood on for Hawaii, making 
that passage in 14 days with a crew of two. A.s official 
cornmunicaliun vessel for the Caplum Cook Bi­
centennial race she sailed home to Victoria in 17 day.s 
with a crew of five.
However,, thill vessel' is rigged fui siuglchaaded 
sailing: she is an ideal family cruising vessel.
Offered for sale by owner. Price $I6H,(m. For ap> 
pointment to view please telephom pyenlms
6S6-6042.
ready either to spring, fight 
or run away,” Croften 
says.
Trouble is, we don’t have 
the action to obtain the 
release, she says. “The 
basis of stress is con­
traction, action and release. 
We usually miss the last 
one, especially with 
emotional and physical 
stress, because we don’t 
ever let go.”
Most people have an 
increasing awareness these 
days that they’re suffering 
from stress, but they don’t 
know what to do about it, 
Croften says.
“If it’s a job that’s 
stressful, you just can’t quit 
and walk out. And you
can’t always avoid people 
who upset you.”
The answer, Croften 
.says, is a change of at­
titudes. Not so easy when 
dealing with the habits of a 
lifetime, but it can be done 
by increasing one’s own 
awareness.”
We have to look at what 
we’re doing now — then we 
can begin to do something 
about it, she says.
Most people want to skip 
the first step, because this 
“looking at oneself” to 
increase awareness, can be 
painful, she says.
Fear is part of stress — 
both fear and desire. “We 
feel we need so much from 
outside. It’s a feeling of
poverty, that we feel we 
need approval,” Croften 
says.
Croften will be in­
structing a workshop on 
stress — and how to deal 
with it, April 28 and 29 at 
Greenglades school.
Her approach is through 
discussion and using 
various exercises. New 
attitudes are a source of 
strength, she says. “Type A 
is lively, but it’s a neurotic 
liveliness — this same 
liveliness can be trans­
formed into creativity.”
Croften says there are 
three steps. “First of all you
have to see things as they 
are, then you have to accept 
it. The third step is allowing 
the change and that comes 
as a result of step one and 
two.”
Croften, 30, of 10672 
Madrona, North Saanich, 
obtained her MA at Naropa 
Institute, Boulder, 
Colorado, and has been 
working recently as a bio 
feedback technician at the 
University of Colorado.
Workshop times at 
Greenglades school are 
10:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. and 2 
to 5:30 p.m. Cost is $50 
single, $80 for a couple.
School ‘Custodian’ 
Now ‘Referral Agent’
George Johnson, a 
custodian at Parkland 
School, and president of 
CUPE local 441, has a new 
title. He’s referral agent, a 
name dreamed up by 
United Way to describe a 
new brand of volunteer 
worker.
And, Johnson told 
Saanich school board at 
Monday night’s meeting, 
he’s “all gung ho” about it.
After taking a two-day 
course at United Way’s 
office on Fort Street, 
Johnson told trustees he 
was quite prepared to take 
on the task of referral 
agent.
He is now trained to help 
his co-workers with any 
problem that might ‘ be 
affecting their work or 
personal life. He will not 
act as a counsellor and will 
not give advice but, as his 
title implies, merely passes 
them on whatever agency is 
qualified to deal with the 
problem.
“Lots of people have 
troubles, buf they don’t 
know who to talk to, where 
to go,” Johnson said. 
“Some people don’t even 
know we have a Crisis 
.^Centre;”
In the training program, 
Johnson gained extensive 
knowledge of the various
community resources 
designed to help people in 
areas such as legal services, 
family counselling, drug 
and alcohol problems, day 
care, health, etc.
“If you see''9 co-worker 
has an alcohol problem, 
would you approach him?” 
queried board chairman 
Lois Walsh.
‘‘No,” said Johnson. 
People would have to 
approach him and ask for 
help. All information 
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Prices effective while stock lasts 
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By GORDON EWAN
A rear-guard action, 
mounted by Central 
Saanich aldermen Frank 
Waring and Earle Tabor at 
last Tuesday’s regular 
council meeting, failed to 
have Genstar’s proposals 
for residential development 
at Tod Inlet returned to 
committee for detailed 
analytic consideration.
When the subdivision 
and zoning committee’s 
recommendation to decline 
Genstar’s offer of 19 acres 
of parkland on Tod Inlet 
and coupled request to 
develop 200 adjoining acres 
for residential housing
‘Rear-Guard Action’ Mounted By Central Saanich Alderman
up for endorsement “ThSc ...... i___j t-i____ . .came 
by council, the two 
aldermen were highly 
critical of the way the 
committee chairman. Aid. 
Geo. . MacFarlane had 
handled the whole matter.
Aid. Tabor opened the 
attack by saying: “We are 
throwing away an op­
portunity and haven’t even 
discussed it yet.’’
His motion to refer back 
to committee was seconded 
by Aid. Waring.
Waring said his own 
feelings were made clear at 
the previous committee 
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! DR. E.L. DAHL, D V.M. 
&
DR. M.S. DAHL, D.V.M. 
Large & Small Animals 
2327Beacon Ave.





2 pc. High Back Colonial 
Sofa & Chair




TROUBLED BY HIGH PRICES ?
STAY AND SAVE AT
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
still only from $19.00 up;
) Mostly with full kitchens^ - nt ni> oKfra coat, i
Froo iMirking 
Downtown location
Wookly, monthly & family 
ratos
For brochuro and retorvatloni writo: ,
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
ll4SHornliy SI., Voncouv«r,B,C. VST IVI orFlitMt»or»ai04.MI7>*78r.
2349 Beacon Ave. 656*2544






20% OFF EVERY DAY
“This out of hand 
turndown without having 
discussed the whole subject 
is not fair,’’ Waring 
declared, “if someone 
makes an offer he has every 
right for us to sit down and 
discuss it thoroughly with 
him. We have been playing 
cat and mouse with Genstar 
for two years.’’
Waring recounted that 
the public had been 
receptive to the acquisition 
of the site of the former 
cement plant and that 
council had requested the 
provincial government to 
purchase it. He noted that 
10 acres of waterfront in 
Sidney was priced at over 
three million dollars.
Waring said he had been 
told of the Wednesday’s 
special committee meeting 
on Monday night and only 
received notice by mail on 
Tuesday.
“I arrived at the meeting 
on Wednesday night”. 
Waring said, “to find it had 
been farily well publicized 
in a certain sector. The 
meeting should have been 
advertised far and wide and 





Waring continued, “we 
were told the zoning was to 
be C-5 and that includes 
marinas. Yet this council 
turned down proposals for 
marinas in Tod Inlet only 
two weeks ago.”
There had been no 
discussion. Waring 
claimed, of the actual 
number of houses that 
would have been built nor 
of their phasing. Also, he 
said, the matter of clean-up 
of the park site possibly by 
Genstar had not been 
brought up and he recalled 
this property had been 
included in the sewer en­
terprise area from the 
outset.
“1 think Ger.star has 
been very shabbily 
treated,” Waring asserted, 
“The subject should be 
referred back to subdivision 
and zoning for in depth 
discussion. I hate to think 
any ratepayer would be told 
he could not speak.”
Tabor joined in. “We 
have listened to Mr. Mow 
and others at length” he 
.said, “My sense of fair play 
is outraged.”
Waring said that the 
committee’s decision was 
emotional.
Aid. Percy Lazarz said he 
couldn’t support the 
motion to refer back. The 
matter has been before 
council for two years, he 
said, and had been before a 
public hearing. The 
proposal for housing 
development .in this area at 
the present time was not 
acceptable, but should be 
reviewed in the community 
plan five years hence.
“I believe some land 









Aid. Dick Sharpe said he 
couldn’t agree that the 
matter should go back to 
committee because it had 
been adequately discussed 
in several guises over the 
years, starting with an early 
proposal by the then 
BACM, to put houses and a 
lot of them in Tod Inlet. 
Refusal of the offer, he 
said, did not stop Genstar 
from coming back again.
CLARIFICATION
SOUGHT
Aid. MacFarlane said he 
wanted five points clarified 
for the record.
The committee, 
MacFarlane said, had met 
with Genstar for two hours 
on Friday, last Dec. 5, with 
all aldermen present and 
there had been ample time 
for discussion.
Regarding notice, 
MacFarlane said, he had 
asked for a date for a 
committee meeting at a 
previous council meeting 
and it had been agreed to 
meet that Wednesday.
The application turned 
down was not for a marina, 
MacFarlane said, but for 
the lease of a water lot.
The remarks about the 
sewer enterprise area, 
MacFarlane said, was 
“blatantly incorrect.” The 
19 acres, he corrected, had 
been included, but the other 
200 acres had not.
Regarding opportunity to
^Students At Risk^ 
Program Placed 
Before School Board
A young Sidney school 
teacher is hoping Saanich 
school board will become 
involved in a proyincial 
project which, it is claimed, 
will successfully jeliminate 
learning problerns^.inHSft pter 
cent of students.
Nell Ross, a primary 
teacher at Sidney 
elementary school, made a 
presentation Monday night 
to the board on a pilot 
experimental program 
which identifies “students 
at risk.”
Ross told the board there 
were seven school districts 
involved in the project. 
“Not many of them wanted 
anything to do with it,” she 
said. “We can get in, stay 
out — or do our own 
thing.”
She said assessment is 
used to identify the
estimated 15 to 20 per cent 
children potentially at risk 
— those youngsters who 
will have difficulty suc­
ceeding in'the formal school 
system^'.
, “The assessment gives us 
some valuable information 
about children,” Ross said.
She explained that once 
the “at risk” children were 
identified “we’re ethically 
bound to do something 
about these children” and 
provide learhing activities 
in which they could develop 
certain skills which are a 
prerequisite to the present' 
school system.
Generally, she said, 
childrens’ handicaps go 
unnoticed during their 
formal schooling. Ross 
stressed she was not talking 




A scholarship for the 
study of British Columbia’s 
arcliaeological history has 
been established to honor 
the late Charles E. Borden, 
former professor emeritus 
of archaeology nl the 
University of Briti.sh 
Columbia, according to 
Hugh Curtis, provincial 
secretary and minister of 
governmeni services.
The $500 scholarship will 
be awarded annually by the 
B.C. Hcriinge Trust.
Dr. Borden, often called 
the father of B.C, ar­
chaeology, started the 
arcliacology program at tlie 
University of British 
Columbia. His field work 
established n sequence of 
occupation in southwestern 
B.C, over 12,000 years. He 
was a member of the ar­
chaeological sites advisory 
board. Dr. Borden passed 
away recently in Van­
couver.
The scholarship is' 
available for continuing 
education or research in 
n.C.’s archaeology. 
Application forms arc 
available from the B.C, 
Heritage Trust, c/o 
Heritage Conservation
Branch, Ministry of 
Provincial Secretary- and 
Government Services, 
Parliament Buildings, 
Victoria, B.C., V8V 1X4.
The Heritage Trust is an 
independent organization 
dedicated to the preser­
vation of British Colum­
bia’s heritage. The trust 
received a start-up en­
dowment of $1 million 
from the lottery fund nnd is 
administered by the 
Heritage Conservation 
branch.
speak, MacFarlane said 
Genstar did not request to 
speak. The matter of zoning 
would come before a public 
hearing and Genstar could 
speak then because they 
automatically have an 
opportunity to do so at that 
meeting. .
MacFarlane then turned 
to arguments on the merits 
of his recommendations.
Early Central Saanich 
councils, MacFarlane said, 
had shown great foresight 
by providing for residential
areas, industrial zones, 
pleasure boating and 
fishing facilities, a farming 
industry and resort cum 
tourist areas.
“We don’t want to 
become a bedroom to 
Victoria’’, MacFarlane 
asserted, “because the cost 
of providing services always 
goes up.”
“The Tod Inlet lands,” 
MacFarlane continued, 
“was a fine area in 1967 for 
C-5 zoning, for example 
golf courses. In years to
come we will see a very fine 
resort hotel built here 
surrounded by an 18-hole 
golf course that will provide 
seasonal jobs. We will have 
anicely balanced com­
munity in the years to 
come.”
Tabor responded “We 
still have not discussed all 
this with the owners of the 
property. What’s wrong 
wilh discussions with 
owners? And we have had 
no input from our own 
staff.”
Waring rebutted “We 
were not told of the subject 
of the meeting that was cut 
and dried with motions all 
ready to go. A fair amount 
of discussion should take 
place and Genstar at least 
be given the courtesy of our 
going over with them the 
whole propositions.”
The motion lo refer back 
failed, the motion to adopt 
the subdivision and zoning 
committee’s recom­
mendation to decline the 
offer carried.
FACELli ROYALE













disablement as attention 
“deficits”, hyperactivity, 
lack of motor skills and 
visual perception.
The assessment in­
strument, Ross said, which 
would be used; at a kin- 
d e r g a r t e n s c r e e n i n g 
workshop at Royal Oak 
elementary school, “in­
dicates the overall 
development of a child at a 
particular time. It 
identifies their weaknesses 
and strengths, so they have 
a running start.”
She told trustees it was 
hoped to find potentially 
gifted children, “Right now 
we don’t identify them 
and end up dealing with 
their behaviour, which is 
disruptive.”
And we shouldn’t label 
these children, she said. We 
should just identify and 
meet their needs.
Superintendent of 
schools Don Smyth told the 
board he was “vci'y en­
thusiastic about the 
project,” At first, he .said, 
he found teachers were 
reticent about the 
assessment project.
“Now tliey’re interested. 
That’s the measure of 
sucec.ss.”
The workshop, held at 
Royal Oak .school Tuesday, 
was to decide whether the 
assessment would be used in 
the school district.
Ross is a member of the 
provincial committee. 
Provincial funds are 
available to any .school 


























PRICES EFFECTIVE April 25, 26, 27, 28 & 29
aMUIMil
A TOUCHING use 
DONATION 
Children al Ulackwater 
Creek school in D'Arcy, 
B.C. gave up iheir most 
pfr-rlous of i diilflhood . , 
“all the money we got In 
birthday cakes, for birthday 
presents, winning at bingo 
nnd for helping", and sent 
it (0 the use of Canada 
“to feed .starving children
^^It|votir money. 
Make it work
tor you.// Gordon Sinclair
If you gel only 3% on your 
Chequing-Savings and you don't 
even get your cheques back, then 
your present bank isn't doing you 
any favours.
A Wr'cFro.id Prhn#' 55
Chequing-Savings account is free
of al! the usual charges and is 
loaded wilh benefits, 8^?, % 
interest, paid monthly, unlimited 
free chequing and more ., , no 
charge. ,
Ask about these and other 
benefits at any branch of 
Westcoast Savings. After all, as 
Cordon Sinclair says,"It's your 
money, Make it work for you,"
INI
overseas'
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A real lifesaver, stored in your refrig­
erator. Your medical history is placed 
in a small plastic vial, kept easily 
accessible by attaching it under the 
top shelf of your refrigerator. This 
pertinent medical data will aid 
emergency crews if you or any family 
member is unable to communicate 
during an in home emergency situation.
It could save your life.
Inquire about the Vial of Life program
Ambulance Employees 




FREE FOR THE ASKING
Sponsored bj the Sidney H Peninsula Kiwanis Club with Ihe cooperation of the Sidney Volunteer Fire Dept. This ntonam is aeaiUhi. m th. 
residences of Sidney, North Saanich & Centrai Saanich. " '"is program is avadable lo the
Vial kits may be picked up at the Sidney Hre Hall on Monday Night, 7:30 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. Thursday Night 7:30 p m - 9-00 o m
FOR IIMFORWIATION CAU TRAV.Wltl.IAMS 656-1416 AFTER 3:30 ’ ' ' "
There is no charge lor this senrico or kits. Shut-ins may leave name and address and the vials will be delivered
mnin
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SIDNEY HOTEL’S BILLY DAY takes 
a good cut at a pitch during exhibition
game against Hermsen Construction 
Sunday.
Reduction In School Taxes Forecast
Most British Columbia 
property owners can expect 
a reduction in their 1979 
school taxes, retlecting a 
1.3 mill drop in'the average 
provincial mill rate tor
school purposes, according 
to Education, Science and 
Technology Minister Dr. 
Pat McGeer.
McGcer, announcing the 
‘drop in: the average
; : NATURAL HAIRSTYLiNG
jane;—
• has returned from Europe 
Self care hair - you owe it to yourself
by appointment 056-0811
TORO TRACTOR LAWNMOWER




provincial mill rate, said the 
anticipated tax reduction is 
made possible by the 
provincial government 
providing 100 per cent, of 
the ^ operating - costs of 
ipmmumty colleges, ^of- 
vfefing incentive 'grants' to 
school districts and limiting 
the increase in the basic levy 
for school purposes.
In addition, the 
government has announced 
increases in the homeowner 
grant.
McGeer said the co­
operation of .school districts 
in controlling co.sts at the 
local level was a further 
clement in the mill rate 
reduction. He said most 
districts have reacted 
favorably To the provincial 
government’s attempt lo 
keep spending in line at all 
government levels, with 
eight districts qualifying for 
the ministry’s incentive 
grants for excellent budget 
performance.
The provincial gover­
nment’s decision to provide 
1(X) per cent funcling of 
community colleges will 




CHOOSE YOUR COrTAGE STOVE NOW
LAKEWOOD COnAGER ’370“ 
LAKEWOOD STEPSTOVE ’389“ 
LAKEWOOD SPACEMATE’320”
relief to local ratepayers, 
equivalent to about a two 
mill reduction in the 
education levy. Formerly, 
participating school 
districts, were responsible 
; fpr;.a..,shar:e;:;oF the cost of 
college operations and the 
amount was raised by an 
additional mill rate.
The 1979 basic levy for 
school purposes will be 41 
mills, an increase of only 
1.24 mills over last year. 
Original estimates had 
forecast an increase of 1.93 




Caros if you are new in town 
and feel kind of lost; If you've 
just added a new son or 
dauBliter to your family; If 
Hf has finally asked you (o 
become his wife; II you or 
someone in your family is 





PAST PRESIDENT, Sidney Senior Men’s 
Fastball League, Rose Walker, watching 





Sidney Hotel and Hermsen Con­
struction will open on the Sanscha 
field the 1979 playing season for the 
Sidney Senior Men’s Fastball League, 
April 29, at 2:00 p.m.
Sbe of the seven teams will play on 
opening day, this season. The second 
game of the day will commence at 4:00 
p.m. and the third will start at 6:00 
p.m.
Harvey’s Sporting Goods, 
defending champions of all of the 
silverware last season, will play 
Albany Mobile Homes, (the Tsawout 
club from 1978) in the second game, 
and Saanich Breakers will face the 
Prairie Inn, for the final game of the
Viciuria
Sitimry
47 9-.3 38 5 
656-2478
-SYEARWARRANTY-
FronDi’livory foViclonn R Poninsula Paints,




Travelodge Golden Bears, the only 
team not in competition opening day, ^ 







Congratulations go out 
to the Bowling Stones of the 
commercial league who 
won tlic “A" division 
playoffs, and the BOFM 
trophy and in the “B” 
division the Slow Movers 
captured the Air Canada 
trophy, l-or tlte first time 
this yetir “Aces” were 
spared hy l.ioiia Morgan of 
tlie Legion league last 
Wctlncsday night.
Our Bowlspicl gets un­
derway Tuesday, The 
Spring l.eagiie starts on 
May I and runs until .lunc 
14. F'ntcr now for thi.s 
league — all cash prizes. 
Bowling on Tue.sday and 
fhur.sday nights ai 7 p.m.
BOWLERS 
OF THE WEEK 
CREDIT UNION
A. Ring 359 (810)
B. Milton 256 (732)
G. Stcigcl > 336 (659) 
TUES. COMM.
S. Sansbury 253 (715)
A. Leroux 261 ^25)
J.Stetchman 329 (734) 
D. Harris 248 (702)
B. Mikkelsen 284 (707)
LEGION
T. Housdorff 266 (735)
D. Toller 279 (714)
D. Toller 238 (664)
LADIES’MERMAIDS
D. Harriott 224 (644)
THURS. COMM.
R. Leroux 785 (333)
premier and Santa 
have something 
in common 
The announcement at 
Monday’s town council 
meeting in Sidney that 
Premier Bill Bennett would 
be visiting the municipality 
Tuesday afternoon raised 
little interest among 
councillors. The news that 
the premier would arrive at 




“Santa Uid that a couple 
"of-'yiearsT’jagOitV';'one wit 








Sorry — First Edition sold out. 
Another shipment expected this \r 
week.





3 DAYS ONLY, 
April 26, 27 & 28







•1160 sq. ft. Main Floor 
•lOOO Sq. Ft. Basement Finished 
•Kitchen with Eating Area 
• Dining Room, Livihg Room 
•Full Bath up half Bath Down 
•3 Bedroom up, one Down 
•14'x30'Family room C 
with Fireplace (Down)
•Tool room Workshop V :
•6’xl4' Greenhouse (heated)
, Adjacent td Dining Room
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2419 Beacon 656-3924 
All our listings are sold. 
We need listings.
List with your local 






Nf L.s. REALTORS 
ARDMORE
Large Tudor country home 
on Va ac. with 4 bedrooms 




Lovely 4 bdrm country 
home on .4 acre park land. 
App. 2760 sq. ft. 
beautifully finished living 
space. Only $54,000. 
SIDNEY 
INDUSTRIAL 
Almost 4 acre level, cleared 
land on water and sewer. 
Owner may accept terms. 
Asking $280,000.
TATLOW & LAUREL 
Va - 1 Ac. Parcels on South 
slope. Treed and cleared, 
watermains’. From $26,500 
SI DN EY COMM ERCI AL 
2'lots 54x100, level, cleared, 
close to Beacon, $85,000.
MELODY PLACE 
'/2 Acre of treed land on 
Willis Point. All new 
homes. Melody Price only 
■^$18,900.
■'■.,r';;:':‘''F6R,RENT':',
67 5 sq. ft. O ffice Space for 
pi ofcssionalv $310/M. ; ;
. RENTING?
We yvilLient yotif hoiiie out 








2100 .sq. ft. finished floor 
area in this superbly 
constructed 4 bedroom 
home. A beautiful treed Vi 
acre provides privacy, sea 
glimpses and delightful 
living. $99,500. MLS.
.HM SLOAN 656-5311 
JAMES WHITE BLVD. 
Cheery family home in 
gooil itrcii. .3 bdrms, 1 Vi 
baths, Heatilalor, F/P itt 
living rootn, I'ull basemetit 
wilh familv room. C'lartigc. 
I.ot 7.3x1,17. $49,500. MI,S. 
BRADFORD
l'’om year old, no-step 
bungalow. I.decitie> heal, 2 
bdrms, brick 17P, in living 
room. Ili’iiied w'orkshop or 
stoiage area. $48.01)0. 
MLS.
EKiinilSTREET
rileciiically liciitcd iio-stcp 
bungalow with wood siding 
exlerioi, 171* in living 
romn, 2 bdrms, laundry 
loom. Large sioiage aica. 
$49.WO. MLS.




OffICI SPAC( .VVAIIABII lin
iiirKliiilcly il, Siitii.iy, tiiiliililn to, 
|,io(i..«ioiiiil Bixniirt (liior nbim, 
livonli", Di»i|i,l,ioil flliHik fiVj II4I, 4
'L, . ' ■
FAMIIY RIQUIRB loui lo 0„ Min 
tiijtiiw till ilm StKiillil, l"«iniiii,iln. 
Stii Itiilmi (iiiiHi(|i', iiioliiirinl. tilm 
iiliti'i Ihiiinitii, lininti with It,lilt* 
III,11, 01,11 l,ii.|ilrirn null li,i()h, *ii„l,i»i 
inoiiiH, Wtiliiiliiiiil tir fiiKir i;iiiii(ilnlii 
(iilviti.y WDiilil 1,11 viiiltijiiinit I'litinn 
iiiply |1o» D'. Siitiisy llovi*w. I'.Q 
|)ii» W/O, Sliliwy II.C. VHI ass. 14 II
S ACRI! HOMtlllll linlwoil,,, I'llii 
(t'ltm iii,,l Suiiiiiiviloint in llin 
OknniHjnn nioa. 113,^00 lo IUI.W)0 
Tiiim* ovnlliihlo. Ilotlnno tioopi,, 










(mlln (iml Jinifmlt. Inimipr
Conti (•itof I,ding. 
lm,.(it liivpl lot, Ifpnl londtt op»i'l
$7EH)0 
6H>BMiti»,‘‘i"*-'-**"ainiwi,wwiiiiaMMi.iiiimii.iniiiwi,ii
yi^ily tplil IbvmI 








Built in 1960 to Vl.A specs, 
this 2 bedroom full 
basement home is as solid 
as they come. Located on 
.lames White Blvd. on a 
beautiful .secluded l().3,xL35 
lot. Vacant. MLS. $62..500.
WATERFRONT 
Older 3 bedroom bungalow 
only 2 blocks away from 
Beacon Ave. I.ot is 60’ wide 
with a concrete seawall. 
Easy beach access. MLS. 
Asking $53,500.
$42,500
Also only 2 blocks away 
from Beacon Ave. is this 
comfortable 2 bdrm home. 
Living and dining rooms, 
kitchen with eating area, oil 
fired hot air heat, separate 
workshop. Ml.S. Must be 
sold.
$27,500
90 acre lot on Dalkeith 
Ave. in the beautiful 
Ardmore Area of North 
Saanich. Assumable first 
mortgage. Must be sold.
JOHN BRUCE 




10344 Patricia Pi. 
Nearly 2,000 sq. ft. of 
lovely living. Quiet street, 
nice lot, 4 bdrms plus 
family room, den. See this 
gem Saturday, or call to 
view ' anytime. Listed 
$61,900,
EARL H. SMITH 
REAL ESTATE 
: 479-8121 :










High location near the 
Experimental farm. Five 
panoramic sea and gulf 
i.sland view lots. Municipal 
water available.
658-8130






Fully insulated, Thei inal 
windows, 2 bediooitts up, 
one down, 2 baths, close to 





2 hdrm home set liack for 
privacy, WAV, lliiouglioiii, 
Free Manding I'.P, cedar 
exieiior, double carpini. 





4 bdrms, well planned 3 
level split, fiieplace siip- 
plemenls oil heal. Etiily 






Maintenance lime v\ith this 
Slone hotuc, Double garage 
wilh work space, 4 hdriits, 
electrically heiilcd plus 
UrcpLu-e. 77'xI3J’ lot on 










Sidney, B.C. 656-1 154
REDUCED TO 
$28,500
This older 2 bdrm home has 
cedar walls and ceiling, 
separate ditring room, and 
other features that could 
make it the “Buy of the 
year” for some handyman. 




One sliould view this im­
maculate 4 bdrm home on 
Skylark Lane. The work is 
professional throughout, 
featuring tcakwboci I'or 
kitchen cupboards, 2 
batlirooms, large sundeck, 
good size lot, extra parking. 
See it, you’ll like it. 
Exclusive.
TOWNHOUSE 
This one is a beauty, with 2 
bdrms, 2 bathrms, good 
storage room, separate 
dining room, enclosed 
private patio, fridge, and 
stove, washer and dryer. 






Sat., Sun. 2-6 p.m.
Attractive interior, exterior. Take 
McTovi&h. Conoro, Biethoui Park­
way to 9585 Wo v wing.
656’4I69'^ ■
AUTOS S R.V.’s
U rr. FIBREGLASS run a bout lull 
canopy. Rocnntly ovorhoulod, 30 h,p. 
Chryilor. v/ith Chrysler shilt. Vory 
good sfiopo, on tioilor. $1495. Phono 
65V.3252. 17-1
1957 FORD 4 door sodan. 





CHICKS Blown egg IcjytMs while 
leghoins, wliitr? Hock*., Onler ociily 
ship nnywIuMO. Nnpinr Chick Solos. 
674-n ?l6lh St,. Box 59 Mitnor, B,C. 
VOX 1 ro wni'i. 6 t(
BUS. QPPQRTUNITIES
AUTO WRECKING lowing Cor Sales. 
Largo stock, loigo lui irover. Will toko 
propofly Ol h.d. equipment on trade. 
No loasonoblo oHor lefusod. Reason: 
other interests, Photre 392-4738. 16-? 
HAIRDRESSER OPPORTUNITY. 3 bdrm 
buirgolow ‘with detoched fully 
equipped sglon. Good business. 
$52,000 cosh.’ Contact Edith Madsen, 
19 Raley St., Kilimat. B.C. V8C IG9. 
Phone 632-2023. 17-1
COLLEGE COURSES AT HOMEl Ei^l
in spGed wr iHt3g. sfior thond, 
bookkeeping, oi business moth by 
correspondertco. for details contoct 
Duffus College. 543 Seymour Street, 
Vancouver, B.C. V6B 3H6 (681-7557).
17-1
SIDNEY," cloon 2 bdrm Townhouse, 
newly renovoted. Lots of storage 
room. Deluxe stove and fridge in­
cluded. Very quiet complex. Joke 
over exishng mortgage ot IOV'4% All 
offers considered. 656-4898 or 656- 
5114. v; 17.2






Owner Will'Doiman gives 
personal altonlion to rill 
trrilei s. I’lione 656-4754
SPRING CLEANING? Try Amwoy (R) 
products. Complete line, speedy 
delivery. Phone 656 2592. 15 3
.SIDNEY 
RENTAl.S LI D.
9773 -5th St. 
656-554i
Tlie largest one ' slop 
Ecluipmem Rental Yard on 
I,he Saanich Pcniiisula. 
Aiuhorizcd dealer for 
TOROyTLAWNBOY and
We repair airmakes. , .
Kce! Mower Specialists.
GOOD STARTER or rotlromenl home. 
Low heat and maintei3once costs. 
Cozy 2 bdrm separate garage with 
workshop, corner lot, two blocks off 
Beocon, one block from beach, 
$42,500. Drive by 2471 Oichard Ave,. 
lo view call: 656-1815. 17.t
SMALL TWO BDRM. house, close to 
Beacon Ave., good starting homo. 
$38.000. Rhone 656-677B. 17-1
BY OWNER - $43.90073 bdfm.Tol^^,
with living ond faintly rooms. Well 
fenced lot. Room for expansion as 
large otfachod gorogo is very well 
built nnd could bo converted to living 
spoco. Fridge and stove included. 
Phono 656-491B aftor6 p.m. or all day 





A lit horiz.ed 
W ;i i- r ti n I y 
Service C'entre.
RESPONSIBLE UVIC ilutloni u.gonlly 
requires Bncholoi suite (prefer 
furnished) or similai ftom Mrty Ul 
As on summer emplnyod in Sitfney, 
Ptionu Al aftoi 4 at 721 '5237. 17 1
WANTED, WARM Housokooping 
'oom with fridge ond stove if possible 
w3i one Ixlim sutl**, needed m Sidney 
immrtdinlely foi working Indy, 537 
20(l^_ 1/1
WANTED ROOM AND BOARD nt
ImiIu*Ii.h smlu lot LIVm vludeivi 
woiking rjt IhsLIljHi ot Outnn 
StiitnuuMny 1 tnAug 31 Ph.’meS'ht 
3) 74 hiitwntMj 5 9 p rn 16 2
PEHSONALS
BE ANXIOUSIY CONCtRNri) wiili ih.,
iiiiiiiK ol dtn ogii y.i livK lit Hull tniiiin 





NEED A niVORCEt I oi l,,„i ,0
li'OoioHoO onil f'l,,l,,i,.l,in,ir (,,,( 
iMO.poniOvO 1(1,..y.M ,t#MK1|10t(l in, ■ 
vtllH. (,,'0(0(1 Vo((lOIIV('i’ l)(vn(t(l 
S.Hviro LoKr. n VVI’I.I IImkkI




CaMMlINIIY NEWSPAl'tR oildoi Is 
scokioo f.mil Ol .yo(oi II Hill (ooog,' 
on S101111 II l‘«iiiiisi,lo 'iioiill ciml (ifiy
|M,lll',H„l |(l,||S,lH0|ll,l SlIMOOlIH,,
lM,(vy.,iin now oml Sfi|0 \ IMUI/t 
u.prvif 11(00 10(1
AHMOUNCEMEHTS
LAW CLNIRI UGAL AIO < (imr,
M,,iiir'iv>, I .('i ,1H, (I'l ,j 10 p ,
A,pp,,M'(lu|,M|., I.llly I'll.llio f :‘l,, I V i?
Oil,
BlNGO( K o' I* Holl, Siilmiy o.oiy
I(„,IM'/,1, « p il, P.,,,(y ,.„(,
SiMf
fMOH LAKtS a«A, !■' /A tniin Z 
IfWltlpK, Oldor lortdi Ky.'tH fosoi#,
||(00|* OOki C(i(l,ul»r KOilo (JO
Notilinro Vootou.to Isidoil I».(rrn. 
eff.OOO, S*lkiik Ronliy, (Jo, 40
M-'J.100,f' s' :r;-, i,> i
lifltht, tiuill in . yok'oioo, ti(«|sl«{* 
•»lia l(mil(>lioii. tloul'lyi 
(01,10*0 iiid ((Mpior i.'Mi* z!,':i(s
BfodbftI Av«, Otmo Ixni.i* Sm (ii(.,,t
AUTOS fi BOATS 
PQE SALE
WumI 17’ Suilliinu with 
V.thlll, rljivinn siiik, (HK- 
I'l'.iiU imm>i, kleal hu 
weekenU ’‘piRUlIc nmr 
Eiiig", Ciunplclc $I600,(U 
»ii iillvi.s, Nk it,Ilk's. C all 
Mike ..i 4T8-.55.59.
RUBBAGE, GARBAGE l.n vtlocf
Basonioftls ant.! c loan up johs. 656
1784, 46 (1
FIREOIACE WOOD cul ol“TiiHr.1
Phono 656 4213- ■? It
COMISC EVEHTS
COFEEE PARTY, Apdl 28, 10 a.m. • 2 
p.m., Legion Hall, Mills Rond. Baking, 
Plants ond Clollting. Silver collection.
■__________________ 17-1
DOGWOOD TEA ond Bazaar ol 
A.C.W. Brentwood College Menxorial 
Chapel. Salurdoy, May 5, 2 00 p rn 
Community Holl. SinlU ol Home 
Cooking, noodiwork, plants, White 
Flopfion', art oflk trenHuros nnd 
UioKs Adinissjon, $100 im tudes
___________________ ■ 1/2
vFcTORIA SOCIeFy oT ' All,sis
ptusenis oxhibitirjn of fiointir'g in rim 
HtlUide Mall, April 30 fn Mny 5. 
during Sfiopping Hour s U t
WOMEN'S "gOSEPL MFETING ol 
Sidm*y Biblo Chnpol Monday Apr.I 
rw, 2 30 p,m M(*i Snm Slr^wrui 
speaker All fmfii's wnhnme 17 I
NEXT SCUBA DIVING COURSE Apul 
;ih ConliK I RlinptK Divers 9HtHl tll() 
Sl Siflnny, 656 6313 l/ >
ADVANCED rilVER COURSE May f. 
Caninef ktniixii t>u<(r‘. 9H>HlililiS»
Sidney, 6Vi JkH.t )7 i
OOID, IHINimi 
M(,!i<u|((ijii(nl Hi'wiiiil ,ill(,i,t(l 
l'Ii(miiC'iC 61,111. IM
CtiAllfNGE to Odio lt,ii((,(( (",,.(, 
AH (tm It C tl,|,i; vl.fii,,, 1(1 ii|,
filifiliili. And lioiii (|(<mn'oloiiio, i,,
10(1 ll((((((S (do. MKtKC, (',(,( 11(1
Cmilrdi l)nlC((iv, (2(11,null H (,
;4;.VI6I ... IM
’ Mis'c. WAnii"”
qiDGROWril f U'im hf.c ks Lf lmtt| 
ldO“« Heat (3 .Itdncp,, 9H“„ Eulge 
(jrnin no sop wo.b.f 95*, <yv,rf f, 
VVhId Will iTOy Vivei $1(10 per Mud 
ditliriiMal fen oi.urt inlu, e>nli,ui 1 eill 
fiMI‘1,1(1 i ,|
GOOD Him RtCORD-i, .............. .
hn (u*is(n»ftl e i <llei luen 4^4 107 1 
Htaund tiupimf tune 29 II
AlllO ftODtIS. tup pi,res tor „ll
lypKS u| si rup slmd III, tasl i <|i 
hod.Eie Mtppio bruHV heiOeru's et»
( nit IP'lEtr nr I’onr I ‘J'>4 f 'n.'
Navajo mi. l ai <, ntaepn V a 'in
16-4
MISC. FOE SALE
OARAGE AND BaUMENT kiIp
*iOl(ilil(1y Apiit «'H to 1) i(, 4 |l ot
21 HI Mnlovtiiw, Avil Slilooy tt (
4 I'oof kfi/; '.'oT'ih'oI. ",o '((io.a
loiiitilioii 616 2i'7J, I? I
J "ttir,' lixOM'AiiiN (ltil.i(nl
Rnlol.lti'i *|(i(,(t fnotl,11(01, 1216,
Pli(.nii (166 ««? 12.1
LA(H((12N VYUUDOUOH, ,l2»ty > io»
< (to (fll'lti vyidi II-nrlyi.iif* l,(|i(<« Kill) 
oto'i It.i.y 1(1,0110.10,0 1, iitt-Hi' iiod
(l,.ot I't.'ioiiiftV, 2JilJ I/, (




TORO tractor riding MOWER.
Model 525XE. $600 pheno658‘l010, 
17-1
FREE TO GOOD HOME with lorgo 
yard, Doberman Pincher. Good wilh 
children, 656-2583. 1^1
GARAGE SALE, Solurday, April 28. ot 
2374 Lovell Ave.. 10 o.rn. lo 4 p.m, 
Ptontors. ladies clothes, sizes 18-20. 
Bedspreads and lots ol other 
household items, 17-1
12 INCH D/W tolovision. As new. 
Suitable for trailer or boat, $80.
Phone652-9916. 17-1
ROTOTfLLER “ARIENS" ROCKET ~5
h.p., excellent condition. Two years 
old. Best offer; awning, like new, 3'/e 
ft. X lOft,, $75 , 656-1657.1^1
FREE TO GOOD HOME two female 
pups (small breed) Must be spayed: 
shots and licensed. 656-2879. 17-1
MODERN SWEDISH Wainut dining
room suite Buffet hutch, six chairs 
and table extends to 92 inches. 
Beoutiful condition. $700. 656-6701. 
17-1
DOORS I B.C.'s lowest prices* Pre­
hung interior. $15.90; solid exterior 
pre-hung. $44; panelled doors, S39; 
deadbolt locks, $9.90; closet bi-folds. 
$11.90; Canada's largest selection. 
Walker Door Ltd., 266-7211 1366 S.W. 
Marine Drive. Vancouver V6P 5Z9 or 
985-9714 1589 Gorden Ave., North
Vancouver V7P3A5.1^1
1970 CAT D6C • 3 spool winch - angle 
blode • ready for logging - Crorjbrook 
- $46,500; 1969 988 7 yard bucket ■ 
good rubber - runs good - Vancouver, 
$48,500; 1968 CAT 955K - POPS - 
generol purpose bucket - new U.C. - 
very good - Vancouver. $27,500; 1973 
Prentice RT 600 hydraulic log loader - 
self propelled • 4 wheel drive, 4 
wheel steer - carrier - Cronbrook 
$62,500. Phone 438-4025 or 687-2872. 
17-1
SUPER LOW PRICES on stereo 
equipment.. Kenwood KR 9600 
receiver, regular 1300, special $799. 
Grundig 20 band portoble. regular 
$550; special $350. All full warran­
ties. McQuinn's Custom Sound. 
Phone749-3219 anytime.' 17-1
WELr^TABUSHED SleolT Schnitzel
Seofood, restaurant In booming 
Abbotsford, $89,000. O.B.O. 5 year 
lease, 5 year option. Husband and 
wife operation. Phone 859-1919 or 
796-9497. 17-1
ONE KIRBY vacuum cleaner with all 
attochments (like hew). Excellent 
condition. 656-3843/ 17-1
FINE COTTo”n YARNS for light
summer fashions. Kobe's Wool Croft. 
9940 Fifth St. , 17.6
NCR UO POSTING MACHINE. Will sell 
or, trade Phone 463 419K Ask
for Bill Allan. ,■ 163
NATURAL HIGH>b'TENCY VITAMINS, 
also reducing pigri. Lowest prices in 
Conodo. Prompt service. Free 
cotologue. Write;'Vitomin Discounts 
by Mail. Box 69^7 - A, Stotion ‘K.' 
V°'“^<^KVei'.‘B.t.'‘V5tC4W5.’ '-tS'^
DRY: first'GRADE, yellow and red 
cedar. Especfally’for boats or fur- 
niture: olso 8x8 clear,'dry, fir lirn- 
bers. 478-8668. ^ . 15-4
ALBERTA GRAIN fed Veet For in-
formotion phone Bob ot 478 3374 or 
.‘478-3424. 15-lf
INCORPORATEf $100 PLUS FILING 
FEES. Incorporote yourself - fast • 
over Ihe telephone. Our forms and 
typing servitor, ore lawyer opproved. 
Call Self Counsel Seivices toll free 
112 800 663-3035. Chargex and 
Mosloithorge opproved. 47-tf
TOP SOIL. $7.00 per yard delivered in 
Sidney area. Con be soon ot 2068 
H'^'ujy Ave, or call 656-5555, 12-8
DIVORCE! $100 PLUS FILING FEES. 
Obtain your unconlosted divorce ■ 
lost over the telephone. Our forms 
oruf lypirig seiyitos are lawyer ap 
piovod. Call Self Counsel Snrvitos 
toll hoo 112 8tX) 663 3035. Chargox 
nnd Mastei char go ocr.opiod. 47 tf
EARS PIERCED: stamloss sfoel studs. 
Phnne656‘5403, IB-tf
NEIV
Rfiatonobly priced 3 or 4 piece 
Badtuorn $u|(ok, Chino CubinoU, 
Bookthelvoi, Etc.
Also widf» vmlely ol good used 
luiniM/M»;
DELL'S 
I-URN ITU RE 
'& ANTIQUES 
2144-A KoiKlngX Rtl.
tSenlurniil f’lu/niuHir the Co up)
ft52>262l 16.,
'J urr. BRAND NEW Metal 
'|‘nvv<ntuls, nnvm usinl. set up lot }5i’ 
hm ,ufi I),, itujfiqinf, Iduiil fnr 
(ntnnmnity nev,'<,|Mtpnfs, We have 12 
of ihnsn newslmufs (ni solo nl $100, 
'viHt Write fimi*s PrirHmg ritwf 
I'itiiliHhinq |.|V2 Poinhinkt* Avo,, 
fJniih VtiiuunviM V/f’251 m phnne 







IIANIIVMAN nil ([nir,.* rti,iii(ri iind 
ii,ii,i li>i ,nni .1 ri,'.(,;,,nii(ii(((, (((>ini,i>(j 
|m|.cil(,,| II well..,,,(( (’(ill
l.iit ((l t d ii% f,v(„5,11 (,1,1, ((,,,«
ANTtdlJf ” 'M5"iDRAl'io'm'.’...fKiiini; K
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CENTRAL SAANICH POLICE LOG——
Apart from vandalism, 
tlic most persistent crime in 
Central Saanich these days 
is theft of bicycles. Every 
week there arc reports of 
stolen bicycles and 
abandoned bicycles. In the 
pa.st week, three bicycles 
were reported stolen and 
two were recovered.
Vandals broke five 
windows at Keating 
Elementary, School during 
last weekend. Over Tuesday 
night, a stop sign on a 4x4 
wooden post was sawn 
through at Wallace Drive 
and Cultra. On Saturday, 
mail boxes and signs were 
damaged in the vicinity of 
Welch Road and Campion.
A private residence was 
broken into whilst the 
owners were away last 
weekend. The burglars took 
their time consuming liquor 
and soft drinks, turned on 
the television and listened 
to recorded music while 
they searched the premises. 
The only recorded theft was 
of $35 worth of coins in a 
jar in a bedside cabinet.
A 19-year-old youth was 
caught in the act of 
siphoning gasoline from a 













652-3141 after 5 p.m.
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: Reasonable Rates
MOST ' PHASES of gorefening and 
londscaping ■ olso gordon design. 







Again available for 
Sidney and surrounding 
district. Good work­
manship at reasonable 
prices,
Also excellent eiews 
available for larger jobs.
656-3297
HSLP WANTED '
PIPELINE AND NORTHERN 
.DEVELOPMENT JOBS. Earn up to 
$3,000 poi montli, t»*ntn bow lo 
soturo ifmso ti'icj oibni biqb paying 
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owner of a truck ob­
structing traffic beside 
Lochside Manor apart­
ments was found to be 
wanted for non-payment of 
a fine up-country. The 
truck was towed away and 
its owner arrested on tlie 
outstanding warrant when 
he went to reclaim it. 
RESIDENT DISA PPEA RS
A Victoria resident, Mr. 
Chester Coons, age 48, of 
3971 Cedar Hill Cross 
Road, disappeared on 
Wednesday morning whilst 
canoeing between Thomson 
Cove and Coles Bay. He 
left his house about 9:30 
and drove to his cabin at 
8410 Lawrence Road in 
Central Saanich. His red 
colored canoe was sighted 
drifting off-shore just affer 
10 o’clock. Despite water 
and air searches, there has 
been no sign of the missing 
man.
It was reported that a 20 
foot long, white hulled, 
older style pleasure boat 
came alongside the drifting 
canoe and then departed 
south towards Brentwood. 
Central Saanich police 
would like to contact the 
operator of this boat or 
anyone else who may have 
information concerning this
HELP WANTED
MIDDLE AGED man to care for home' 
in Gulf Islands. Separote cottage. 
Knowledge of horses and gardening 
essential. References. Apply Box B. 
Sidney Review. 11-3
EDITOR required for well known 
Greater Vancouver weekly 
newspaper. Must hove Council 
reporting experience ond oil ospeds 
of editing. Good solary ond fringe 
benefits. Must hove o cor. Contact 
E G. Bexley, Delto Optimist 946-4551.
' ' ' 16-3
ADDITIONAL ADVERTISING SALES 
Persoririel ore required by two 
Whlfoborse newspapers: The Yukon 
News: J weekly) ond^J Northern - 
Ti meS’, (^61 ly).; Tfie 'f^dsHlbns^require * 
energetic individuqis experienced in 
newspoper odvertlsing sales on a 
solory plus .'commission basis. The 
successful applicants will service 
existirig occounts and will primarily 
be cotKerrted with estoblishitjg new 
clients in a competitive Whitefiorse 
advertising market. Minimum two 
year. experience is essential. Send 
resuiDe lo Mr. T. Sellars, Yukon News 
• :NorlhGrn Times, 211 Wood St., 
Whitehorse, Yukon or phono (403) 
f)67-6285,  16-3
ADVERTISING SALESPERSON 
required by established community 
newspaper in the Lower Mainland. 
Ihe successful opplicont will bo 
experienced in sales work, 
oggressiv© ond innovative, Good 
salary and benefits offered. Forward 
application, including references ond 
employment history to Box 140 
BCYCNA, 808 - 207 West Hastings 
St., Vancouver, B.C, V6B1H7, 16-2
A cleaning LADY, small house in 
Sidney areo, Once oi twicoo monih. 
IMoqso coll 656-7146. 17-1
VW^Tiu^ experienced' proforabTy
Ford mechanic as shop foreman of 
four man dealership garage. Wage 
plus incentive. Send letter plus photo, 
to; Box 20Ifl, Grrjnd Forks, B.C. VOH 
IHO.I7J
WANTED: Occcuionol matuie sitter 
lor two woiklng mom s Car
ossenlinl. Phono Linda, 656-36)1 ni 
Gail 656 6763. 17-1
WAITRESS AND/OR dishwasher 
requiffxf, (Part time holp) near 
SYvaru Buy fertninul, PbontY 656
55W), _ _ IL'
CAR REnTaL "'agency ’nt 'v^t^^^^
Air pot ( ler^ulres 0 peisort to wash
<or*. Mti'.l hoYO Mdliff BC b(ef.M4
Apply in periion lo Budget Rent o Cm 
ot Viiloiiq AitpOfI Rotwflen 3‘5 p m
\J-}_____ _ _ ^
DON'T JUsToiTKAM being ITcVt. 
imtioiUmt and ».ucctusful, ACl i Siqil 
by swIhng AVON. 384 7345. 17 I
PAif TIMf ..7"’''...... ■
PART tlMl’ aTrPORT‘car REnTaL 
COUNTER. Lab» evunbtg shift iiUo 
wriokemfs Phone between 7 pm .9 
p.m , Thursday, frlrtay. 656 6174 .
1 7 J
CHAIN‘"'of.... StORIs'..TiV’lien u Mu I
Centinl B.C Itnve opfKMUmities foi 
llm follawing pusdictus SIORf 
MAfMGfR exfieimnced in fur- 
miuie, kuiputmg. diupeiy, up- 
pliom.es IV, sloreo tnerihrimfUing 
Must he tompetoni (n solus 
pfomoting. advorlising, inotivnting 
fellow workeis AltroHivo wage* 
nommlssinn potkoge plus hermtits 
omf pwdit ihoring TURMITURf 
lOUCH UP Mtl'INIfiMUl wx* 
fwiileered person able to tell pnrt( 
bme KnowbMgo ol gphoUiw»y inpnir 
essentiol. Hourly mte plus com' 
mission fiAlfSPIHfiON Txpet(enferf 
Infuinliuie Appliaruus. fV. Stwren 
Cmpel ond Dmpniy Sntes Atinutivw 
wage ■ rommisslon pinknge plus 
benefits, Interestrel fversoiM. plernn 
(mitnti, Gr'otge Wall. Wall ft Home 
furnishing'll. Box '70, Smrtheis, B C 
VBJ'JNO: IMtonwfM;.44(15, (7.1
D i $ T R1C T  ......M AI nT in' A N Cl
SUPIBlNTtNDINT m organde 
ftupeiyisu ond tonlrnl the Mom 
tennme Dept giound* andpmdmMI 
sKtlf ol Sthool D.siritl #8$ (ppn 
Applironl luKe
in school dittikt woik. he 
ah\p lo on fnnv toiuliuU.on
and piigxite estimates, etc, Puy 
SMitle $'24,050 with geneiDiis 
benefits Application ond phone
'iHlldi'U ftp i id Ml f'lM tit ity
Apr.! 21, (919 Id W,$ MeMnf, Sec 
Trees dchool Oistrut tfo 86 
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mystery.
An overnight break and 
entry of three business 
premises in Seaboard Plaza 
on Keating X Road was 
reported Thursday mor­
ning, A small amount of 
money was taken from tills, 
wliich were damaged, and 
some food and liquor from 
a cafe.
In motor vehicle in­
cidents, a driver under 
suspension for non­
payment of a $25 
assessment fee, levied by 
the superintendent of motor 
vehicles, is facing more 
charges.
Another driver who 
failed to negotiate the turn 
off Puckle Road onto 
Lamont, causing $300 
damage to his own car and 
to mail boxes, was charged 
with driving without due 
care and attention.
TRUCK ON FIRE
Both police and fire 
departments responded 
early 'Friday afternoon to a 
call of a truck on fire on 
Simpson Road. A local 
resident had extinguished 
the fire by the time the units 
had arrived.
The cause of the fire, 
however, is the point of 
interest. It was the spon­
taneous combustion of a 
tube of fiberglass “Cream 
Hardener’’ left exposed to 
the rays from the sun on the 
truck’s front dash.
There was no actual 
damage to the truck except 
for a very sticky mess on the 
dash.
Glare from the sun, 
reflected from the back 
surfaces of a car and 
dazzling the drjver of an 
overtaking pickup truck.
was the cause of a rear end 
collision on Keating X 
Road at 5:36 Friday, af­
ternoon. Hoth vehicles were 
east bound and the leading 
one stopped for oncoming 
traffic in order to turn left 
into the shopping plaza. A 
third car narrowly missed 
colliding with the other 
two.
Over the weekend, there 
were two liquor seizures 
from parties on Island View 
Beach and on .Sunday, Ihe 
fire dcparlmcnl had to put 
out a fire burning in logs on 
Chew’s Bcacli.
MANY CALLS
Central Saanich police 
continue to receive a steady 
How of calls from residents 
reporting “suspicious 
circumstances’’. Some are 
more timely than others. 
Responding lo one call 
about car lights at Sicily’s 
school, police found that 
youths were merely using a 
wall to check the height of 
their cars’ headlight beam. 
In another, from a Bren­
twood resident, it was 
reported some youths were 
seen attempting to climb 
into the sundeck of a house 
whose owners were absent. 
The resident had challenged 
the youths before phoning 
the police. The youths were 
gone on arrival of peace 
officers.
This resident happened to 
be Central Saanich chief 
constable. Bob Miles.
RCMP POLICE LOG 
Sidney RCMP told The 
Review Tuesday that 
nothing of note took place 




An application from-the 
owner of The Latch 
restaurant to have the
building designated as a 
Heritage Building has been 
tabled until Sidney Town 
council can gather more 
information on the matter.
Councillors received the 
letter of request from 
Manager Fred Oldfield at 
Monday night’s regular 
meeting, but. decided lo 
consult the town’s .solicitor, 
as well as llic Heritage 
Conservation Branch,' 
before making a final 
decision on the matter.
Town clerk Geoff Logan 
pointed out that there had 
been conriicts in other 
municipalities when 'hew 
owners took over buildings 
that had been declared as 
historically valuable lo their 
communities,
“If in the future a new 
owner wanted to change the 
appearance of a heritage 
building," Logan ex­
plained, “they couldn’t. It 
could meiin that eonneil 
could end up paying a new 
owner compensation. This 




”You can't stop 
stoking a steam 
engine” 
said Wrigley
liilotviuwod, .lud (iskoti to what ho allilbulcd hi:; 
phonoinoii.il success, Iho Into Mr: Wripjny, o( chnwiKf, 
giiiu laino, topijnd, "To Iho consislont .nlvettisiiiu ot <r 
RotKl pioduci," '
Out, asked Iho lopotlftt, "liavinR canlured ptaclically 
hr. f.i litr. inatkoi, why coitiinuo lo spniid vast sinus 
'iiinuallvoii,:idveitisin('’"
Wtitiloy'sioplyw.-isilluininaliiig,
Oitco having raised sir/ain in an ongino," ho statod, "il 
lequlies conliimou',! stoking lo kw'p il ti|), Advoilising 
s pkes up biisiiiess ,'iiid koops it running on a lull head ol 
sloain,
ToH thio . Tell them where lo get It
Tell them through llio Press and keep on telling them.
EveryiKKiy Reads Nciwspapors
.')■
This proclamation ran in the August 1935 Sidney Review 
«ntHh(( incssago siiii iioidM rue todayl
\l ■ BMai





& Heating ixcdviitiiig a Tractor Work
, LONG TIME 1 SIDNEY BUILDER
I
I Now specializing in 
I finishing carpentry, 
' cabinets and built-ins, 
rumpus rooms, repairs, 
1 additions - no job too 
I small.






Renovations - Concrete 
^Placing - Driveways - 
Patios - Walkways. 
656-3881
Additions
Joinory - Renovations 
Boat Repair
Top quality workmanship.







I H&E STREU LTD.
DRYWALLING
Boording. Taping. Spraying, 
Quality work. Dependable 
Service.










All types brid( and block work, 
new fireplaces or repair your old 
















































Hot Water Heating 








“Big or small 
we will Do them all’




& SONS TRACTOR SER VICE
ir Backhoe & EXCAVATING
ir Excavating •plowing, cullivQling S
7^ Trucking • rofovallng *bIode work












25 years experience 
Residential, Commercial 
Industrial
Rewiring, electric healing 
Repairs, Appliance 
' Connections 




Fence Posts, Digging, 50 























22 years plumbing 
pperienceinB.C.















industrial - Residential 
Commercial Wiring 
Poles and line Work
Quality 
Workmanship 































K. S J. Tfaclor 
Service
4 wheel drive machine 
Rotovating • Looding • Mowing • 
General hauling. Excellent 
monouverability fo^ smeller jobs.
656-7119 652-5570










2068 Henry Ave. 
Sidney, B.C.




BACK FILLING - LOADIF'G 
SEPTIC TANKS : ^
FILTER BEDS 













Government certified technician 
with 35 years exputionco in 








7169 West Saanich Rood,, . . 











I specialize in small business 
accounting, bookkeeping, 
payroll and income tax at 








Wliidows • Floor, 









Also Haulinn. Will dollvor one to 





















Sail & Power 
656-5558 - 598-.3366
A & B BOAT TOPS
Cmnplolo Bool Upliol»l«ry 






PACIFIC SQUARE RIGGER INC.
TciTt
, WcRepaIr
Sails - Ooat Tops - Tarps - Haich Covers 
Trailers - Upholstery'- Vinyl.























COMPLETE BOILER REPAIRS 












Never wax your car again 
-Guaranteed in writing- 






Stool 8 Aluminum Mig Welding 





Morlno Auto ft Safety Clots 











My knowledgeable sister- 
in-law, Joan Guest, from 
England, says that instead 
of talking about slugs, and 
earwigs, and wintermoths, 
this column should begin 
with something pleasant, so 
following her advice wc will 
start with planting patio 
boxes (or hanging baskets). 
You will need several things 
for these containers: place 
some vermiculitc, or 
gravel, or broken clay-pot 
bits to provide good 
drainage...an inch or more 
should be enough.
On top of this goes your 
soil mix. Most plants will 
thrive on a combination of 
1/3 potting soil, 1/3 wet 
peat moss and 1/3 clean 
sand, plus a handful of 
bonemeal which provides 
safe long lasting, nourish­
ment.
Now you are ready to 
plant.
Some thought needs to be 
given as to whether your 
planters are to sit all day in 
the sun on this lovely 
Peninsula, or will be, at 
least part of the day in the 
shade. Petunias, geraniums 
(both trailing and upright) 
nasturtiums, nemesia, 
marigolds, Livingstone 
daisies or ice plants love the 
sun, but the more delicate 
begonias (both tuberous 
and fibrous) fuchsias, 
impatiens pansies, like at 
least afternoon shade. They
inebriation!
The best method of 
control is, of course, “good 
housekeeping;” no boards 
lett lying on the ground, no 
rubbish in a corner where 











Free Pick up and 
Delivery.
656-4698
REPAIRS AND TUNE-UPS. LAWN- 
MOWERS, ROTOTILLERS AMP 
OUTBOARDS. We buy old and sell 
reconditioned lownmowers, etc. Froo 
pick up and delivery. Roasonoble 




















Your woddltiQ or Annlvortory 




TORO - LA WN BOY- SNAPPER 
BOLENS- CAL TRIMMER
Al’s Super Lawnmower Sales & Service
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O.M.C. STERN DRIVE -
evinuude outboards
STERN DRIVE.


















Ciducy Mwdlval ' 
Arts Building 
















2492 llonctin Ave. 
Pit. 656-1194
really q!o best in a Northerly 
exposure.
Some delightful additions 
to your baskets arc not as 
particlar, so you may add 
trailing lobelia, nepeta, 
alyssum for additional 
colour and perfume. One of 
the most eye-appealing 
planters wc ever had was a 
simple planting of nemesia, 
which bloomed without 
stopping from May until 
September.
Your planters will need 
some attention..,most of 
the ones in the sun will need 
lo be watered every day, 
and once every, two weeks 
they wll need fertilizer. Two 
weeks after planting you 
could apply fish fertilizer, 
and two weeks later an 
application of Hi-Sol 
(20;20;20), rotating these 
two until fall...you will be 
amply rewarded for your 
efforts. .
Now, back lo those 
unpicasaru crcaiurcs 1 
mentioned earlier; slugs, 
earwigs and those grccnisli 
grubs (like tiny cnlcrpillars) 
called winter moihs.'
Sturt your battle with 
these pesis early. Slug.s may 
leave a gll.stcning, silver 
trail as they hcjid for your 
newly sprouting vegetable 
plants, but don't spend too 
long lost In admiration...get 
out the slug bail (either 
bran, pellets or liquid) and 
prepare for wnri
Bran or liquid scems less 
dangerous if you have 
cliildrcn or pets, althougit 
pellets may be put under a 
lilted garden pot (witli a 
stone on top). These baits 
seem to retain their potency 
even after several rains, and 
doavery effective job.
An alternative mcihotl is 
to pour salt on the brutes, 
but ns they arc night 
feeders, it means a coat nnd 
a flash-light, and what arc 
the neighbours going to 
think with you out their 
skulking around like 
Sherlock Holmes, and 
.slug.s die a 
death ffOtiT llic
during the day. Slugs ae 
elusive creatures lisHigh 
and even in the best kept: 
garden you can find results 
of the damage they have 
done.
Earwigs are another 
problem. One advantage 
that gardeners have is that 
earwigs only produce one 
generation of young a year, 
so if you can catch the 
adults early you have the 
problem under control. 
Earwigs too are night 
feeders, hiding, during the 
day, in crevices in fences, 
and planter boxes and in 
old piles of lumber. There is 
also a poison bran for 
earwigs which should be 
handled like any other 
poison...with GARE!
PLEASE put these 
potions on your (^i^ghest 
shelf, away from '^mall 
curious people, and when 
the boxes are empty either 
burn them or put them in 
the garbage can.
One of the most 
damaging pests in this area 
is the winter moth. A recent 
article in a Victoria 
newspaper tells of the; 
biological control being 
attempted ' by the Depar­
tment of Agriculture, but 
suggests that at present the 
surest method is still the use 
of the insecticide 
“Meth6xychlor”...four . 
teaspoons of methbxychlpr 
25f% emulsifiable'ybdri” 
cent rate per gallom fAdd a i 
few drops of liquid 
detergent as a“sticker”.
and apply after sundown 
when the bees are not 
feeding. This spray should 
not be used on trees in 
bloom, so cither spray 
before the buds open or 
after pcial fall.
Frank Stockhill of 
Brentwood Bay says that a 
spray 0 r V. I. P. (V anconver 
Island Products) pure .soap 
will drive young cutcrpilJar.s 
out of tlic trees, They fall to 
the ground where the birds 
cat them, a method that 
appeals to me, since it will 
harm no-one.
A garden hint for this 
week, and one tItat might 
have special appeal for 
anyone exhibiting at this 
Snturday.9 ".Sidney and 
No r I h S a a n i c h Garden 
Club'' show (at Margaret 
Vauglian Bit cit Mall) add 
one tabic,spoon of ordinary 
corn starch to Ihe water 
when you arc arranging 
tulips, and they will not 
droop. Thunks for this hint 
go to Mrs, F, 'I'hoinson who 
learned L.of it from her 




Bonrfaij . Iniu^att 






advised by my organic 
gutdciiing titends t» a Ituil- 
bottle of beer sunk to the 
neck ii\ the ground...slugs 
seem alliuqcU by the smell, 
wittwl in aiul diown, qmic 
possibly in a happy tsiate of
use SPONSORS 
CYPRIOT CHILDREN 
The US.C board of 
directors has approved 
sponsorship of Cypriot 
refugee school children 
under the USC Foster 
Parent Scheme. The 
program Is being ad- 
luinisteicU by the Cyprus 
Red Cross Society through 
tpc primary scltools which 
tne children attend. 
SponsorRhip amounts to 
$180 per child per year/ ■ 
Fiirihei information may be 
olAaincd at USC 







From now on, purchasers 
of motor vehicles in B.C. 
who buy their insurance 
from the Insurance Cor­
poration of B.C. Wll
receive a full 12 monihs
coverage.
Effective April 1, a 
system of “staggered 
renewal” was instituted, to 
replace the old system of 
having every auto insurance 
policy expire on February 
28.
Staggered renewal is 
intended lo eliminate the 
traditional last-minute 
renewal rush in February, 
for the convenience of the 
motoring public.
fetBdtersi
^48-HOUR REP AIR AND' TCHMAKERS 
APPRAISAL SERVICE^'
BEACON PLAZA MALL .ofjSoNS 
^Sidney, B.C. 656-6012 APPRAISERS
Every year between 
300,000 and 400,000 people 
buy auto insurance after the 
traditional insurance year 
has started. Now, anyone 
making a renewal or 
purchasing insurance that 
requires a new plate will 
buy one year’s Autoplan 
coverage from the date of 
purcha.se.
F'or example, if a vehicle 
ownei^is issued a new policy 
and plate on April 17, 
coverage will expire on 
March 31, 1980, and that 
will be the owner’s renewal 
dale from then on.
Plates issued ■ under the 
staggered renewal scheme 
will have decals showing the 
month of expiry. In the 
example given above, the 
decal would show expiry as 
‘MAR 80’.
OUR EXPERIENCED TV’S
20” Toshiba with warranty.................$350.00
26" Fleetwood..........................  $250.00
26” Electrohome — ............. $200.00
26” Electrohome.................................. $250.00




has become the 
issue in British 
Columbia.




and the Islands 
JOHM GRfeEM ' v 
Phone 384-0334 or 652-9926
ICBC president Robbie 
Sherrell said with about 
300,000 to 400,000 vehicle 
owners changing to 
staggered renewal each 
year, it will take about three 
to four years for the B.C. 
motorist population of 1.7 
million lo move to the new 
plan.
Vehicles with new plates 
issued up to March 31, 1979 
continue to remain on the 
traditional renewal schedule 
and will receive expiry 
decals during the 1980 
renewal period.
Wednesday, April 25, 1979
DEADLY OUTLET 
Electrical outlets and 
worn extension cords can be 
deadly. The Canada .Safety 
Council .says don’t let 
children play with outlets, 
lamps or appliance cords, 
and disconnect appliances 
when hot in use. On Child 
Safety Week, start by 
protecting unused outlets 
with safety plugs if you 
have not done it yet.
Quebec Students Here On Exchange Visit
A holiday-like at­
mosphere pervaded North 
Saanich school Friday. 
French accents mingled 
with the B.C. home-grown 
variety as Quebec students
— here on an exchange visit 
i with the school — toured 
j the school and lunched off 
the efforts of home 
economic students.
.After a welcoming speech 
by principal Bob Abbott, 
Quebecers tucked into beef 
and rice bake, salad. 
Bavarian cream and apple 
juice.
During their 10-day stay 
here a busy itinery includes 
a roller skating party, a 
luncheon reception at the
Travelodge, tour of the 
legislature, lunch at Noos 
Pizza in Market Square, a 
picnic lunch at Beacon Hill 
Park and visits to a number 
of places in Victoria and the 
peninsula.
On April 29, 25 North 
Saanich school students will 
travel to Quebec where 
they’ll be billeted with the 
families of the Quebec 
students.
The 25 youngsters are 
aged between 13 and 14 
years and should feel quite 
al home with Quebecers. 
‘‘They’ll be able to speak 
French and carry on 
conversations, ’ ’ says
Abbott, who is pleased with 
the effectiveness of the 
current French program in 
the school.
The program involves 
three teachers and is headed 
by John Clark. Clarisse 
Graham, a bilingual teacher 
on staff, assists with top 
students in the program.
North Saanich school 
pioneered the “middle 
school” concept in B.C. 
and has only grades 6, 7 and 
8. Abbott says of the 225 
students who left the school 
to enter grade 9, more than 
180 elected to take French. 
‘‘It’s a very popular .subject 
in this school.”
Although 100 students 
applied for and were 
qualified to make the 
Quebec trip, only 25 may 
go. After screening, 
teachers were left with 50 
students and narpes were 
drawn from a hat.
m
OffliH
ESS®..........^o 9 e c 0
this advt. paid for by a lot of people who 
want John Green for their MLA.
By Peggy Rowand 
A number of elderly folk 
on the peninsula have their 
dander up with the Motor 
Vehicle Branch.
The branch recently ruled 
drivers must take their test 
in Victoria instead of 
Sidney, with the result that
many elderly people will 
lose their licence.
There are a vast number 
of senior citizens — many 
well int6.:,their 80s — still 
driving on the peninsula, 
but the quiet roads of 
Sidney and North Saanich 
are one thing, the busy two 
and_: three-lane_ traffic of 
vVicloria'Td^ibfh^T City 
traffic belongs to the. past 
for most senior citizens.
After the first howl ;of 
anguish, seniors have 
retaliated by drawing up a 
petition protesting the 
ruling. To date, there are 
more than 50 signatures on 
the petition at the Social 
Credit office on Beacon 
Avenue.
“Tltey’re just trying to 
gel us oldsters off the 
road,” said one man who’d 
just signed the petition 
Monday. He and his wife —
they’re well inlo their 80s — 
still drive.
‘‘It was a lovely day 
recently and we decided to 
take a drive dow'n We,st 
Saanich Road, and Prospect 
Lake Road,” his wife .said. 
‘‘We’d be deprived of. that 
pleasure if we had to take 
’ the test in Victoria.”
Many dderly people have 
long given lip driving into 
Victoria or on major high- 
ways,i and use the bus if 
they want a -trip into the
city..’''-V
‘‘Most people would fail 
in that unfamiliar 
territory,” said the 
sprightly 80-year-old (who 
looked 20 years younger.)
She .said elderly drivers 
would not be the only ones 
to suffer.
‘‘These people perform a 
valuable service taking 
other old people all over the 
place. Tho.sc who arc being 
helped would also be 
deprived.”
Muriel Ackinclo.se, who 
runs the senior citizens 
centre on Re.sfhaven Road 
said many of the centre’s 
members had asked her if 
she could do something 
about the ruling.
“It’s difficult for me 
beetiuse 1 sec both sides of 
the situation. I’d hate lo be 
without my wheels and I’d 
luite to be dependent on 
other people I’or a ride.
“And I'tl probably fed 
just as embittered as they 
do now if I were in the same 
position, but tliere is 
anuthcr side to it. If a 
person is unable to drive 
into Victoria, then pet haps 
ilicy’ve no business on the 
road. It’s also been pointed 
out to me that the traffic in
Sidney is getting busier all 
the time.”
Sidney RCMP Staff. Sgt. 
George Whittaker said 
Monday, that elderly 
people, as a group, were not 
a problem. ‘‘1 wouldn’t 
single them out,” he said;
Whittaker said there had-; 
been some problems with 
cei-tain dndividitals ; and 
“these have been asked to 
re-examine.” d:.:'
Most of those to be re­
examined would have been 
in accidents in which it
appeared that the drivers 
used pobr judgement.
‘‘Request for drivers to 
be re-examined doesn’t 
always come froni us,” he 
said.“It could come from 
another driver, a, neighbor 
or even a relative.”
Whittaker said he ap­
preciated; h owe Iderjy 
drivers might feel at the 
possible loss of a licence. 
‘‘It’s very difficult. The car 
is their only means of 
communication with the 
outside world.
F.njoy spacious sound am! compaci size wilh 
Akai s ihrce-in-onc .sicreo system - die .•\C-,381K) music 
ccnier. Rccci\'cr, cassette deck and senii-auioni;iiic 
unnttibic ate built into one compaci cabinet f<,>rmini.> 
an incredibly powerfui ami sophisticated music cenrer 
o . INCLI.IDI:; • power r;uing of 2,S wails
K.ivL.S. pet chiinnel • Dolhvnoise rcduciion system
• highly .sensitive receiver feiiturinu 
sensi-touch; F',\l iire-set liming
• outstanding cassette deck with
only 0.08% WRMS wow and ' 
flutter • tiulomtuic return tone- 
arm turntable * direct function 
change controls ® f-'M iimting 
-• illuminated VU and sigmd' 
meters • available in black;or 
silver finish. ‘
[Ml
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
7154 W. SAANICH RD.
BRENTWOOD BAY












Wiih brass i(!t iiowli’) 
Afi'ft roumann; 21100 fl
12-6 3 GOLDEN 
VIGORO WEED 
'N FEED
Food.s your lawn as il 
kills,y ilnnilolioiis, 
chickwnotl. iitc, 2(1 lb, 
bat),
Proviilos quick (irmtn up 
nnd susiainod ornwino 
powor, 3(1 lb, bag.
% 88
B 2411 BEACON AVE., SIDNEY, B.C. 656-2712
Pficfjs vdlitJ while stock lasts
CI.UB WORKSHOP 
Mnt. Oatheriiie Uakcr, 
Victoria llorticiillurtii 
Society, heailed a workshop 
for Sidney’s Gat den Cliiii 
on the preparation and 
grooming of exhibits for the 
npeoming spring flowei* 
show to be held al 1 ;,3(l 
p.m,, April 28 at Mingtirel 
Vaiighrin nirch I lull,
Mrs, Baker told chib 
inemhcis ibni most points 
arc Won or lost on small 
things over wbicb ibe 
e.sliihitor has control -- 
such as cleanline,ss, nn- 
blcmi'..hed blooms, straight 
stems, etc,
She iivivised gaidencr.s, 
"Use it few good specimens 
and don’t overcrowd. Make 
sine your choice of blooms 
or tioweriag sbriibs arc 
prime specimens,”
She demonstrated plant 
'‘('ruomlnr'” Hy 
an Afrieari violet into three 
plants, leaving the original 
as a pfufect toseile and 
thmailne the other two ns 
dooi prizes,
Fri. & Saturday Dniy ^ no
STANDING RIB ROAST^'lil




Olympic 16 Oz. Pkg. in
1 SLICED BOLOGNA
Grade A Beef >cn
CROSS RIB ROAST “'It®
Olympic R.T.S. c#i!iQn
MINI BONELESS HAM^21® 
COTFAGE ROLLS Ui®
Great For Bar B Q trtoo
PRIME RIB STEAK . 21®
MAYONNAISE
1 Bets Best Food
1 750 Ml.
COOKIES




1 Minute Maid 4;n in 
j 16 0z.
ICECREAM
Big Dipper 4 Litre
TEABAGS
Nabob IZS’s SjfSS j
FACIAL TISSUE
Udy Scott j-Q*















Puritan IS Oz. 99''^
TOILET TISSUE 1
Capri 4’s 771^ |
1 California 24's ^ a
FRESH LETTUCE 3/89^
I B.C. Hot House
fLONG ENGLISH CUKE ^9®
B.C. Red 3 lb. Bag
DELICIOUS APPLES 89l
Large Juicy 56’s « 1
NAVEL ORANGES 4 ibJ8^
iini
